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and good reasons have we for being so. 

Our plant, the culmination of over sixty- 
five years of specialized steel making, is 
one of the most complete in the world. 

From ingot to finished product, it guards 
the quality of Ludlum Steel thruout every 
operation of its manufacture, by a system 
of analysis and inspection that is un- 
equaled anywhere. 

Its thousands of loyal employes labor daily 
to uvhold the high reputation of Ludlum 
Steel. 

Its mammoth steam hammers, its rolling 
mills, heat-treating furnaces, chemical and 
metallurgical laboratories, machine shops 
—every department of its entire organiza- 
tion is working tooth and nail to produce 
quality. | 

Write for our Ludlum Steel Catalog which 
describes in detail the manufacture and 
treatment of our steels. 
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Advance In Subscription Rates 
R READERS: 

subscription rate to the Railway Mechanical Engineer 

basis of the number of editorial pages is the same 

is it this Was a quarter of a century or more ago; 

he exception of an increase which was recently made 

lers west of the Mississippi river, caused by the es- 

iment of the excessive zone postal charges. Hereafter 

scription rate throughout the United States, Canada 

lexico will be $4. The rate to subscribers in other 

ries will be $5, and the price of a single copy will be 

publishing business, like the railroad and all other 

sses, has been subjected to large increases in its costs of 

tion. There are, however, special influences affect- 

publishing business about which we feel our readers 

be told. The white paper used by newspapers and 

icals, for instance, constitutes one of the largest items 

r cost of production. During the first six months of 

ir 1920 the expenditures for paper for the Railway 

vical Engineer and the other railway papers published 

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company were 194 

it greater than in the first six months of 1919. This 

in cost was due only in a small degree to an in- 

in the amount of paper used. It was caused largely 

ances in the prices that we have had to pay. 

if the advance in the price of paper was the only 

e in cost that we had to meet, it would be serious; 

y no means stands alone. During the first six months 

0 the expense of typesetting, press work, binding and 
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bulk postage of our railway papers was 125 per cent greater 

than in 1919. 

cost of the engravings used as illustrations in our editorial 

During the same period the increase in the 

pages was 265 per cent. 

These the increases which have oc- 

curred in our “manufacturing costs.” 

statistics indicate 

We have also been 

affected by the same influences which have compelled busi- 

ness concerns of all kinds to increase the wages and salaries 

of their employees. Publications of all kinds, owing to 

similar developments have been forced to advance their sub- 

scription rates. Metropolitan newspapers which formerly 

sold for one cent are now being sold for two and even three 

cents. 

We are deeply appreciative of the loyal support which we 

have always received from our readers. It will be our en- 

deavor in the future, as it has been in the past, constantly 

to make the Railway Mechanical Engineer a better paper, 

and we bespeak your continued cordial co-operation. 

Roy V. WricHrt, 

Editor. 

It was once remarked by an able railroad executive that the 
successful railroad man was one who knew something about 

every. branch of railroading and every- 
thing about one department. This is 
unquestionably true and the fact is 
doubtless appreciated by many young 
men in railroad service. Is it not 

probable, however, that some of these young men are labor- 
ing under the impression that a general knowledge of each 
department is of the first importance and that the obvious 

The All-Round 

Railroad 

Man 
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way in which to acquire an all-around knowledge of railway 
operation is to seek employment in various branches of the 
service by switching from one department to another as 
often as the opportunity presents itself? What the diversified 
tendency undertaken under a misguided notion may result 
in is well illustrated in the following reply recently received 
to an advertisement for a man having a good knowledge of 
railroading with some experience in the mechanical depart- 
ment: “I am an all-round railroad man experienced in all 
branches, viz, conductor, brakeman, fireman, engineer, track 

foreman, yard master, train master, despatcher, master me- 
chanic, superintendent, maintenance of way, accountant, pay- 
master and detective.” While the applicant further states that 
he can do anything desired, his proficiency in any line 
whatever would, of course, be seriously questioned. 
It would be well to bear in mind the fact that while executives 
have usually a surprisingly intimate knowledge of the con- 
duct of every department, they have generally acquired this 
through keen observation and study in preference to the 
process of rotating from one department to another, which 
is often more demoralizing than helpful. Success depends 
so largely upon the tangible value of your services to your 
superior officers that a very thorough knowledge of just one 
feature may be put down as the most important single quali- 
fication. 

The railroads are bending their energies to getting the maxi- 
mum mileage from all freight equipment. While the im- 

mediate necessity for more transporta- 
Permanent tion justifies any measures that can be 

Improvements taken to meet the situation, the conse- 
to Cars quences may be serious unless the needs 

of the future are considered. There 
is no prospect that the amount of freight which the railroads 
are called on to handle will decrease. Cars which make un- 
usually high mileage are sure to wear out with unusual ra- 
pidity and precautions must be taken to prevent cars being 
kept in service when in need of extensive repairs lest the 
roads find themselves at some future date handicapped by 
a large amount of freight equipment in a deteriorated condi- 
tion. 

The obvious remedy for this condition would be the im- 
mediate purchase of large amounts of new equipment, but 
with the present serious shortage of freight cars the ex- 
isting equipment must be kept in service whether or not new 
cars are acquired. 

While some roads have such a large proportion of bad 
order cars that no heavy repairs can be made with the ex- 
isting forces and facilities, the roads that have reduced the 
bad order equipment to a reasonable percentage should put 
in effect a program for the reinforcing of equipment. This 
work should have for its object the elimination of all the 
troublesome defects that have developed in service. Not 
only should steel center sills or metal draft arms be applied 
where necessary, but the cars should be equipped with thicker 
end lining and steel end and corner posts or all steel ends. 
Roofs of substantial construction should be applied and the 
superstructure should be reinforced when necessary to avoid 
distorting the roof sheets. Side doors with steel frames and 
adequate door fixtures will eliminate many a damage claim 
and many a trip to the repair track. The trucks should not 
be overlooked; safety hangers for the brake beams should 
be applied where needed; side bars should receive atten- 
tion; the weak truck bolsters should be replaced. The re- 
duction of bad order cars to a maximum of 4 per cent is a 
praiseworthy object, but the emergency is not great enough 
to justify any road in meeting the situation by disregarding 
sound policies in the current maintainance of its car 
equipment. 
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The fact that transportation is a limiting factor in the out- 
put of some of America’s important industries has been 

stressed so often that it hardly needs 
Breaking emphasis. The difficulties of the early 

Transportation months of this year caused a falling off 
Records in the traffic handled, but with normal 

conditions restored the roads have 
been steadily increasing the amount of freight hauled. Dur- 
ing the week of August 14, the number of cars loaded was 
962,352, an increase of 129,913 cars over the corresponding 

week of 1919, and of 13,556 cars over the corresponding 
week of 1918. This is a new high record for this season 
of the year. 

In order to better this, if possible, the Association of Rail- 
way Executives has set as a definite goal the following per- 
formance: 1—An average daily minimum movement of 
freight cars of not less than 30 miles per day; 2—An aver- 
age loading of 30 tons per car; 3—Reduction of bad order 
cars to a maximum of 4 per cent of total owned; 4—An 
early and substantial reduction in the number of locomo- 
tives now unfit for service; 5—More effective efforts to bring 
about the return of cars to the owner roads. 

Of these five factors which contribute to the operating ef- 
ficiency, the third and fourth are matters for which the me- 
chanical department is directly responsible. 

The number of bad order cars is still very large and every 
effort must be made to get the cars into service. The roads 
should not hesitate to seek assistance from car building 

plants that may have excess capital available for repair work 
if they cannot reduce the percentage of bad order cars with 
their own forces. The report of locomotives out of service 
for repairs shows that the motive power on some roads is 
in excellent condition. Other roads have a high percentage 
of engines awaiting classified repairs. With labor available, 
the roads that are hampered by lack of serviceable power 
should add to the forces to improve conditions before win- 
ter weather increases the amount of maintenance work. 

Are micrometer calipers an unnecessary refinement for rail- 
way shop work? Is it true that railway mechanics are not 

qualified to use any instrument more 
The Use accurate than a two-foot rule? Both of 

of these ideas have become so firmly im- 
Micrometers bedded in the minds of some people 

that it is difficult to dislodge them, 
but we feel that the correct answer to both questions is a 
decided “No.” This belief is substantiated by the conclu- 
sions reached in an article entitled “Micrometer Calipers in 
Railway Shops” appearing elsewhere in this issue. The 
author of the article is a practical railway shop man of 
many years’ experience, who maintains that the more gen- 
eral use of micrometer calipers will improve both the quality 
and quantity of shop output. Many important arguments 
are presented and detailed illustrations given to show how 
the use of micrometers on various classes of work will tend 
to produce the results predicted. 

As an example of the way in which improved quality of 
work can be obtained the author cites the many force fits 
that must be made in locomotive repair work. It is pointed 
out that the safety of passengers and trainmen depends upon 
axle fits in wheel centers, which can be made most accurately 
when micrometer calipers are used in measuring. Some 
parts of locomotive motion work must be provided with 
running fits within certain limits. When these fits are too 
tight, the results are as serious as when too loose, and the 
exact amount of play, demonstrated by experience to be 
correct, can best be measured with micrometers. The use 

of micrometers in railway shops also makes possivle more 
accurate measurements on many other classes of work. 
Mechanics can tell exactly how close they are working and 
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the results will be a general toning up and improvement in 
orkmanship. 
It was stated that shop output is increased in quantity, 

lue to the fact that machine parts may be calipered more 
uickly with micrometers than with ordinary calipers and 
scale. By having all measurements of similar work made 

one man and recorded on suitable forms, machine oper- 
tors can remain at their stations and thus reduce the idle 

nachine hours. Micrometers also make possible greater ac- 
curacy in machining and therefore eliminate many scraping 

erations. For example, driving box brasses can be bored 
limited amount larger than the journals and applied 
thout further scraping or fitting, experience having dem- 

nstrated that no unsatisfactory results will follow. The 
duction in the number of solid ring gages required, the 

tendency to eliminate disputes between inspectors and work- 
n and other important results of the use of micrometers 
also pointed out in the article. 

\|though staggering under an appalling fuel bill, how many 
lroads are making a consistent and persistent effort to re- 

duce this bill, and how many of these 
Fads have organized this effort on the same 

and Facts stable basis that characterizes the con- 

About Fuel duct of other departments? How many 
executives regard the fuel department 

| fad, how many consider it a necessity? Nowhere will 
nized effort count for more than when directed towards 

el conservation on our railroads. But as long as super- 
on is regarded as a fad, so long will it remain a fail- 

If the management were dissatisfied with the operating 

irtment or with the mechanical department it is possible 
t they would make some change, but certainly they would 

t dispense with the organization even if that were prac- 
Yet every turn in the affairs of many railroads affects 

mode of fuel supervision and fuel departments come and 
regularly as the tide. The railroads must consider 

supervision as something more than a fad, they must 
ranize this work on a sound basis and stick by the organi- 

1 if they expect to stem the rising tide of fuel costs. 

NEW BOOKS 
Iron and Copper Plate Worker. By Leroy I. Blinn. 5 in. 

7 in., illustrated, bound in cloth. Tublished by Henry Carey Baird 

Co., 2 West Forty-fifth street, New York. 

s book can best be classed as a reference volume for en- 
ers, foremen and mechanics who have to do with sheet 

tal working of any description. It could also be made 
of as a text on this subject and will afford interesting 
ling to anyone versed in the manipulation of sheet metals, 
igh it is primarily a handbook designed for the guidance 
vorkers in sheet metal. As such it is eminently prac- 
and deals most thoroughly with every phase of this 

Particular attention is given to the rules for laying 
work of all descriptions, the composition of metallic al- 

s and solders, recipes for varnishes, lacquers, cements and 
n. All the manipulations encountered in the work shop 
lescribed quite definitely. As this book is a revised edi- 
of an earlier publication it may be added for the benefit 

hose who are familiar with the previous edition that the 
edition contains all the fundamental subject matter ap- 
ing in the original publication, augmented by data on 
modern system of triangulation as related particularly 
Kyligii vrork. Moreover, the portion of the earlier edi- 
treating on metallic alloys and solders has been entirely 

‘ritten so as to incorporate the best modern practice. The 
jects are systematically grouped and a complete alpha- 

tical index adds to the value of the book as a reference 
volume, 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

HANDHOLDS VS. WASHOUT PLUGS 
Omana, Nebr. 

To THE EpITor: 

Referring to the editorial Accidents Due to Washout Plugs, 
. appearing in your January number and the articles by Mr. 
Lipetz and Mr. Grant in your April and June issues re- 
spectively pertaining to this subject. 

The ordinary plugs in general use in this country were in- 
herited from our very first locomotives which carried low 
boiler pressures and were built before the advent of the tube 
supported fire-box brick arches, which requires from 4 to 12 
additional plugs, according to the width of the fire-box. 
The use of these plugs has been continued, probably due 
to the fact that they are simple and inexpensive in first cost, 
but it should be apparent to anyone familiar with the sub- 
ject that they are inefficient and are not meeting modern 
service requirements. The final threads in the boiler sheets, 
being exposed when the plugs are removed, are subject to 
wear and damage by the insertion of the boiler washout im- 
plements. Further, the threads become clogged with dirt 
and scale from the boiler,. resulting quite often in crossing 
the threads when the plugs are screwed in place. 
When these plugs are located in the curved corners of the 

fire-box, usually not more than two full threads of the plug 
engage the sheets, and in order to obtain even this small 
number of threads the plug is limited to two inches in diam- 
ter and 12 threads per inch. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad has used for a number of 
years, and to a considerable extent, handholds similar in 
general construction to those described by Mr. Lipetz, with 
the exception that they employ special asbestos gaskets in- 
stead of the lead gaskets. This type of handhold undoubt- 
edly provides a more safe form of construction than the or- 
dinary washout plug, but it is more troublesome to handle, 
and more costly. 

Another type of construction which has been used to a 
limited extent in this country consists in flanging out and 

threading the fire-box sheets around the washout holes, and 
inserting the ordinary plugs, but this arrangement has prac- 
tically all of the inherent defects of the ordinary plugs and 
the disadvantage that the sheets are materially reduced in 
thickness and weakened by the process of forming the flange 
as described. 

Attention is invited to the form of washout plug illustrated 
by the accompanying sketch, which is self-explanatory and 
which was developed and patented by Messrs. Gilmore and 
Woodward, engineers of the American Locomotive Com- 
pany. 

The sketch shows the plug applied at the corner of the 
fire-box, but the same arrangement can be used on flat sur- 
faces and for arch tube plugs. The square portion of the 
plug, provided for receiving the wrench, is shown extending 
outwardly, but it can be countersunk if desired into the outer 
end of the plug, thereby making the whole arrangement more 
compact. 

It is understood that about 150 locomotives, built in this 

country, mostly for service abroad, have been equipped with 
these plugs, but I have no actual information as to how the 
plugs have met the service conditions. 

With this plug the usual boiler cleaning tools could not 
damage the threads, nor could they become clogged with 
dirt from the boiler, and as relatively coarse threads could 
be used on the cap it is thought that little trouble should be 
experienced with crossed threads. It is simple in construc- 
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tion, should be reasonable in cost, and could be readily han- 
dled. 

As accidents due to washout plugs are on the increase, 

and as it is generally admitted the plugs in common use are 
not meeting present-day conditions, the matter is of impor- 
tance and it would seem that it should be given serious con- 
sideration by all concerned and especially by the committee 
on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers, of the 
American Railroad Association. 

JoHN L. Mouun, 
Mechanical Asst. Union Pacific System. 

FAIR PLAY FOR THE SERVICE OF SUPPLY 

To THE Eptror: 
Your editorial on the Service of Supply, appearing in 

the May issue of the Railway Mechanical Engineer, attracted 
my serious attention and I have read the subsequent cor- 
respondence which developed in connection with this editorial 
with more than usual interest. 

It appears to me that in the first place much of the mis- 
understanding referred to between the mechanical and the 

stores department is in a large measure due to non-compre- 
hension on the part of the mechanical department of the aim 
and purpose of the Service of Supply. This department 
fully appreciates that the mechanical department must have 
the material with which to work and it is never the purpose 
of the stores department to embarass the operation of the 
mechanical department by restricting the supplies of material 
furnished to this department. The quantity of these sup- 
plies is always limited by two very important factors; the 
availability of the material and the financial resources of 
the railroad. During times such as we have been passing 
through, it has often been exceedingly difficult to obtain the 
materials which are needed by our shops. This applies par- 
ticularly to steel products of which there has been a great 
scarcity in many lines. 

Unapplied material is money, and the purchase of ma- 
terial represents an investment. If the railroad can use this 
material as soon as it is delivered, it is a very profitable in- 
vestment. But if the material lies around unused for months 
because the railroad has more of this particular kind of ma- 
terial than it needs, or because the mechanical department has 
changed its plans and has decided to use some other kind 
of material as frequently happens, then it is a very bad in- 
vestment and, of course, the Service of Supply is blamed 
because it must continue to carry this material and absorb 
the loss due to the interest on the investment and the inevit- 
able depreciation of the material which may be accelerated 
by obsolescence. But whether the investment be good or 
bad, it must invariably be proportioned to the fi. :ncial re- 
sources of the railroad. ‘There are many things that you 
need, both in your business and in your home, things that, if 

purchased, would save you a great deal of money or increase 

the enjoyment of your home, but if you do not have the 
money, you must forgo their purchase. This is frequently 
the situation in which the railroad finds itself and not un- 
frequently it is the Service of Supply that is blamed by those 
who have asked for the material. 

One of your correspondents has, if I have not misunder- 
stood him, suggested that the railroad should proceed with 
the purchase of needed material without regard to its finan- 
cial resources :and depend upon its enhanced earning ca- 
pacity to create the necessary credit. If matters were as 
simple as this there would have been no occasion for the 
railroads to plead poverty before the Interstate Commerce 
Commission or any real necessity for the recent rate in- 
creases to correct a situation that has been fundamentally 
responsible for the inability of the railroads to properly pro- 
vide for their needs. 
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There is, of course, another factor to be reckoned with in 
any consideration of this subject and that is the efficiency 
of this much abused Service of Supply. This has an all 
important bearing on delays to equipment undergoing re- 
pairs; which, after all, is what the mechanical department is 
most concerned about. A simple statement of the facts will 
serve to illustrate my point and possibly convince some of 
the mechanical fraternity that what is really needed on every 
railroad is a strongly organized Service of Supply and that 
this is the best possible insurance against delays attributable 
to shortage of material. 

“During the period of federal control, the inspectors of 
the mechanical divisiun were instructed to report to head- 
quarters all shop delays with their cause and duration. All 
delays attributable to shortage of material were at once re- 
ported to the Division of Purchases and were immediately 
investigated thoroughly on the ground and the conditions 
remedied. Out of scores of such reports received from all 
over the country, indiscriminately, only one report referred 
to conditions on a railroad which has had a properly organ- 
ized supply department operating for any length of time.” 

GENERAL STOREKEEPER. 

STANDARD METHOD OF PACKING JOURNAL 
BOXES 

Topeka, Kan. 

To THE EpItTor: 

There were two elements in the discussion of the use of 
the front plug in the journal box at the A. R. A. Conven- 
tion that apparently were overlooked. First, the figures 
quoted on the increased car miles obtained per hot box by 
leaving out the end plug compared a period when all boxes 
were repacked with a period when the journal boxes ran 
until they gave trouble or the car was sent to the shop for 
repairs. These two periods are not comparable. Second, 
approximately 40 per cent of all hot boxes have other 
troubles than poor packing as the cause of their running 
hot. If the car trucks were given attention many of these 
defects would be automatically rectified. 

The only use of journal box packing is to lubricate the 
journal. The absorbent power as well as the capillary power 
of the waste are the only qualities that directly affect the 
lubricating capacity of the waste. Resilience is an important 
mechanical characteristics of any good journal box packing. 
Two journal boxes with equal qualities of waste and packed 
in the same manner will give equally satisfactory service, 
other conditions being equal. The condition of the pack- 
ing under the journal is the essential thing. The use or non- 
use of a plug in the end of the box does not affect the lubri- 
cation of the journal until some other condition obtains. Ii 
no end plug is used in the box the packing must be set up 
each trip or each division. If a plug is used the box will 
run a much longer time without any attention. It is a ques- 
tion of labor pitted against the plug. 

Briefly, the arguments for and against the use of the end 
plug are as follows: 

Arguments Against the Use of the Plug. 
can be better inspected without the plug. 
material by leaving the plug out. 

Arguments for the Use of the Plug. 1. The plug holds 
the packing under the journal if properly applied. 2. The 
plug is an additional oil storage for the lubrication of the 
journal. 3. The plug will assist in keeping dust from the 
packing underneath the journal. 

If all journal boxes were repacked periodically the pack- 
ing should always be in good condition and there would no‘ 
be so much hot box trouble. This repacking must be done 
in a conscientious and thorough manner to accomplish the 
desired results. H. L. SHIPMAN. 

1. The box 
2. The saving of 
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LOCOMOTIVE FEED WATER HEATING IN EUROPE 

The High Price of Coal Has Stimulated the Use 

of This Appliance; Over 10,000 Units in Operation 

BY ROBERT E. THAYER 
European Editor of The Railway Mechanical Engineer 

ITH the present cost of coal anywhere from 200 to 
1,600 per cent of what it was before the war, the 
railways of Europe have been forced to consider very 

fully means by which locomotives can be operated with a 
ase in fuel consumption. Superheating is, of course, 
universally adopted although in England this method of 

ng fuel has not been developed to the same extent as on 
railways in the United States. The use of feedwater 

i—Arrangement of Weir System of Feedwater Heating 

rs is one means of fuel economy which is now receiving 
greatest attention particularly on the Continent. It is 
ited that there are over 10,000 feedwater heaters in use 

he railways of Europe. These are distributed amongst 
Weir system, the Caille-Potonie system and the Knorr 
m, the latter having by far the greatest distribution. 
Weir system is confined almost entirely to Great Britain, 
Caille-Potonie to France and the Knorr to Germany, 
land and Switzerland. 

The Weir System 

he Weir system of feedwater heating consists of a double- 
ng steam feed pump which takes the water cold from 
tender through the pipe E forcing it through the heater 
ito the boiler through the discharge pipe G as shown in 
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Fig. 1. The pump is of a vertical type and is of a design 
largely used in marine service. The heater is shown dia- 
grammatically in Fig. 2. It consists of a bundle of tubes 
of solid drawn copper expanded into tube plates E of rolled 
brass. These tube plates are fixed to the ends of a mild 
steel shell by collar bolts which also carry the end covers 
of the heater. The covers contain dividing ribs which cause 
the feed water to flow from end to end of the heater, making 
four passes. The exhaust steam from the cylinders enters 
the heater at B and from the pump at C. Thus it will be 
seen that the exhaust steam surrounds the tubes and with 
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Fig. 2—Weir Locomotive Feedwater Heater 

the feed pump between the heater and the tank the heater 
is subjected to boiler pressure. 

The Caille-Potonie System 

The Caille-Potonie system is of the open type, the water 
flowing from the tank to the feed water heater by gravity, 
a hot water pump being used to take the heated water from 
the heater and pump it into the boiler. A diagrammatic out- 
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line of a recent installation is shown in Fig. 3. The water 
from the tender passes through the pipe M to the “Y” fitting 
P which delivers the water to the top and bottom of the 
heater. The heated water is taken off at J passing through 
the pipe Q to the pump S. From there it passes through 
the pipe T to a check valve and into the boiler. 

The exhaust steam for heating the feed water is taken 
from the exhaust nozzle A passing through the pipe C to the 
heater. The exhaust from the feed pump also passes to the 
heater through pipe X. The amount of exhaust steam to 
be taken from the exhaust pipe is regulated by a deflector 
valve which is set to deflect the proper amount of steam to 
the heater. The heater itself is kept at atmospheric pressure, 
a pipe R extending up from the top of the heater to above 
the water line in the tender. This not only provides a means 
of overflow for the heater but also permits the air and gas 
formed in heating the water to escape. A spring regulator 
valve is shown at D. This is placed in the pipe C between 
the heater and the exhaust pipes and is so regulated that 
when the pressure of the exhaust steam in pipe C exceeds 
a predetermined amount the supply of exhaust steam to the 
heater is reduced. Its purpose is to prevent the feed water 
in the heater being raised to too great a temperature for 
the pump to handle. The pump, however, is designed to 
handle water with a temperature of 209 deg. F. without a 
loss in its efficiency. As the temperature in the feed water 
heater increases the pressure of the exhaust steam in pipe 
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the tubes and the exhaust steam passes through them. En- 
tering at A, it makes three passes through the heater, the 
condensed water passing out through the bottom at B and 
on to the track. The heater is provided with a settling basin 
which catches the precipitation of any scale forming matter 
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Fig. 4—Caille-Potonie Locomotive Feedwater Heater 

as the water is heated. This basin has a cleaning hole as 
indicated in the drawing by means of which it can be cleaned 
every 400 or 500 miles depending upon the character of the 
water handled. The hot water steam pump in this system 

Fig. 3—Arrangement of the Caille-Potonie System of Feedwater Heating 

C increases and overcomes the spring of the regulator valve 
and thus reduce the supply of the exhaust steam to the 
heater. A pyrometer is placed in the heater discharge 
pipe, the wires of which pass through: the conduit 3 to a 
gage in the cab. A connection is made in the delivery pipe 
T and piped through J back to the cab to a gage which in- 
dicates the pressure of the feed water in the delivery pipe. 
Another connection is made in the delivery pipe for sprink- 
ling the coal in the tender, the water passing up pipe 6 back 
to a tap in the cab. 

The heater itself is shown in Fig. 4. The water surrounds 

is located on a level with the feed water heater in order to 

reduce the lift to a minimum. 

The Knorr System 

The Knorr system operates with the heater under pres- 
sure, the pump being placed between the heater and the 
tank. Fig. 5 shows the general arrangement of this system. 
Water from the tender passes to the pump M and from there 
to the heater A. being delivered from there to the boiler 
through pipe F. The exhaust steam is taken from the ex- 
haust passages of the cylinder castings at G passing through 
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the pipe J to the heater. Exhaust steam from the air pump 
passes into the heater through the pipe Z and the exhaust 
steam from the feed water pump passes to the heater through 
the pipe K. The condensate from the heater passes to the 
track through the pipe R. An oil pump for lubricating the 

Fig. 5—Arrangement of Knorr System of Feedwater Heating 

feed water pump is shown at Q and O is a counter regis- 
tering the number of the strokes of the feed pump. At P 
is located the steam valve for operating the feed pump. This 

ontrolled, as indicated, from the cab. 

This diagram shows a flat feed water heater which is one 
f the earlier types made but the present standard heater is 
rcular in shape as shown in Fig 6. Also the condensate 

Fig. 6—Knorr Locomotive Feedwater Pump 

hown as being discharged on to the track. More recent 
‘allations are arranged for the condensate and steam 

passing through the heater to discharge into the ashpan. 
s diagram also shows exhaust steam being taken from 

the exhaust passages in each cylinder but there are installa- 
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tions which take the exhaust steam directly from the ex- 
haust pipe. 

The heater as shown in Fig 6 consists of a bundle of 
U-pipes which are held in only one tube plate. The water 
passes through these tubes making four passes, and the 
exhaust steam surrounds them. The water enters the heater at 
A and is discharged at B. The exhaust steam enters at CC 
and the condensate flows out at D. The construction of this 
heater is such that all of the tubes can be removed intact with 
tube plate when it is desired. All of the tubes are bent to 
the same radius and are interchangeable. Any individual 
tube can be removed and replaced although it will be 
shortened by the length of its former bearing in the tube 
plate. With bad water difficulty is experienced in keeping 
these tubes clean on account of the U-shaped ends. 

Development in England 

In England but little has been done recently although 
there is a tendency to seriously consider the application of 
feed water heaters to locomotives on account of the increase 
in the cost of fuel. The cost of locomotive coal has in- 
creased about 100 and 120 per cent. Almost every road has 
at some time or other done some experimenting—usually 
before the war. However at the present time but few loco- 
motives are equipped. Out of twelve railroads, five 
have none installed, one road has one, two have two, one 
has five, one has fifty-three and two have some but the 
number was not stated. 

Following are quotations from some of the replies to a 
letter of inquiry on this subject: 

Road A—OQOur experience with locomotive feed water 
heaters has been limited to two installations. The results 
have been satisfactory, there being about 8 per cent saving 
in coal and 5 per cent in water. 

Road B—We equipped five locomotives with feed water 
heaters in 1912. They are still in service and do not give 
any particular trouble. However the slight saving obtained 

Fig. 7—Knorr Locomotive Feed Water Heater 

does not cover interest and depreciation on the first cost, to- 
gether with repairs. 

Road C—We have one locomotive fitted with a feed water 
heater. In the January, 1914, some tests were made with our 
dynamometer car while the engine was hauling a passenger 
train in one direction and a freight train in the opposite 
direction. There was no appreciable difference between the 
injectors we are at present using and the feed water heater 
as fitted. 

Road D—Fig. 7 shows a 4-4-2 type side tank passenger 
engine fitted with a feed water heater. Exhaust steam from 
the cylinders is admitted to the water tanks through the 
pipe A, the flow of which is controlled by a butterfly valve 
located at B and operated from the footplate. The tem- 
perature of the water is thereby rapidly raised, and as the 

hottest stratum lies at the top it is drawn off through the 
tubes C adjusted to the water level by a copper float, which 

is hinged at D thus allowing water to be taken at all 

levels by means of the “Weir” feed pump E and delivered 
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to the boiler through an ordinary check valve F at an ap- 
proximate temperature of 180 degs. F. This pump can be 
set to discharge into the boiler just as much water as is being 
evaporated and is capable of going very slowly without ac- 
tually stopping. It is driven by steam and the exhaust is 
utilized to heat the water in the tanks through pipe G. 
A supplementary heating ejector H is also fitted and takes 
steam from the boiler by means of the steam valve I. 
This is used to heat the water when the engine is being pre- 
pared for its day’s work, and after it has generated suffi- 
cient steam. It is also used in turning the surplus steam into 
the tanks when the fixed boiler pressure is exceeded, and 
steam is being blown off at the safety valves. This railroad 
has 42 engines fitted in this manner. 

A similar arrangement of feed water heating is used on 
ten 4-4-2 tank engines, but in this case the delivery from 
the feed pump is taken to the check valve F fitted on a feed 
dome on the top of the boiler (Fig. 8). The water at a tem- 
perature of approximately 180 degs. F enters a closed drum 
at the center of the feed dome and clear of the delivery 
pipes LL, these being placed at the sides. As the drum 
fills the water overflows into the delivery pipes LZ and passes 
into the boiler. The drum is made deep so that the sedi- 
ment may be deposited at a sufficient depth from the mouth 
of the delivery pipes, as it has been found in the shallow 
domes that, owing to the velocity of delivery, a great bulk 
of the sediment is carried over into the boiler. A _ shield 
plate M is fitted over the steam pipe and as the water falls 
onto it from the pipes LZ it divides into streams which 
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Feed Water Heating in France 

The principal source of information regarding the develop- 
ment of locomotive feed water heating on French railroads 
was obtained from the manufacturers of the Caille-Potonie 
System. There are 146 of this type of heater in use, with 

F 

aa et 
Fig. 9—Feed Dome for Feedwater Delivery 

272 on order in France itself. There are 20 in Tunis, 
8 in Belgium, 50 in Roumania and 3 in Turkey. Recent 
tests made by a prominent French road with the apparatus 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 have shown a fuel saving of 17.8 
per cent in fuel consumption per 100 ton-kilometers over 

Fig. 8&—Feedwater, Heating Apparatus as Applied to English Tank Locomotive 

allows it to attain very quickly a temperature equal to that 
in the boiler. This arrangement has given entire satisfac- 

tion. 
Road E—We have for many years used the exhaust steam 

injector, the economy from the use of which we estimate to be 
between 8 and 10 per cent of coal. 

a 

the same locomotive using the injector and there was am 
increase of 22.3 per cent in evaporation. 

The cost of locomotive coal in France has risen over 700 
per cent and there has been a manifest interest in feed water 
heating as shown by the large number of feed water heaters 
on order. 
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Feed Water Heating in Belgium 

(he following abstract of a letter from Belgium indicates 
rly the situation there. 

Before the war we had decided to experiment with various 
stems of feed water heaters. Our object was not so much 
ind out what economy could be effected by the use of 
heaters to a locomotive—the importance of which 
my is incontestable—as to compare the systems in 

stion from the point of view of efficacy, smooth working 
| upkeep. The war prevented us going on with the 

\mong the locomotives supplied to us by the Germans in vir- 
f the terms of the armistice, a fairly large number 

fitted up with the Knorr heaters. The present condition 
ie service has not permitted us to try experiments with 
w to determining the economies resulting from its use. 

The Knorr apparatus has caused a certain number of mis- 
; specially affecting the heater tubes. At the beginning 

: difficulties were met with on account of the inexperience 
of the staff, but these have now disappeared. 

\Vith the view to making comparisons we have also de- 
to fit feed water heaters to some of the locomotives 

1 are at present in the course of construction. Ten of 
Consolidation locomotives which are ordered from Eng- 

will be fitted with the ‘Weir’ heater and five of the 
Consolidated locomotives ordered from America will be fitted 

the “Worthington” heater. 

Feed Water Heaters in Holland 

railways of Holland have also a “coal problem.” 
rice of locomotive coal has increased about 1,200 per 
from since before the war, and locomotive feed water 

ting has become very popular. This country uses the 
Knorr system entirely. There are about 300 locomotives out 

a total of about 1,000, that are equipped and the present 
m calls for the application of heaters to all of the 
al locomotives. This includes locomotives weighing 

f below 50 tons to the heaviest locomotive of 102 tons. 
\ilways in Holland have made no conclusive tests with 
d water heater but it is claimed that a feed temperature 
m 190 to 210 degs. F. is obtained. 

Feed Water Heating in Switzerland 

situation in Switzerland is well outlined in the fol- 
abstract of a letter from the chief mechanical en- 

of the Swiss Federal railways: 
first experiment with locomotive feed water heaters 
Swiss Federal railways was undertaken on a new 

ider simple, superheated locomotive, which was put into 
at the end of 1913. The locomotive was fitted with 

aust steam and smoke box heater in conjunction with 
stinghouse feed pump. This experiment was not satis- 

; the exhaust heater was much too small, it required 
repairing on account of faulty construction, the smoke 
iter hindered the passage of gases so much that to 
. sufficient head of steam about half the tubes of this 
had to be removed, so that the heating surface was 
d from the original 253 sq. ft. to 134 sq. ft. This 
ieater also required much repairing, as the thin tubes 

bent and cracks appeared in them. In 1915, there- 
oth feed-heaters were removed, the exhaust heater 
ie feed pump being applied to a smaller superheated 
nd locomotive for which it is suitable. 

the beginning of 1915 two new superheated compound 
tives were put into service with exhaust feed heaters; 
omotive was fitted with a Westinghouse feed pump and 
heater from the Winterthur Locomotive Works, the 

vith a Knorr feed pump and Knorr feed heater. Both 
ements have proved successful. 
the trial runs, which were carried out on the section 

Ers'feld-Géschenen (Gotthard railway), with a continuous 
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ascent of 2.5 and 2.6 per cent, a saving in coal of about 10 
per cent per 100 ton-kilometer was established for engines 
with feed heater in comparison with engines of similar con- 
struction without feed heater. The performance of the 
engines have been improved quite considerably in conse- 
quence of the installment of feed heaters. Therefore the 
15 superheated compound locomotives delivered in 1916 and 
1917 have all been fitted with exhaust feed heaters, and 

feed pumps. Old Westinghouse air pumps have been used, 
with their air-cylinders replaced by water cylinders in con- 
junction with a suction chamber. In the meantime, for the 
remaining 11 superheated compound locomotives feed heaters 
of the Knorr pattern have been ordered. 

It has been found that the saving from feed heating on 
locomotives traveling chiefly on lines with alternately rising 
and falling gradients is small. The feed heaters are only 
suited for long sections which are run under steam. 

There are in all up to the present 21 locomotives already 
provided with feed heaters and 11 others are shortly to be 
fitted with them. 

Development in Germany 

Locomotive feed water heating in Germany is now as com- 
mon as superheating in the United States. It is estimated 
that there are over 10,000 locomotives so equipped. It is 
not an after-the-war development there, for as early as 1909 
the German railways began investigations and installations 
on a large scale were made soon after that. The Knorr sys- 
tem was adopted as standard and by the end of 1912 about 
3,000 heaters were installed. At the present time there are 
well over 10,000 in operation and they are being applied 
at the rate of 2,000 a year. All new locomotives are equipped 
with this device and many old locomotives. With coal cost- 
ing 200 marks now, as against a price of 12.5 marks before 
the war, it is estimated that the feed water heaters pay for 
themselves through the economies effected in less than one 
year. 

The only test data available in regard to this system of 
feed water heating are the results of tests made in 1913 ona 
passenger locomotive (Type 2-B) over a distance of 91 miles 
between Grunewald, just outside of Berlin, and Gusten. 
Three tests were made, one without the heater—Test A— 

one with the heater—Test B—under the same conditions as 
test A, and the third—Test C—with the heater and a heavier 
train. During test C two more stops were made than in 
test A and B, but notwithstanding this fact the running time 
of test C was less than either tests A or B. The following 
table gives a summary of the results of these tests: 

Percentage Percentage 
Test Test Test Difference Difference 

A te SoverA CoverA 
Feed water heater........ No Yes Yes 
Running time (min.)...... 129 131 125 1.5 3.1 
Tram load (tons). ......+. 348 348 353 sai 1.4 
Coal consumption (ib.).... 5,672 4,300 5,400 —24.3 4.8 
Ton-miles per lb of coal... 5.59 7.37 5.95 31.8 6.4 
Water consumption (lb.).. 31,000 31,900 36,100 9.2 16.4 
PWAROCRNEON. oan insescoanens 5.45 7.42 6.68 36.1 22.6 
Coal per sq. ft. of grate 

area per ir. (ib.)....... 108.5 80.9 106.5 —25.4 —1.8 

It will be observed that there is a decided increase in the 
efficiency of the locomotive in Test B over that in Test A, 
although the same load was hauled. Test C indicates that 
even a heavier load can be hauled when the feed water heater 
is used, with a decrease in fuel consumption and an increase 
in evaporative efficiency, than when the heater is not used. 

The service rendered by the heaters has done much to 
relieve the severe locomotive shortage the German railways 
experienced after the war. In a paper before the Verein 
Deutscher Machinen-Ingenieure in December, 1912, Gustav 
Hammer, who is now the chief locomotive engineer of the 
Prussian-Hessian System, said that the principal reasons 
for the rapid introduction of feed water heating by exhaust 
steam are the greater economy obtained by the saving of coal 
and the increase of efficiency without the weight of the en- 
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gines being increased much. The greatest economy in coal 
is naturally obtained with engines having the highest steam 
consumption and such engines cause a heavy strain on the 
boiler. The economical results obtained are not only due to 
the fact that a large amount of the heat from the exhaust steam 
is reclaimed, but also because it reduces the rate at which the 

fuel is burned on the grate. Both of these factors increase 
the efficiency of the boiler. According to the conditions of the 
traffic the saving of coal varies, but, on an average, it may 
at least be 10 per cent. 

More important still is the increase of the efficiency of 
the engine as a whole. If the friction weight and the 
efficiency of the machine are sufficient and only that of the 
boiler fails this can be quite considerably increased by 
feed water heating. This is especially important for lines 
the permanent way and bridges of which do not allow a 
special increase of wheel loads. The tests of the Royal 
Railway Central Office, which were very thorough, have 
shown increases of the efficiency of the boilers of 20 per 
cent and more, in a way that cannot be disproved. In 
particular, these tests have shown that, with superheated 
steam engines, under otherwise identical circumstances, the 
production of steam can be increased from 12.5 lb. to 15.4 
Ib. per sq. ft. per hour by exhaust steam heating. 

The preservation of the boiler is to be considered as a 
further very great advantage of the feed water heating. This 
preservation is, first of all, brought about by the smaller 
heating surface required with the same efficiency in com- 
parison with the ordinary engine as about 1/6 of the heat 
contained in the exhaust steam is regained. It further re- 
sults from the difference in the feeding of the boiler as 

well. When using the heater, the supply of feed water must 
be adapted to the consumption as exactly as possible. It 
is not an intermittent feeding, but a continuous one by the 
steam feed water pump, which can be adjusted very easily, 
and within any limits. It is not the same with the injector. 
Furthermore, the boiler is supplied with water at a lower 
temperature with the injector than with the heater. The 
boilers properly fed with heated water must be considerably 
better and have a greater life than those fed with injectors 
only. 

MOUNTAIN TYPE FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES FOR 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS 
While it is true that locomotives built in accordance with 

American practice have demonstrated their fitness for service 
in all parts of the world, there are many railways which, for 
good and sufficient reasons, when purchasing locomotives 
from builders in the United States, specify that European 
designs be followed. American builders have had consider- 
able experience in work of this kind, even to the extent of 
building locomotives throughout to the metric system of 
measurement. 

The Baldwin Locomotive works have recently constructed 
thirty locomotives for the South African Railways, built 
throughout in accordance with the railways’ designs and 
specifications. The South African lines are built to a gage 
of 3 ft. 6 in., and in view of the narrow gage and clearance 
limits, the motive power is conspicuous because of its excep- 
tional weight and capacity. The new locomotives are of the 
4-8-2 type, and the average weight carried per pair of coupled 
wheels is very nearly 38,000 lb. The tractive effort is 41,700 
lb., which compares favorably with the motive power used 
on standard gage lines in the United States. 

Locomotives of this general design have been in service 
on the South African Railways for some time, working be- 
tween the Witbank coal fields and Johannesburg, hauling 
trains of 1,400 tons over this 80-mile stretch of track, the 
maximum grades being 1 per cent. The locomotives are 
designed to traverse curves of 300 ft. radius. | 
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The new Baldwin engines have straight top boilers, 
with wide fireboxes of the Belpaire type. The inside fire- 
box plates are of copper, a material which has given excel- 
lent service results in this district, where the water used is 
of exceptionally poor quality. A fire-tube superheater is 
installed, and the steam temperatures are indicated by the 
permanent installation of an electric pyrometer. 

The frames are of the plate type, which were shipped 
completely assembled with cross-ties, cylinder saddle, cylin- 
ders, guides and guide yoke. The pistons were in the cylin- 
ders, and the cross-heads in the guides. This type of sub- 
assembly makes for considerable convenience in the final 
erection. 

The equipment of these locomotives includes American 
steam brakes on the coupled wheels, and automatic vacuum 
brakes on the tender, with train connections. The special 
equipment includes Hasler speed recorders and a power oper- 
ated grate shaker. On the right hand side of this locomotive 
is located a combination steam and hydraulic reverse mechan- 
ism, connected directly to the reversing shaft of the locomo- 
tive. This mechanism consists of one steam cylinder and one 
water cylinder. The two cylinder pistons are connected to 
a common piston rod, which in turn is fastened to the reverse 
shaft arm. The water cylinder is simply a cylinder with 
passages from one end to the other, and is entirely filled 
with water. This cylinder acts as a locking device for the 
holding of the reverse shaft in a desired position. The 
steam cylinder is used for moving the reverse shaft and at 
the same time causing the water piston to move it. When 
the steam valve in the cab is closed, the steam ceases to 
Tunction and the water cylinder, by having equal pressure on 
both sides of the piston holds the gear in the proper position. 
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NIN ANE ORO MMII  n- alsin a'in'e'solnin iwioioi a aig vaicinansiaue bie sa Ouuaie mietwla sla yx in 
PRE WUE NASI 56 casino <3 1a said alba Wine athe ciasitieis seg 4.0 /oia wraaliavajaantons tan 3 in. 
Taubes, number and ontside diameter... o.oos cesscciccseesiiessie 139—214 in. 
FiIMes, RUMPET, ANA OUtSIGe GIAMIECLET... o oio-0:cckicwcccsoacceeeeace 24—51% in. 
PRIOR) AG OR, NORGE 5 ola 055 0 01 4.6:5 0: 0i0,6.41910'0i0'e\e sie eereieiws .--20 ft., 1% 10. 
Heating Stet, “ASTREE BO. TORS cide 0.010.06.0'6 6.05610.004:0.0 SS woe 2,338 sq. ft. 
RMON, PUERCO DUO avy: 0 55 mi0'010.5i0 bra niess ia)die wie bioe:dseiealaleisiess sini 158 sq. ft. 
eR IMC RNNN 1 MNNN 6656 06: <6 cd)0. 0b 1b mm bbLSaS! Wim eah Sri MELA: B ecmianre Seem 2,496 sq. ft. 
RRPORMICRINCYS MUDREIINIY, AUEUARE 5 0:5. < 0.570; cho in s.0'2/s/0%e 00:6 0/0/0100 7016 50.6 djacsinie 532 sa. ft. 
RUGRINUMEERE THCATIRG SUCIAGE™ 5 o.0.0 0 5.0:0.0:5.4-6.05e:0% wisivieidreainiea erie. boa 3,294 sq. ft. 
co gee IE SA At ESR RAO ig canter nee eRe ae, SE UE ae 39.9 sq. ft 

Tender 

ccs nied nimi Cau baepaeentansia ea Kaci Tee ar 104,900 Ib. 
TGS TOMMAOUEE 15655, 591e: ce \'4,usnraidisicwies d0ied s ob sieeineoemsagmaanaesawe 33% in. 
Tournals, diameter and length 5% in. by 10% 10. 
NN RENNIN 8356 og 0 ois as sla ogre areian sw ileiesbin ee anNly Bie wR leceiere eae aE 5,100 gal. 
NS oor as cig Ss rns oosthedss ic engi pranataie ain ale ahora ieee Barkow ese aN 8 tons 

“Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface + 1.5 
times the superheating surface. 
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Tests Demonstrate Unreliability of Many 
Indicating Appliances on Modern Locomotives * 

HE development of the locomotive has created new 
difficulties in design, construction, maintenance and 
operation. One of the perplexing problems which has 

presented itself is that of securing a correct indication of 
the height of water over the crown sheet under all conditions 
of service. 

[he grave importance of this matter is evidenced by the 
1umber of crown sheets damaged, due to low water, where 
careful investigation fails to disclose any contributory cause. 

In the locomotive boiler, which usually has a sloping back 
head and is generally equipped with arch tubes and brick 
arch, the heat is severely impinged on the door sheet and 
back end of crown sheet, creating severe agitation and rapid 
circulation up the back head and through the arch tubes. 
The water glasses and gage cocks, as generally applied, only 
indicate a corresponding level of water while the locomotive 
is at rest and with no steam escaping. When the safety 
valves lift or with the throttle valve open and the locomo- 
tive in operation, the gage cocks, when applied directly in 
the boiler, indicate a higher level of water than do the water 
glasses when they are properly applied and maintained. 
[his discrepancy between the registrations of these devices 
as heretofore, been taken as a matter of natural conse- 
quence, and little consideration given to the cause or the 
result of the conflicting registrations. 

Practically all enginemen and others having to do with 
t] peration of the locomotive, true to a common under- 
standing, believe that the correct height of water over the 
rown sheet is always indicated by the gage cocks, and that 

evel indicated by the water glass is unreliable and not 
depended upon; therefore it is reasonable to believe 

that enginemen have frequently depended upon a level of 
water indicated by the gage cocks as being correct, when in 

the true level was much lower, and, as a consequence, 

iged crown sheets have resulted. 
Realizing that this variation creates an unsafe condition 

that its cause should be determined and a remedy ap- 
pli experiments have been made with different devices, 
on a number of locomotives of different classes, on fourteen 

ids in various sections of the country, for the purpose 
termining the action of the water in the boiler and its 
ipon the gage cocks and water glasses. 
erpts from tests made on five railroads on which the 
extensive tests were conducted will serve to briefly de- 
the surprising conditions disclosed. During all of 

tests and observations, representatives of the Bureau 
omotive Inspection were accompanied and ably as- 
by representatives from the mechanical department of 
rious railroads. 

f 

Summary of Tests 

locomotives on which the first series of tests was 
were of the 2-8-8-2 mallet compound type, used in 
ater districts, equipped with boilers of the crown bar 
vith wide fireboxes and Schmidt superheaters, and used 

fuel. The devices for indicating the water level con- 
of three gage cocks spaced 3 inches apart and ap- 
directly in the back head near the knuckle, at right 
to the sloping sheet, and one water glass with bot- 

onnection entering the back head approximately 3 
below the back end of the crown sheet, and the top 

; Ss account tests recently conducted by the Bureau of Locomotive In- 
: was prepared by A. G. Pack, chief inspector, through whose 

the article is published. 
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Water 

connection entering the back head 2 inches below the 
knuckle. The lowest reading of the water glass and gage 
cocks was 35 in. above the highest part of the crown sheet. 

The back heads of these boilers were braced by a “T” 
iron, extending crosswise, at approximately the same level 
as the back end of the crown sheet. 

In order to determine the action of the water as indi- 
cated by these appliances, observations were made during 
five trips in freight service, covering a distance of 680 miles, 
under varying operating conditions and on varying gradients. 

With the locomotive on straight track and no indication 
of foaming, water would issue from the top gage cock when 
it was opened, both while standing and in operation, while 
the safety valves were open or the throttle valve open, re- 
gardless of the water level in the boiler as registered by the 
water glass. 

At the completion of the fifth trip, three additional gage 
cocks were applied in the back head, parallel with the hori- 
zontal center line of the boiler, the top one entering the back 
head 10% in. below the top knuckle and 10% in. to 
the right of the vertical center line, with the same vertical 
reading as the standard application, and will hereafter be 
known as “experimental gage cocks.” ‘These were applied 
for the purpose of determining the effect of changing their 
location toward the vertical center line of the back head and 
away from the knuckle, where the upward circulation of 
the water was believed to be greater than near the center. 

An experimental water glass was also applied on the left 
side of the boiler, opposite the back flue sheet, the top con- 
nection of which entered the wrapper sheet on the top cen- 
ter line, 15 in. back from the throttle dome, while the 
bottom connection entered the wrapper sheet on the side. 
The lowest reading of this glass was 1 inch above the high- 
est part of the crown sheet. This glass will hereafter be 
known as the “experimental water glass.” 

With this arrangement, observations were made during 
five additional trips, when the same conditions were found 
to exist that had been noted in the previous tests, with re- 
spect to the original gage cocks, namely, full water showed 
at the top gage cock, regardless of the level indicated by 
the water glasses, while the experimental gage cocks indi- 
cated a level approaching that indicated by the water 
glasses while operating with open throttle or safety valves 
blowing. 

While operating with throttle wide open and water glass 
three-fourths full, the bottom connections to both water 

glasses were frequently closed and drain valves opened, when 
dry steam would steadily flow through the experimental 
water glass and solid water would flow through the original 
water glass, which glass also showed the water in severe agi- 
tation while the locomotive was in operation. ‘These experi- 
ments demonstrated that the level of waier indicated by the 
gage cocks and water glasses varied with their point of con- 
nection with the boiler, and indicated that a higher level 
of water prevailed at the back head than existed further 
ahead. 

It is believed that the transverse ““T” iron, which was 
applied to the back heads of these boilers, hindered the 
movement of water up the back head near the center, and 
consequently decreased the variation between the level of 
water indicated by the experimental gage cocks and that reg- 
istered by the water glass. 

As a result of these experiments, which were brought about 
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by the large number of crown sheets being damaged and 
fusible plugs being melted, the gage cocks and water glasses 
were moved toward the vertical center line of the boiler, 
which seems to have relieved the situation to a considerable 
extent. 

Second Series of Tests 

It having been concluded that the false registration of 
the gage cocks, when screwed directly in the boiler back 
head, and the agitation of the water in the water glass when 
top connection is made near the knuckle, were due to the 
rapid circulation of the water upward, carrying it a consider- 
able distance above the level further ahead, a number of 

locomotives of the following description were equipped with 
water columns, as shown by Fig. 1: 

These locomotives were of the Santa Fe or 2-10-2 type, 
equipped with Schmidt superheaters, Street stokers, used bi- 
tuminous coal for fuel, carried 180 pounds steam pressure, 
with firebox 132 inches long and 96 inches wide, with brick 
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reading could be obtained than when the gage cocks were 
screwed directly to the boiler head. During the approximate 
six-month period that these locomotives were operated with 
this arrangement, however, very considerable trouble was en- 

countered, due to the extremely erratic and unreliable water 
indications. 

When the matter was brought to the attention of the Bu- 
reau of Locomotive Inspection it was determined that some- 
thing should be done to learn just what caused the trouble. 
Therefore, one round trip was made, covering 240 miles, 
where observations were taken under actual operating con- 
ditions, with the following general conditions noted: 

At first start there was 3% inches of water in the glass, 
reverse lever in full forward motion, with engine working 
up to the slipping point and working considerable water 
through the cylinders for about two miles. When locomo- 
tive was started the water in the glass receded very rapidly 
until it disappeared. The left injector was started and by 
opening any of the gage cocks, which had openings 34 inch 

Fig. 1—Water Indicating Devices Used in Preliminary Tests 

arch supported by four arch tubes and back head sloping 
15° from vertical. 

The water column applied on these boilers, as illustrated 
by Fig. 1, was 134 in. inside diameter and 16 in. 

long, applied in a vertical position on the back head, 18 
in. to the right of the vertical center line. ‘The top con- 
nection was made by means of an angle valve with exten- 
sion handle, extending through the top of cab, and copper 
pipe 1-1/16 in. inside diameter, entering the wrapper 
sheet 121% in. in front of the back head knuckle and 

141% in. to the right of the top center line. The bottom 
connection was made of copper pipe 1-1/16 in. in- 
side diameter, and entered the back head, through a three- 
way cock, 16 in. to the right of the vertical center line 
and 28 in. below the back end of the crown sheet. Three 
standard gage cocks with 3¢ inch openings were attached 
to the right side of this column, three inches apart. One 
water glass was also attached, with standard fittings, having 
\% inch opening. The lowest reading of both water glass 
and gage cocks was 4% in. above the highest part of the 
crown sheet. 

By this arrangement, it was believed that when entering 
the boiler far enough ahead of the back knuckle to obtain 

dry steam at all times through the top connection to the 
column, and by taking water from well below the crown 
sheet and below the agitated portion of water, a more correct 

in diameter, after the water had disappeared, dry steam was 
emitted for a few seconds, when the water in glass and 
column would rise to the cock that was opened and would 
be maintained unsteadily at the same level until the gage 
cock was closed, when the water in the glass would instantly 
recede slightly below this cock, which would be two to tive 

inches higher than the level indicated before the gage cock 
was opened. From this point the water would gradually 
recede, taking four or five minutes to drop to the low point, 
and, when reached, the water would work normally in the 
glass, but would gradually recede to different levels and 
sometimes out of sight, depending upon the temperature of 
the water in the lower connection to the column. 

This test was made many times during the trip and in all 
cases practically the same results were obtained. When the 
drain cock to the water glass was opened, the water in the 
glass and column would be raised as a result, and, when 
closed, the same receding conditions prevailed as when the 
experiments were made with the gage cocks, but would 
again settle to an indefinite point, sometimes out of sight, 
depending upon the temperature of the lower column ¢:n- 
nection. The gage cock was frequently opened slightly, s0 
as to create a slight circulation through the column, which 
kept the temperature in the column and connection appro*!- 
mately that in the boiler, during which time the column ¢!ass 
and gage cocks appeared to register correctly. 
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Numerous other observations were made, which gave re- 
sults similar to those outlined above. During these tests 
the temperature of the atmosphere was below zero, which 
caused the water in the column and in the long pipe by 
which the bottom connection was made to cool rapidly, which 
in turn caused the level of water in the column to lower. 
In order to demonstrate that this reduction in temperature 
was the cause of the receding action in the column, ice water 
vas poured on the bottom of the column. This caused the 
water in the column to lower very quickly while being cooled, 
nd it would rise as soon as circulation was again estab- 

lished in the column. 
It was demonstrated by experiments that this lowering of 

water in the column was due to the volume of dead water 
contained in the long pipe through which the bottom con- 
nection to the column was made. This was evidently 
due to the density and weight of the water at different tem- 
eratures, the temperature being much lower than that of 

the water in the boiler, due to the pipe and column being 
xposed to the cold atmosphere without circulation. 
After noting these results and for the purpose of com- 
rison, another water glass and set of three gage cocks were 

ipplied in the usual manner, as illustrated by Fig. I, the 
ater glass connections entered the back head at the left 
column and the gage cocks entered near the knuckle. 

he comparative readings of all gage cocks and water 
isses corresponded. For reference purposes the gage cocks 

nd water glass applied to the column will be referred to 
No. 1, while those applied in the usual way will be re- 

ferred to as No. 2. 
With the indicating devices arranged as outlined, obser- 

vations were made during three successive trips, or 720 
iles, when the following general results were noted: 
Previous to starting, all devices indicated a correspond- 

ng level, but, when the throttle was opened or safety valves 
ited, the water in No. 1 glass would recede approximately 
in., while that in No. 2 glass would rise. No. 2 glass 
dicated a level of water from 1 in. to 3 in. higher than 
it indicated by No. 1 glass. In some cases, however, the 
ter was out of sight at the bottom of No. 1 glass, while 

No. 2 glass indicated a level of from 3 in. to 5 in. 

\fter noting these results, the following change was made: 
he bottom connection to the water column was raised 28 

and moved to the right 2% in. The new con- 
tion was made midway between the two right arch tubes 

nd approximately 10 inches above them, about in line with 
ack end of the crown sheet. The object of this change 

s to move the bottom connection up as close to the lower 
of the column as possible, and to reduce the volume of 

d water in this connection in order to eliminate the low- 
ng effect referred to. After this change had been made, 
following general results were obtained: When starting, 
level in both water glasses rose slightly and both glasses 

rked normally; and when the throttle was closed the level 
id recede slightly, the readings of both glasses corre- 
nding under all conditions of service. 

= 

\ comparison of the No. 1 gage cocks with the No. 2 

glass showed that they registered the same level when 
gage cocks were opened moderately, or a sufficient 
unt to obtain a correct reading, but by opening the No. 1 

cocks an excessive amount, or wide open, the water 
the column and attached glass would rise from the bot- 

to the level of the cock opened. When the gage cock 
closed, the water would instantly recede to its original 

king level and correspond with that shown in No. 2 
ss. The receding action, as noted in the previous tests 
| before the bottom connection was raised, was entirely 
sent and the water registered a corresponding level in both 

\o. 1 and No. 2 glasses under all conditions of service. 
Tests of the No. 2 gage cocks, located as they were near 
knuckle of the back head, proved that they were wholly 
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unreliable for the purpose of registering the correct level of 
the water in the boiler while the locomotive was working, as 
they showed full water at all times, throughout the entire 
test, regardless of the level indicated by the water glasses and 
No. 1 gage cocks while steam was being rapidly discharged 
from the boiler, due, without question, to the rise of water 

up the back head. While standing, and with no steam es- 
caping, the readings of both water glasses and all gage cocks 
registered alike. 

Further observations and tests were made while on heavy 

grades, but no unusual or improper conditions could be noted 
except that No. 2 gage cocks registered full at all times, as’ 
previously stated, and the water in the column glass could 
be raised to the height of the gage cock opened, when 
opened excessively. 

The opening in the bottom connection to the water col- 
umn was then reduced to 34-in. and observations continued. 
It was thought that by restricting the inlet at the bottom of 
the column it would prevent the water from rising in the 
column and attached glass when the gage cocks were opened 
excessively. The opening in the gage cocks was also re- 
duced from 3% in. to 4 in. inside diameter, so as to disturb 
the equilibrium of the water in the column as little as pos- 
sible. 

On this trip particular attention was given to the action 
of the water, as registered by the water glasses and No. 1 
gage cocks by comparison, and it was particularly noted that 
the level of the water corresponded at all times under the 
varying conditions of service, while the standard gage cocks 
registered full water at all times with a high evaporation 
taking place. 

As previously stated, in the original arrangement the top 
connection to the column was fitted with an inaccessible 
valve, the handle of which extended through the roof of 
the cab, thus making it difficult to tell whether or not the 
valve was open and the column in communication with the 
boiler at the top. In order to eliminate the possibility of 
these valves being left closed through carelessness, as is of- 
ten done with water glass cocks, they were removed. The 
necessity for removing these valves was demonstrated by the 
serious damage to a crown sheet, by overheating, while the 
water showed in the water glass and the column gage cocks, 
due to one of these valves having been left closed on one 
occasion, while the locomotive was being prepared for 
service. 

Third Series of Tests 

The locomotives on which these tests were made were 
U. S. Railroad Administration standardized heavily Mallet 
2-8-8-2 B type, with boiler and firebox of the following 
dimensions: 

cee Ee TET OE PELE Pee ere Tra ee Straight top 
Boiler, pressure 240 Ib. 
Pe ME 564 4tu saan sdeewedeuseosiseddoarase 170% in. 
Pare, SOO CE OPFRP. coc. cecesccsenseeesdoveeas 14354 in. 
Firebox width 96% in. 
Combustion chamber, length...........ccssccccesee0 37 in. 
Kicating euriace, tubes and Aves... ...sssiccssosccuve 5,685 sq. ft. 
CAS SEEDS. TENORS 62.45 k0d00s0necswenawnasade 386 sq. ft. 
FLCAUNR SUTEACE, ALON TIDES, ..2.0.. v000siere cc caaasvatiars 49 sq. ft. 
PURREGE: GUSTOOR CORI) on os sss cesccevisancsesesgess 6,120 sq. ft. 
St RN on ba sg cubekdgh ak aumhanirts eae 96 sq. ft. 

The crown sheet was 15 ft. 7 in. 
firebox equipped with Gaines furnace, and brick arch ex- 
tending to within 68 in. of the door sheet and within 
22% in. of the crown sheet, supported by five 3%-in. 
arch tubes, using bituminous coal for fuel and fired with Du- 
plex stoker. The boiler was equipped with one water column 
to which three gage cocks and one water glass were at- 
tached. Two gage cocks were applied directly in the back 
head and two water glasses applied in the usual manner, 
one on each side of the vertical center line of the back head 
as illustrated by Fig. 2. 

The lowest reading of the gage cocks attached to the 
water column, and ali water glasses, was 8 in. above 

in length, with 
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the highest point of the crown sheet and 13% in. below 
the top of boiler back head. The limited dry steam space 
at the back end of this boiler had a marked effect on the 
readings of these devices when connected in the back boiler 
head. 

Numerous observations were made on a number of loco- 
motives of the same type, for the purpose of comparing 
the action of the water in the gage cocks and water glasses 
as originally applied and after certain changes were made. 
For the sake of brevity, however, the tests made on only one 
of these locomotives will be described, inasmuch as the re- 
sults obtained were the same in all cases. 

For the purpose of comparison, each of the connections 
was fitted with a valve, and extension handle, so they could 
be easily opened and closed, allowing changes from one to 
the other at will. The top connection to the right water 
plass was changed from its original location, which corre- 
sponded to that shown for the left one, to the location shown 
at B1 on the highest part of back head knuckle. 

It will be readily understood that when water, from any 
cause, reaches the top connection, it destroys the proper reg- 
istrations of these devices, and the idea in mind, when ar- 
ranging the top connections in the manner illustrated, was 
to determine whether or not the reading of the water glasses 
and water column would be altered when changing from one 
connection to the other, which were in line with the upward 
flow of water between. the door sheet and the back head, the 
object being to obtain dry steam to balance the volume of 
water in the water glasses and water column. The result of 
changing from one connection to the other was indeed sur- 
prising. 
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Al—Water column connection where it entered boiler on 
back head knuckle Y in. higher than top gage cock and 
65% in. below highest part of back head as originally applied. 
A2—Water column connection where it entered boiler at 

highest point of back head knuckle. 
A3—Water column connection where it entered boiler on 

top center line in front of back head. 
B.—Right water glass. 
B1—Right water glass connection where it entered boiler 

in back head knuckle. 
B2—Right water glass connection where it entered boiler 

in front of back head. 
C.—Left water glass. 
Ci—Left water glass connection where it entered back 

head knuckle 4% in. below highest point of back head, 
measured vertically and 24% in. above top water glass read- 
ing, as originally applied. 

C2—Left water glass connection where it entered boiler 
in front of back head. 

With the locomotive working heavy throttle, column A 
and glass Ax, connected at Al, the original connection, would 
be completely filled, while glass B, connected at B1, indi- 
cated 1 inch of water. By changing the connection Al to 
A2, the water would instantly recede to a level in A and 
Ax corresponding with that indicated by glass B, or 1 inch, 
when A, Ax and B would continue to correspond while 
connected at A2 and B1, until the reading approached 414 
to 5 in., at which point the water would become erratic 
and soon fill column A and glasses Ax and B if the injec- 
tor was slightly over-supplying the boiler, or would recede 
and correspond if the water was slightly lowering in the 

C2 
B2 
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Uf 7 Cy) 
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Fig. 2—Water Indicating Devices Used 

With the locomotive equipped with water glasses and 
gage cocks, as shown by Fig. 2, it was used in pusher 
service, on an ascending grade of 61 feet per mile, during 
five successive trips, occupying a period of time aggregating 
four hours and twenty-five minutes. 

While the locomotive was standing, with no steam escap- 

‘ing, the registration of all devices showed a corresponding 
level of water. A total of 121 readings were taken and 
recorded while on straight track and while the locomotive 
was working with heavy throttle with about the same firebox 
temperature and steam pressure. 

For reference purposes, the water glasses and water col- 
umn, with their connections, are referred to by letters and 
figures as follows: 

A.—Water column to which three standard gage cocks 
were applied. 
Ax—Water glass applied to water column. 

Column A 

in Third Series of Tests 

boiler. This indicated that the water was moving up the 
back head, with fountain effect, to a point reaching the con- 

nections A2 and B1 where they entered the top knuckle of 
the back head, 8% in. higher than they registered when 
connected at A3 and B2 on the wrapper sheet, and was il- 
lustrated by changing the connection to column A and glass 
B from A2 to A3, B1 to B2, when the water would instantly 
recede to its former reading, and the readings would then 
continue to correspond as long as the connections remained 
at A3 and B2, without regard to condition of service or 
height of water indicated. 

These readings could be varied as often as desired, by 
shifting connections to the boiler by use of the valves; that 
is, when the column connection was changed from A3 to 
A2, the water would immediately go from 5 in. to out 
of sight in glass Ax, and top gage cock would show full 
water; or, when changed from A2 to A3 the water would 
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recede from out of sight to a level of 5 in. and correspond 
to the reading shown by glass B connected at B2. 
\Vith glass B connected at B1, the reading would corres- 
pond with column A and glass Ax when connected at A3, 

until the level approached 5 in., when the water in glass 
8B would become erratic and soon fill the glass, while 
column A and glass Ax, connected at A3, retained their 
level of 5 in. 

[hese experiments illustrated that column A and glass 
\x were incorrect when connected at Al, the original con- 
nection, with 1 inch or more of water; and, when con- 

cted at A2, were incorrect when the level indicated ex- 
ceeded 4% in. to 5 in.; and correct at all times when 
onnected at A3; and that glass B was correct when con- 
nected at B1, until the reading indicated 4% in. to 5 in, 
ind incorrect when more water was shown, until connection 

s changed to B2. 
With glass B registering 5 in. of water, the connection 

; changed from B2 to B1, when the glass would imme- 
diately fill; and with the bottom water glass cock closed and 
drain valve open, solid water flowed steadily through the 
drain pipe, which showed conclusively that the flow of water 
up the back head, with fountain effect, reached the connec- 

tion B1 where it entered the back head knuckle 8% in. 
higher than the correct level of water in the boiler or that 
registered by glass B when connected at B2, and by A and 
\x when connected at A3. 

\Vith glass C in communication with the boiler at Cl, 
its original connection, it registered a level corresponding to 

iat indicated by column A, glass Ax when connected at 
\3, and with glass B when connected at B2, until the water 

registered 244 in. to 3 in., at which time the water in glass 
C would become erratic, rising and lowering and rapidly 
filling, providing the injector was more than supplying the 

ler, notwithstanding column A and glasses Ax and B, 
nnected at A3 and B2, worked normally and indicated 

in. to 3 in. of water. 
When glass C communication was changed from C1 to 

C2, the water would instantly recede from out of sight at 
top to a level of 2% in. to 3 in. and give a corresponding 

ling with column A and glasses Ax and B, which was 
it all times when all connections were made ahead of 

ck knuckle, regardless of the condition of service or the 

of water in the boiler. 
reading of glass C, when it indicated in. or 

of water, could be changed as frequently as it was 
red, by changing the communications from C1 to C2 or 
versa. 

was noted on one occasion, with column A connected 
1, glass B connected at B2 and glass C connected at 
the locomotive moved to a left-hand curve, at which 
water glass B registered 2 in. of water while column 

nd glasses Ax and C were completely filled. 
xteen readings were taken on the fourth trip, with col- 
\ connected at Al, the original connection, glass B at 

ind glass C at C1, original connection, during which 
glass B indicated a level of from 1% in. to 434 in., 

glasses Ax and C and all gage cocks in both column 
ack head showed full of water. In fact the gage 
applied directly in the back head showed full of 

r at all times during these tests, while the locomotive 
cing operated or when the safety valves were open. 
referring to Fig. 2, it will be noted that connec- 

to water glasses are made to the boiler through ell 
ections. In changing the street ells from their original 

ition on the back head to the location shown at B2 and 
the C2 connection was tapped so as to drain thoroughly, 

B2 was leaned sufficiently to cause a trap to be 
med. This trap caused the water in B glass to rise 2 in. to 
n. higher than that registered by the left glass; and 

Wien this trap was removed, the water indication in all 
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three glasses corresponded. ‘This condition has been found 
in a number of the locomotives under investigation, when, 

as soon as the traps were removed, the discrepancies were 
obviated. 

(To be continued) 

FUEL STATIONS 
At the 1915 convention several devices were reported for 

measuring the coal as delivered to locomotives, but at that 
time none of the suggested equipments had been extensively 
used. Since that date, however, there has been a considerable 
number of at least two of the suggested types of equipments 
installed and maintained regularly in service. 

One of the earliest installations is that of the Nashville, 
Chattanooga & St. Louis at Cowan, Tennessee. ‘These ma- 
chines have been operating since 1916 with an average issue 
of 200 tons of coal per day and have handled up to a recent 
date approximately 192,000 tons. This railroad also has six 
additional equipments of the same type at three other points. 
At one of these stations the record for the past twenty months, 
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Fig. 1—Coal Measuring Device, N. C. & St. L. 

with no break-down, indicates 150,000 tons of coal issued, 
one device recording 88,234 tons. 

Fig. 1 outlines the general arrangement of this type of 
measuring device and illustrates its application to an exist- 
ing chute. This machine is operated with a two-horsepower 
electric motor in one continuous rotary movement in one di- 
rection. It is so designed that as the delivery gate is opened, 
the undercut gate arm rolls on the surface of the large cam, 
in that way locking it. When the undercut gate is down, 
ready to receive the issue of coal from the bin, the delivery 
gate is also locked, and these movements alternate so that 

it is impossible to have both gates open at the same time and 
thus release a bin full of coal. The ordinary operation is five 
cycles per minute. As first constructed, the cut gears used 

*From a report presented at the 1920 convention of the International 
Railway Fuel Association. 
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_ were made of cast iron. These broke in several instances, 

so that all steel gears are now used with the equipment. 
There is one feature in connection with the use of such 

power driven machinery as this which should be mentioned, 
and that is, that it is a practical necessity to have the coal 
issued by the assigned operator at the coaling station. Such 
a mechanism should not be handled promiscuously by many 
different men, most of whom would know nothing before- 
hand of its construction or method of operation. This equip- 
ment, the same as other parts of mechanically operated coal 
chutes, requires regular and systematic attention and mainte- 
nance. 

As illustrating the second type of measuring device, the 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in 1918 installed the equip- 
ment shown in Fig. 2 on a 75-ton coal chute at Jack- 
son, Minn. With this equipment the operator, after lower- 
ing the chute into position, discharges the coal from the 
measure by pulling on the operating rope. The locked-in 
position of the unbalanced measure is thus released and the 
entrained coal is discharged, the inlet gate being auto- 
matically closed. When the measured coal is all discharged, 
a second pull on the operating rope tilts the measure back 
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Fig. 2—Coal Measuring Device, Jackson, Minn., C. M. & St. P. 

again to the filling position, closes the outlet gate and opens 
the inlet gate. As the measure is again filled the operations 
are repeated. The reported time for taking five measures or 
five tons of coal is three minutes, that is, from the instant 
that the engine stopped in front of the chute until it started 
away. There are 14 engines taking coal at this point, aver- 
aging 5.8 tons per engine. A recent report on this particu- 
lar installation advises that, “There is no question in our 
minds, however, but that this device gives much closer ap- 

proximation to correct weights than the old method of esti- 
mating weights. The device appears to be satisfactory to 
all concerned and it costs much less to install than scales.” 

Discussions and reports presented at the convention from 
year to year have called attention to the necessity of deliver- 
ing the coal into the storage bin in such a manner that the 
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fine and coarse coal will not segregate, with the resulting 

effect that one locomotive tender will receive all coarse lump 
coal and the next one get only the fine and in some cases 
almost powdered coal. The coal should fall on the pile in the 
bin at a point directly over the discharge opening. Thi 
natural separation of the coarse coal toward the lower edge 
of the pile will not then materially affect a fairly uniform 
mixture of the coarse and fine coal at the point of discharge. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the arrangement which caused the trouble. 
The bucket conveyor delivered the coal over the idler at the 

- 
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Fig. 3—Improper Discharge of Ccal to Storage Bins 

center of the bin. The coal then dropped to the upper ends 
of the two inclines shown, but in passing over the edge of the 
conveyor, practically all the lumps threw over onto the leng 
incline and only fine coal dropped onto the short incline. 
Further, the momentum of the coal on the long incline was 
such that the coarse coal was all delivered on the pile against 
the left hand wall of the bin and as the bin was filled full 
only fine coal worked over the center ridge to the right hand 
discharge opening. By eliminating the inclines and_pro- 
viding a discharge opening in the conveyor directly over the 
center of the right half of the bin, coal is being delivered 

to each of the two tracks well and uniformly mixed. 
Another railway reports satisfactory improvement in the 

mixing of the coarse and fine coal by the use of a baffle at 
the lower end of the distributing chutes. The purpose is to 
deflect the lumps downward so that they will fall vertically 
with the slack instead of falling over to one side of the 

pocket and there forming a mass of lump coal. However, 
this does not, as arranged, apparently entirely eliminate the 
separation trouble. 

|The report included a number of illustrations of typical 
fuel oil stations, which were presented without critical com- 
ment.—Eprror. | 

The report was signed by W. E. Dunham (Chairman), ©. 
& N. W.; E. E. Barrett, J. C. Flanagan, J. W. Hardy, W 
T. Krausch, R. A. Ogle, J. L. Ripley, C. F. Luddington. © 
M. & St. P., and J. E. Nellegar. 

Om Burninc Encrne Expiopes.—A yard engine used 
for shifting cars in the Mt. Clare yards of the Baltimore & 
Ohio recently exploded, injuring seven men. While the cause 
of the accident has not been determined, it is believed tat 
one of the feeds became clogged, allowing the oil to back up 
and generating considerable gas. 
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PULVERIZED COAL BURNING EQUIPMENT FOR EUROPE 
Description of Locomotives Recently Designed to 
Utilize Low Grade Coals in Italy and Holland 

ROM an economic standpoint the war has affected noth- 
ing more radically than the relation of supply and de- 
mand for fuel. This basic commodity, which has al- 

ys been more costly abroad than in the United States, has 
now become fabulously expensive in those countries in Europe 
that are forced to import coal. Italy and Holland are in 

\is class, although there is a native supply of very inferior 
oal in both countries. The desirability of utilizing this 
itive fuel is accentuated by the fact that each of the Euro- 
‘an countries, as a result of the lessons taught by the great 
nflict, is more anxious than ever to become independent 

of outside sources for its basic commodities. This applies 
irticularly to coal, and for matters of diplomatic policy 
lone, both Italy and Holland find ample incentive for un- 
rtaking expenditures for special equipment that would 
ible them to utilize the coal available within their bor- 
rs. In this connection it was thought that pulverizing as 
means for utilizing native low grade coals was worthy of 
rial and the results will be watched with unusual interest 

1e United States, where enormous deposits of lignite coal 
lying untouched. Barring consideration of any higher 

ciencies that may obtain with the consumption of fuel 
pulverized form, the fact that it may render available 

tively inexpensive fuels that can now be mined directly 
utary to many railroads warrants the most serious con- 
ration in a country where there will probably never be 
necessity to import basic commodities. 

[t is highly complimentary to American manufacturing 
terprise that after making a thorough investigation of the 

|, the engineers from both the Italian and the Netherland 
Railways selected coal pulverizing and pulverized coal 

hing equipment developed and manufactured by the 
r Engineering Company of Allentown, Pa. 

Lignite Coal Available in Italy 

Italian State Railways have had to depend entirely 
imported coal for locomotive fuel, which is now 

ting them about $34 a ton in United States currency. 
native coal in Italy is a very low grade fuel and unsuit- 

> for hand-fired locomotives. It is largely in the form of 
nite and this has led the State Railways to equip two of 
ir new heavy Consolidation type locomotives for burning 

ilverized coal, as it is thought that this grade coal can be 
rned in a pulverized form. 
(here are a great number of lignite coal mines in Italy, 
largest of which has an annual output of nearly 1,000,000 

tons. These mines are located in several different parts of 
the country and the coal from various localities exhibits a 
wide range in composition. The following analyses may be 
taken as representative: 
Moisture (determined separately) 25.7 29.2 31.4 6.4 28.6 
WE. Gcnnsonwaaeaaaheseaeus 31.1 47.8 46.9 2.4 32.3 
ee ee en rer 20.8 36.3 40.8 66.1 58.5 
PER ere ha a ore arenes Ok ka We 48.1 15.9 12.4 31.5 9.2 
ee ae. a re 4,918 8,977 9,072 9,337 11,606 

The last of an order of 150 Consolidation type locomotives 
for the Italian State Railways was being completed in the 
shops of the American Locomotive Company at Schenectady, 
N. Y., when it was decided to apply pulverized coal burning 
equipment to two of these locomotives. The order was placed 
with the Fuller Engineering Company and was completed 
in less than 60 days from the date of order. The locomotives 
were tested out with pulverized coal (about 10 tons being 
consumed on the two locomotives), knocked- down and 
shipped to Italy. 

Description of Locomotives 

The locomotives have the following specifications: 

COMB ORD o.o6ck os 650 cn vienn oeasseoenses : in. by 27% in. 
OR IED 4 55 sino ap eked sone sada se eter 0.6 lb. per sq. in. 
Drivers, diameter. bine Ase ce Sikh eae UL ae eve 
WWCTRRE OD ETIVETRS 66.05 9.5.5 :0:44.44 5.00 0b-b ee eeescwneene 131,500 Ib. 
ME IIIS ne a, & 52 cos ore aia 148,000 Ib. 
i CON fn oh see cud us scone deaehateevaeawewan 34% sq. ft. 
Dearie teactive SfFert <a. 566.6c000 0505550500 0040 ob eee aes 
Heating surface: 
BE AGU bah chsh anuviakaoudebesee eS aa seaa aan 1,331 sq. ft. 
PER akne sas oedrus 50 seed ORKd aa wawanek See Pee sq. ft. 
PROM dC casiaiGavaks shesaeeedanadboecaseene 117 sq. ft. 
SSUPECENERICE ooo oo inc 0sice ba evsee ween beeesenn nes 407 sq. ft. 

WERT CODRONY oo 00:00.005000s06050 508000 2ee are ees 5,900 gal. 
MN MIEN iecnoa di 5.5, 0.59.05 5 fp awe e000 eae bogie nie 10 metric tons 
Wheel base, engine and tender...............55 ft. 3-1/16 in. 

Practically the only change necessary in the tender was to 
substitute a U-shaped tank, move the tank bodily on the 
tender back toward the rear 7 inches in order to better distrib- 
ute the weight on the front and rear trucks. Due to the com- 
pactness of the equipment it was possible to install it without 
in any way altering the water legs from the standard design 
of the other tenders, the only change in this respect being 
that the hand brake handle had to be raised somewhat to 
allow for clearance. As only one coal plant is to be provided 
in the initial installation it was of course necessary to provide 
for a much larger fuel capacity than on the hand fired loco- 
motives, which is the reason for applying a tank holding 10 
metric tons. A standard American type of brick arch supported 
on tubes is placed in this locomotive firebox and the sides of 
the combustion chamber beneath the firebox proper are bricked 
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up in a standard manner with air vents controlled by dam- 
pers, these all being controlled from the cab on the fireman’s 
side. 

Pulverized Coal Equipment 

The coal is blown in suspension from the tender to the 
locomotive through 2 ft. 5 in. dia. flexible hose, and the coal 
feeder is controlled from the fireman’s position in the cab 
by means of a flexible shaft, the ratio between the minimum 
and maximum coal feed of 346 per cent being obtained and 
this ratio is again doubled by throwing in or out either one 
of the two pairs of feed screws by means of the clutches, 
which project over the apron within easy reach. Four 4-in. 
dia. steel feed screws operating in pairs draw the coal from 
the bottom of the tank to the front of the feeder, where it is 
met by the air from a steam turbine driven fan and blown 
into the firebox. The feed screws are driven by a two-cylin- 
der, double acting reciprocating engine, enabling the widest 
variation to be obtained with the minimum steam consump- 
tion at all times. A feature of this equipment is that the 
screws can be started up and operated on 25 pounds of steam 
pressure. This is a great advantage when it is considered 
that very often the pressure in roundhouse firing up lines 
drops to 30 pounds. Due to the screws being operated in 
pairs, it is impossible for the coal to arch over at any time 
and a steady constant feed is obtained at all times, no mat- 
ter how heavy the coal or how long it has been in the tank. 

At the same time the order was placed for the locomotives 
a pulverizing plant was also ordered from the Fuller Com- 
pany to consist of two standard 42-in. screen type Fuller- 
Lehigh pulverizing mills having a capacity of approximately 
4 tons per hour each, a standard drier, fired by pulverized 
coal and having an approximate capacity of 10 tons of dried 
coal per hour. The coal plant throughout is of the standard 
type with track hopper for receiving the coal from the cars, 
single roll crusher for crushing it down to the proper size 
for the pulverizing machines, magnetic separator for remov- 
ing all tramp iron, etc., and all necessary conveyors, elevators, 
as well as 40-ton pulverized coal storage bin divided in half, 
which is placed over the track. Two separate butterfly 
valves with filling spouts are provided for coaling the loco- 
motives. The plant is driven throughout with electric motors 
and is equipped with dust collectors, separators, etc., in order 
to make a clean, dustless, modern plant. 

Fuel Situation in Holland 

There has been an enormous increase in the cost of fuel 
imported by Holland for firing locomotives and in order to 
utilize the cheaper grades and culm piles which have ac- 
cumulated during many years, the Netherland State Rail- 
ways have decided to equip two express type passenger lo- 
comotives for burning pulverized coal as an_ initial 
experimental installation. After a thorough investigation 
of the subject in their own country and abroad an order 
was placed with the Fuller Engineering Company in Janu- 
ary, 1920, for two complete locomotive equipments as well 
as a coal pulverizing plant for furnishing these locomotives 
with pulverized coal. 

The coal which is now being hand fired has the follow- 
ing approximate analysis: 

SE Oe 20 per cent Ash : 
aia scale ius letacverd 12 per cent Sulphur 
ee ee eee 80 per cent 

3 t wv. value, 

. 7 per cent 
1 per cent 

14,000 

The coal which it is desired to utilize in pulverized form 
has the following analysis: 

ee 4 to 14 per cent BE NS ackeesiaveccard SO 23: percent 
re Seer 9 to 24 per cent ME Sa acshsaaxieee ania 1 per cent 
Fixed carbon...... 52 to 74 per cent 

B. t. u. value of this coal, 11,000 to 13,000. 

Locomotives which it has been decided to equip are of 
the ten-wheel type with four simple high pressure cylinders 
in the same plane, two outside of the frame and two inside. 
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The specifications of the locomotive follow: Cylinders, 1534- 
in. by 26 in.; steam pressure, 170 lb. per sq. in.; drivers, 73 
in. dia.; weight on drivers, 96,000 lb.; total weight, 140,000 
lb.; firebox, 110 7/16 in. by 39% in. 

A unique feature of this locomotive, and one which will 
make it particularly adaptable to pulverized coal, is that on 
account of having four high pressure cylinders there will 
be eight exhausts for each revolution of the drivers, which 
will of course produce a much more even draft through the 
tubes and firebox. 

Description of Equipment 

Equipments which will be installed are duplicates, with a 
few improvements and alterations, of the ones furnished to 
the Italian State Railways and are also very similar to the 
one which has been in use on a Lehigh Valley locomotive 
for the past year, burning mixtures of anthracite silt and 

Interior Cab, Italian State Railway Locomotive 

bituminous coal with success. The coal plant will contain 
two 33-in screen type pulverizers, an indirect pulverized coal 
fired drier with all necessary motors, elevators, dust collectors, 
etc., to make a complete and modern plant in every detail. 

The coal will be received direct into a track hopper from 
the car and will be crushed down to standard size for the 
pulverizing mills and delivered to a 20 ton storage tank for 
coaling the locomotives over a track adjacent to the pul- 
verizing building. The operation will be continuous and en- 
tirely mechanical from the time the coal leaves the cars until 
it is placed in the storage tank over the track. The tank 
in which the pulverized coal is carried will hold 8 tons of 
pulverized coal, enabling a round trip to be made with only 
one fueling. No changes in the outside arrangement of the 
tender whatever are made, thus enabling the water to be 
taken as at the present time, at any place along either side 
of the tender, in the troughs provided, as this is standard 
practice on the Netherland Railroads. The locomotive will 
have a brick arch supported on lugs, as it is now standard 
practice in Holland. 

Due to the difference in cost of the coals which they are 
now burning and which they intend to burn, it is calculated 
that the whole investment can be paid for in one year, due 
to the savings resulting therefrom, and it is the intention o/ 
the company working the Netherland State Railways to ex- 
tend the application of pulverized coal burning equipment to 
other locomotives of suitable size and type as soon as the two 
which are now ordered have been in operation long enough 
to determine how much these savings amount to. 
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BETTER FOUNDATION BRAKE GEAR AND 
AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT NEEDED 

BY W. H. SAUVAGE 

Che use of automatic slack adjusters on electric equip- 
On steam 

\ilroads spasmodic attempts to use these devices have been 
nade for several decades. Perfect regulation when made 

hand is ideal, but human agency is not dependable. In 
rder to obtain perfect adjustment of the brakes the first 
juisite is to have a satisfactory foundation brake gear. 
recent years more attention has been paid to getting a 
ger and less flexible gear than in the past; however, the 

ds have not departed from first principles in simplifying 
foundation brake gear to any appreciable extent. It is 
that the roads are gradually retiring outside hung brakes 

generally adopting the more reliable inside hung brake, 
1 the brake beam hangers so attached as to prevent their 

flection on the wheels, whether cars are empty or loaded, 
that more uniform piston travel and brake chain take-up 
omes possible. 
\Vhile this improvement has been in the right direction 
should never stop there. Pullman and electric cars have 
truck levers standing vertically along the center line of 
truck, thus producing as nearly as possible 100 per cent 
iency. This, however, is not the case with freight car 

\ipment or locomotive tender trucks; without any excep- 
all car trucks still use truck levers set at an angle of 

deg., which necessitates a right and left brake beam for 
truck. A few years ago a more simple, compact, and 

liable brake gear with all truck levers vertical was in- 
luced. This arrangement does not require right and left 
ke beams, making every beam interchangeable, or by 

ising a reversible strut it allows the use of levers set at a 
|-deg. angle when so desired. 
This simplified foundation brake gear does away with 

Jur clevises, two lever fulcrums and two extra floating levers 
vhich are required at the present time to get the reverse pull 
n the truck levers on opposite ends of the car. The cylinder 

levers remain of equal dimensions as before, the pull rods 
attached thereto in the center line of the car to the truck 

ers direct; in this manner they do not interfere with 
pper bottom arrangements. Providing this direct connec- 
on, thus eliminating the extra floating levers and guides, 
luces friction to a minimum, making both the power and 
nd brakes more efficient than under the old arrangement. 
rakes release more promptly, preventing unnecessary brake 

shoe drag, which reduces the tractive effort of a locomotive 
often as much as 20 per cent. 

When brakes with a modern gear require adjustment, con- 
ditions will immediately be improved, whether made 
manually or automatically. Manually adjusted brakes we 
are all quite familiar with, but we are not yet fully con- 
vinced of the advantages of automatic adjustment. Many 
automatic devices for adjusting brakes have been brought 
out from time to time during the last 25 years and some have 
shown a great deal of merit. Simplicity is the first re- 
quirement for an automatic device, next reliability, while 
durability is essential, especially for freight car equipment. 

Let us analyze what it means to have ideal adjustment 
of brakes on freight cars. Dragging brakes consume a 
great deal of energy, limiting the hauling power of the lo- 
comotive, consuming more or less unnecessary fuel, de- 
laying movements of trains from point to point and causing 
improper air brake performance. This is primarily due to 
brakes being adjusted too tight against the wheels. Fre- 
quently cars have long piston travel and yet the brakes are 
found dragging. This is not always entirely due to im- 
proper foundation brake gear, but more often arises from 
the methods employed by the man who adjusts the brakes. 
In any freight yard when the inspector finds a car with long 
piston travel he takes advantage of shortening this travel 
under the end of a car which seems to require the least labor 
to take up the slack. As a rule he does not go to the 
trouble to take up or let out the false piston travel on the 
truck that needs it most, but gets under the easiest end and 

pulls up the dead lever as far as it will go, and usually 
manages to get the travel within a few inches of what he 
wanted it to be. If it is a little long or a little short doesn’t 
matter, to obtain the exact piston travel he desires would re- 
quire considerable time, so he lets it alone. What the in- 
spector should have done was to balance up the levers on 
each truck and not allow the shoes on one brake beam to 
stand away several inches off the wheel on one truck, with 
the shoes tight against the wheels on the other truck. To 
do this properly it would probably be necessary to take up 
slack on the bottom rod connection, but that means more 

work, and he follows along the lines of least resistance, 
which is human nature. To get absolutely perfect adjustment 
is a slow process. The time required to properly adjust 
brakes on a 100-car train to some predetermined piston 
travel is often serious and leads to expensive delays aside 
from the labor involved. 
What does it mean to have a train of cars running over 
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the road or in classification or hump yards with imperfectly 
adjusted brakes? In the first place the brake gear is the 
fundamental foundation upon which rests all the good or 
evil results to be obtained by the use of the air brake. The 
air brake mechanism is only the governable power appliance 
attached to the foundation brake gear. Without a reliable 

foundation brake gear the brake cylinders and triple valves 
are inefficient. In order to get a perfect air or hand brake 
control it is necessary to commence at the foundation brake 
gear; with that in first-class condition the air brake and hand 
brake mechanism can produce the results they are intended 
for—to stop or control a train under all circumstances. It 
would seem almost a criminal expense to operate any power 
or hand brake with improper adjustment. With the present 
unsettled labor conditions the improvement so much needed 
in order to obtain better brake regulation by manual labor 
seems to be more remote than ever before. 

Damage to cars and lading, one of the greatest of all 
losses in the operation of railroads, can by concerted efforts 
be gradually eliminated by introducing automatic devices 
for regulation of the brakes. 

It is needless to enter into details of the vast amount of 
property and injury losses occurring every day, both to 
trains running over the road and cars switched around ter- 
minals and yards. Recently an officer of one of the large 
eastern railroads reported that in the first week in April, 
1915, the lading damage alone on his road ran into five 
figures, and during the first week in April, 1920, it increased 
to 29 times the amount in 1915. The damage to property 
outside of lading is another matter for which some staggering 
figures could be shown no doubt. Probably poor brakes 
have a great deal to do with it. Much damage to lading 
occurs in classification and hump yards. Improperly ad- 
justed brakes permit long brake chains, which also mean 
long piston travel, producing a bad acting air brake and at 
the same time an unreliable hand brake, their efficiency hav- 
ing been reduced in this manner in many cases as much as 
75 per cent, so that the men who are riding these cars are 
unable to control them with the braking power on a loaded 
car often as low as eight per cent. Cars with bad brakes go 
down the hump striking cars standing still at high speed, 
which causes most of the damage which occurs both to rolling 
stock and lading, due to improperly adjusted brakes. 

When the trains are running over the road with all kinds 
of piston travel and all kinds of lading these conditions will 
invariably produce shocks often as great and more destructive 
than those done by single cars bumping into each other in 
hump yards. That this is the truth cannot very well be 
disputed, so that the only way to remedy this defect is to 
insure uniform predetermined piston travel, allowing every 
brake cylinder to do the same work in the same time, both 
in applying and releasing. Short travel develops high pres- 
sure quickly and long travel low pressure very slowly, and 
here is where the evil arises. There never can be more than 
one safe remedy to overcome this property and damage loss— 
that is to insure that very brake cylinder piston travel be 
automatically regulated to one common standard. 

We have relied for 50 years on human agency. 
the time now arrived when it would be advisable to begin 
the employment of an automatic device and see if this most 
vital problem cannot be better solved in this manner? 

Has not 

WHAT A LOCOMOTIVE COSTS EACH DAY:—According to a 
computation made by the Emerson engineering organization, 
each railroad locomotive in the United States costs $84.31 

a day more to operate than the revenue it yields in return. 
In the Eastern section, according to this computation, the 
daily operating cost averages $296.63, and the revenue 
$206.37. In the South the operating figure averages $292.82, 
and the revenue $208.60.—Erie Railroad Magazine. 
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DROP LOOPS TO SUPPORT STAKES INSIDE 
GONDOLA CARS 

BY W- J. KNOX 

Mechanical Engineer, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 

Railroad gondola cars are used principally for the trans- 
portation of coarse and bulky freight, such as pig iron, 
steel billets, lumber, pipe, structural work, etc. | When 
loaded with lumber, pipe, poles and similar materials, 
which extend above the top of the sides and ends, it is neces- 
sary to provide temporary stakes, and this type of car is 
equipped with permanent stake pockets at either the out- 
side or inside face of the side walls. 

For cars with wooden sides the construction usually per- 
mits application of the pockets to the outside, while for 
steel sides the pockets are at the inside of the car. Placing 
the usual rigid stake pockets at the inside has been found 
undesirable because they are bent and broken and rendered 
useless by ladings of billets, pig iron and other heavy and 
bulky commodities and shifting loads. 

To overcome this trouble a number of so-called collapsible 
stake pockets have been designed. These are supported at 
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the inside of the car by some form of hinge, and when 

dropped and out of use the projection from the side wall 

is decreased and to some extent the hazard of damage is 
lessened, but by no means prevented. By the arrangement 
represented by the drawing, when the drop stake pocket is 
not in use supporting a stake at the inside of the car, it hangs 
suspended at the outside without projection of any kind at 
the inside, and therefore cannot be damaged by the lading. 

Referring to the illustration, at a position where it is 
desired to locate a stake, a slot 1, a little larger than the 
over-all width and thickness of the loop 2, is cut through 
the side sheet of the car, and over this, with the loop in 

place, is riveted the supporting bracket 3. The full lines in- 
dicate the position the loop occupies and how it is carried 
by the bracket when employed to support a stake. When 
the stake is removed the loop is slid through the slot to the 
outside of the car and hangs suspended from the bracket 
in the position shown by dotted lines. 

Non-Cok1nc Coais.—Experiments conducted at the 
University of Illinois on low temperature carbonizing of coal 
indicate that the so-called non-coking coals of Illinois may 
be advanced one of these days into the class of coking coals. 
Working at 750 deg. C., the gas produced was high in calorific 
value; the tars were of unusual interest.—Scientific American. 



THE BEAHM AUTOMATIC TRAIN PIPE CONNECTOR 

Principal Features Are Pin and Funnel Alining Device 
and Provision for Coupling to Air and Steam Hose 

‘ N automatic connector for train pipes, which embodies 

| 2 

several interesting features, including a unique method 
of interchange with cars having standard steam and 

se, has been developed by Peter Beahm, Altoona, Pa., 
is applied for test purposes under the direction of the 
ad Administration. The connector differs from other 
in the gathering arrangement, in the method of at- 

ent to the coupler and in the means employed for 
ng to cars not equipped with connectors. 

e connectors on adjacent cars are alined by means of 
m the horizontal center line of the connector and 

listance to one side, and a funnel on the opposite side 

arm of the coupler by a set screw. The rear portion of the 
frame consists of a bracket provided with two vertical slotted 
plates. This bracket supports the main connector frame, 
which is provided with slotted projections having teeth to 
engage the bracket of the main frame. Thus the height of 
the connection can be adjusted independently of the coupler. 

The main connector frame has two parallel horizontal 
members which terminate in a yoke having a boss at the 
center to receive the rear end of a coiled spring. The vertical 
guiding stem carrying the connector head fits in a slot in 
the upper portion of the frame and the carriage for the 
connector, which contains the gathering device and the parts, 

! 
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Cars Equipped With Beahm Connector Coupled Together 

a rectangular opening leading to a central cylindrical 
g. The funnels guide the pins so that the cylindrical 

f the pin will enter the bore of the funnel. The ports 
connector are so located that they come into contact 
fore the couplers close and are held to their seats by 
npression of coiled springs. 
bracket supporting the connector spans the head of 

ipler and is held in place by a long knuckle pin. The 
is so arranged that in case the pin breaks it is still 
position and the connector cannot fall to the track. 

ipporting bracket also carries an arm, on the end of 

is a shoe, the shoe being clamped against the guard 

slides upon the lower frame member. On the rear face of the 

carriage is a socket into which fits a knob carried in the 

outer end of the coiled spring, which extends to the rear 

of the yoke. The spring holds the carriage at the forward 

end of the yoke, where its travel is stopped by the stem 

engaging the outer end of the slots. The socket and boss are 

offset slightly from the center line of the carriage and the 

form of the slot is such that pressure of the spring will hold 

the connector ports either on the center line of the car 

coupler or at a position approximately at right angles to the 

center line. The carriage is provided with three channels, 
the center one terminating in the air brake supply port, the 
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‘others leading to the upper air signal port and the lower 
steam heat port, all three being in the same vertical plane. 
On the ends of the carriage opposite the air brake and signal 
ports are lips provided with recesses for receiving the lugs 
of the standard air and signal hose couplings. 

The channel for the air brake connection leads to the rear 
of the carriage, where it enters a vertical passage, which is 
closed at the upper end by a plug, while the lower end 
carries the condensation valve. This port is also connected 
by horizontal and vertical ball jointed pipes to the air 

Plan of Connector Carriage Showing Method of Attaching Air 

Hose and Two Positions of Spring 

brake line. The air signal pipe connections are similar to 
the air brake connections, except that no condensation valve 
is provided. 

The steam heat connection is carried on the opposite side 
from the signal connection. A vertical pipe from the carriage 
leads to the condensation outlet valve and a casing having a 
hole for the reception of a plug cock and an outlet through 
the cock, which is connected to the steam heat line by 

flexible jointed pipes similar to the air brake and signal 
connections. The plug cock in the steam inlet casing carries 
a standard steam heat coupling, which is connected to a 
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port in the key. When the cock is in the normal position 
and the carriage is in line to couple with connector-equipped 
cars, the steam passes through the cut-away portion of the 
cock directly to the port. In this position no steam can 
pass out of the steam hose coupling and it is held in place 
by a link attached to an arm on the steam pipe connection. 
When the connector is used with the ordinary form of 
coupler the coupling and the cock are turned through a 
half circle, when the port assumes a position that prevents 
the steam escaping to the port in the face of the carriage 
and opens a passage from the steam line through the steam 
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hose coupling. The carriage can then be turned at right 
angles to the coupler center line, thus allowing air brake 
and signal hose to be connected to the respective ports. 

A special feature of the connector ports is the metal coup- 
ling ring which is provided with several concentric grooves. 
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In case dirt lodges upon the smooth portion of the ring 
the action of the opposing connector will cause it to be rubbed 
into the grooves, thereby eliminating leakage. 

The connector, as will be noted, provides a complete metal- 
lic connection throughout the train. The joints in the carriage 
and the pipes are formed by removable seats into which are 
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Details of Connections to Coupler Carriage 

seated hemispherical joints having a limited angular move- 
ment. These joints have no packing and are kept tight 
by the weight of the attached parts and the pressure acting 
upon them. This form of joint is an earlier invention of the 
originator of the coupler. 



THE INSPECTION OF FREIGHT EQUIPMENT 
Handling Weak and Defective Cars. Preparing 
Equipment for Refrigerator and Heater Service 

By L. K. SILLCOX 

General Superintendent Motive Power, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul 

| fl has been found that bad-order cards on cars are 
| sometimes removed by malicious persons and in some in- 

stances have been washed off by heavy rain. In order 
to overcome the embarrassment caused by the cards being 
removed, inspectors will arrange hereafter not only to card 
the cars, but also to mark them on both sides with chalk. 

If a car has penalty defects or other safety appliance 
defects it should read “Bad Order, Safety Appliance De- 
fects, Steps Missing,” etc., or in case of defective draft 
sear, sills, etc., it should read “Bad Order, Handle With 
Care.’ These markings should appear on both sides of the 

» that there will be no opportunity for switchmen or 
men to claim that the cars were not marked bad order. 

Switching Defective Cars 

Defective freight cars should not be switched in with good 
serviceable cars, in order to avoid damage to the service- 

cars. When defective freight cars are shopped out 
in the transportation yard, they should be placed on tracks 
designated for such cars, avoiding frequent handling of the 
defective cars and preventing ‘further damage. 

Location of Cars in Trains 

Section 988 of Standard Rules and Regulations of the 
Operating Department reads as follows: 

(he following cars, loaded or empty, will be handled 
head of the caboose, giving preference in the order 

sh except that at least one car must be handled between 
lat car loaded with rails and the caboose. 1. Bad order 

Junk cars; 3. All wooden flat cars; 4. Coal cars 

temporary sides; 5. Oil and’: water tanks, except all 
steel underframes. 92 

iddition to this, loaded or empty cars of 40 tons ca- 
1 less with short draft timbers should be switched 

rear end of trains.” 

Switching Wooden Cars to Rear of Train 

( \spectors will mark all cars with short draft timbers 
tching to the rear of the train when loaded and 
provided they are to operate in trains of 65 cars 

Car inspectors must be instructed to chalk-mark 
with short draft timbers suitably on both sides, in 

sible writing stating whether they are to be switched 
t ir, and if a load, marking them to be cut out when 

esides taking down the car number and the date. 
erned must cc-operate to see that cars are properly 

ivoid embarrassment in service. 

Switching Weak Cars 

ses where short draft timber cars are placed in long 
ind experience has dictated a policy of care, due 

‘acteristics of the line, and it is felt economical to 
ut weak constructed and equipment with short draft 

tin to rear of train, this should be done. As a general 
pl o train containing 65 cars or more should have cars 
With short draft timbers placed except at the rear. Cars 

ire to be switched to the rear will have the initials W. 
inches high placed on the side of the car above each 
1, this standing for weak construction. 

Icing Refrigerator Cars 

idard Rules Regarding Re-Icing of Cars Containing 
Meats, Packing House Products, etc.:—The following rules 
mu observed : 

For straight or mixed cars of fresh and frozen meat or 
dressed poultry, use crushed ice with salt. 

Packing House Products :—Butter, eggs or cheese must be 
re-iced with crushed block or lump ice, with or without salt 
in accordance with railroad billing. 

1. Quantity and preparation of ice, and grade of salt: 
Ice must be thoroughly cleaned by flushing with water, thus 
removing all foreign substances to prevent clogging of drains. 

Description of Crushed Ice: Ice should be no larger than 
a man’s fist. 

Description of block ice: Ice should be broken in chunks 
weighing approximately 50 lb. and permitted to fall into 
tanks loosely. 

Description of lump ice: Ice should be broken in chunks 
of 15 or 20 lb. When the railroad billing specifies the use 
of salt, follow the salting method described in paragraph 
four below. 

Description of Salt: No. 2 rock salt must be used in 
accordance with instructions on railroad billing. Foremen 
should anticipate their requirements for salt sufficient in ad- 
vance to insure an adequate supply. 

2. Hatch covers and plugs removed: Extreme care must 
be used in the removal of hatch covers and plugs to prevent 
all foreign substances from dropping into tanks. Uncover 
only such tanks as can be immediately filled to prevent any 
unnecessary exposure. Plugs and covers are to be replaced 
at once after re-icing is completed. Plugs are to be fitted 
evenly and tightly in the tanks by lightly tamping with the 
tamping pole. 

3. Release of excess brine: If tank valves do not work, 
excess water must be removed from tanks before re-icing is 
attempted. This can be accomplished by using a hand pump 
or bailing out with buckets; if the valves’ do not work, the 
next icing station must be notified by wire so that they can be 
prepared to remove promptly the excess brine before re-icing. 

The A. R. A. Rules of Interchange, rule 3, paragraph f, 
require all beef refrigerator cars to be equipped with brine 
retaining valves to prevent brine dripping along the right of 
way between icing stations. When the plugs are pulled, 
excess brine is automatically released. Considering the large 
number of cars now equipped with this device, and the rule 
requiring all such cars to be equipped as fast as possible, 
it is necessary that each icing station procure a hand pump. 
Excess brine must be removed from the tank before re-icing 
is attempted. 

4. Tamping and salting crushed ice: Foremen should see 
that a wooden tamping pole is used, and under no circum- 
stances should they permit pike poles or poles with metal 
ends to be used. The tamping pole should be inserted into 
the old ice which should be thoroughly stirred and 
tamped to settle it to the bottom of the tank. After tamp- 
ing, one third of the salt required in the re-icing is to be 
properly spread over the old ice before any more new ice 
is used. Then the tanks are to be filled with ice and the 
balance of the salt evenly spread on top of the new ice. The 
men icing the cars should again use the tamping pole vigor- 
ously to even off the top of the ice and start the salt work- 
ing. They should see that the space between running boards 
is filled, but should not fill tanks above the top of the 
saddles. 
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5. Stations not equipped with an ice crusher, should se- 
cure the necessary wooden mauls and ice crushing boxes to 
insure efficient re-icing. Under no circumstances should ice 
be broken on the roofs or in the tanks of cars. 

For ready reference the following table can be used to 
determine the amount of salt in pounds based on the quan- 
tity of ice supplied. 

Salt Required for Various Percentages and Weights 

Five Seven Eight Ten Twelve Fifteen 
Ice percent percent percent percent percent percent 

Pounds. salt; lb. salt; lb. salt; 1b. salt; lb. salt; Jb. — salt; Ib. 

500 25 35 40 50 60: 75 
600 30 42 48 60 72 90 
709 35 49 56 70 84 105 
800 46 56 64 80 96 120 

906 45 63 72 90 108 135 
1,000 50 70 80 100 120 150 
1,100 55 77 88 110 132 165 

- 1,200 60 84 96 120 144 180 
1,360 65 91 104 130 156 195 
1,400 70 98 112 140 168 210 
1,500 75 105 120 150 180 225 
1,600 80 112 128 160 192 240 
1,700 85 119 136 170 204 255 
1,800 90 126 144 180 216 270 
1,900 95 133 152 190 228 285 
2,000 100 140 160 200 240 300 
2,100 105 147 168 210 206 315 
2,200 110 154 176 220 264 330 
2,300 115 161 184 230) 276 345 
2,400 120 168 192 240 288 360 
2,500 125 175 200 250 300 375 
2,609 130 182 208 260 312 390 
2,700 135 189 216 270 324 405 
2,800 140 196 224 280 336 420 
2,900 145 203 232 290 348 435 
3,000 150 210 240 300 360 450 

Preparation of Cars for Heater Service 

All ice and inflammable matter must be removed from 
bunkers znd drip pans, all doors and hatches tightly closed. 
Bulkheads must not be lined with paper when heaters are to 
be placed in the bunkers. In order to permit circulation of 
air, the drain pipes should be cleaned and left open be- 
fore and during the process of loading, as well as while 
cars are in transit. When cars with ice tanks are used, 
heaters should be placed in ice bunkers of cars and securely 
braced. 

Charcoal Heaters 

When refrigerator cars contain ignited charcoal heaters, 
placed in ice tanks, the hatches must be left open a few 
minutes before entering the tanks or bunkers of the car. 
All persons are warned against remaining in cars with doors 
or hatches closed while charcoal heaters are burning and to 
use caution on entering cars under such conditions. 

Care of Charcoal Heaters 

In selecting and preparing fuel for both the Cole and 
Baxter types of heaters, charcoal of good quality, abso- 
lutely dry, free from knots and reduced to the size of a wal- 
nut should be used. The efficiency of the heater depends 
largely upon using charcoal of proper quality and size. Char- 
coal dust must not be used in the magazine. Charcoal must 
be stored where it will keep perfectly dry. 

Operation of Cole Heaters 

(a) To fill the magazine shove in the cut-off slide and 
fill the magazine with prepared charcoal, free from dust, 
as dust will choke down the fire. The cover of the maga- 
zine must be kept closed absolutely tight while the heater 
is burning. This is essential to prevent a draft of air from 
the fire pot up through the magazine. When it is neces- 
sary to open the cover to replenish the charcoal, that must be 
done quickly and the cover again closed without delay. 

(b) In order to start the fire, remove the fire pot and fill 
it not to exceed 2/3 full of clean charcoal free from dust. 
Replace the fire pot, remove the starting lamp through the 
ash pit hand door and saturate with alcohol. Light and 
replace the starter, then put on the magazine section and 
lock the heater with the pin. Pull out the slide (secured by 
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a pin) in the magazine and see that the fuel feeds down and 
close the ash pit hand door. 

(c) In regulating the draft slide, set it either at full heat 
or slow heat as conditions require. Remember that the fuel 
always heats up considerably hotter during the first 12 hours 
with either draft position. 

(d) Kerosene or papers can be used in starting the fire, 
but will cause considerable smoke until burned out. Be sure 
that the heater has a good start before placing it in the 
car. The heater can be nailed to the floor, swung from 
chains from the ceiling of car or anchored in the bunkers 
of the car by chains. The ash pit door must always be 
closed except when removing ashes or the starter. The 
top feed lid must always be closed tight to prevent burn- 
ing in the magazine. To extinguish the fire, simply remove 
the pin and shove in the cut-off slide. Remove the ashes 
at least once a week and never dump them on the car floor 
nor on wooden platforms or ties. Some ashes retain fire 
hours after dumping. 

Operation of Baxter Heaters 

The fire in the heater can be started in the car, but the 

door or hatches in the car must be left open to give a draft 
and allow the escape of gas. It is better practice to start 
heaters on platforms in the open air. 

The procedure is as follows: (1) Remove the magazine 
by unfastening the hasps at the bottom and lifting off. (2) 
Punch a hole in the center of the paper starter and light 
there, then place on the grate in the bottom of the fire pot 
and put three or four handfuls of charcoal or briquets on 
the starter and let it burn a few minutes. (3) Fill the fire 
pot and let the blaze show before putting on the magazine. 
This will usually take about ten minutes. (4) Put on the 
magazine and fasten the hasps at the bottom, then remove 
and fill the cover, shaking a little to fill to capacity. Replace 
the cover quickly and see that it is on tight. Do not use 
charcoal dust in the magazine. If the heater has a shut off 
slide, pull it out and place a pin to keep it open. 

Handling Road Work 

Men doing road work often cannot get into their home 
station without making unavoidable overtime, due to lack 

of convenient train service. ‘There is only one means to re- 
sort to in combating this condition, namely to see that where 
men lay over at any station, they take it upon themselves 
to go over any cars which are located adjacent or within 
easy reach of the car which they repaired, giving them such 
necessary attention as to fit them for service, besides making 
every adequate repair within their power to the cars which 
they were sent out to take care of. Good judgment is neces- 
sary and roadmen should be checked up to see how many 
work cards they deliver showing actual repairs made. They 
should carry sufficient cotter keys, nuts, small bolts and other 
items with them so as to provide for any eventuality. In 
any case, they can take care of the packing on a number of 
cars without additional material, all of which should be 
properly reported. All supervisors should interest them- 
selves to the extent of seeing that this matter is followed up 
from day to day. There is always a proportion of the expense 
chargeable to transportation accounts, namely, that spent 
in the attention given oiling and packing of boxes, closing 
side doors, classifying cars for various loading, etc.; of course, 
the time actually spent repairing the equipment is charge- 
able to car repairs. 

It is not proper to send men out on the road to repair cars 
with broken train lines, defective air brake equipment, fram- 
ing or truck members, if it is at all possible to get the cat 

safely to some repair station by hauling it behind the caboose, 
care being exercised, of course, to see that loaded cars are 
not delayed unnecessarily and back-hauled too greatly 1 
case there are no means available for turning the car. 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN NEW PULLMAN SLEEPERS 

Changes in Details Which Have Been Developed to 
Add to the Comfort and the Safety of Travel 

A L‘THOUGH no changes in basic design have recently 

( 

been made in its equipment, the Pullman Company 
has been constantly working on the development of 

letail improvements most of which have had for their object 
an increase in the comfort or safety of the occupants of 
Pullman accommodations. A number of changes of this na- 
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In the new cars both the upper and lower diaphragm 
buffer mechanisms have been arranged to maintain the aline- 
ment of the diaphragm within the limits of the clearance 
in the pocket, thus eliminating the greatest source of noise at 
the ends of the car. In this design provision has been made 
to take up wear so that the diaphragm may be readily 

a re ee ee ee a 

£bottorn of Sill 

Section Through the Lower Buffer Side Stem 

have been incorporated in the new sleeping cars which 
ompany has been building at its Pullman works, Chi- 
since the return of the railroads to private operation. 

Diaphragm Mechanism 

metal diaphragm is now a standard feature of Pull- 
ar construction and cars equipped with these dia- 

ms have been in service several years. The clearance 
n the diaphragm and the sides of the narrow metal 
within which it telescopes is necessarily limited. 

ne method by which these diaphragms have been sup- 
has permitted considerable lateral motion at the top 

this has tended to increase rapidly as the buffer side 
wear into the surfaces of the openings in the platform 
isting through which they pass. These conditions 
resulted in the constant slamming of the diaphragm 
st the sides of the pocket and the noise thus caused 
numerous complaints. 

» Showing Wear Adjusting Screw and Wedge 

restored to its normal position as frequently as conditions 
require. 

The height of the diaphragm is controlled by the sur- 
faces on which the buffer side stems rest. In the new cars 
these stems are supported on adjustable shims or wedge 
blocks let into the platform end casting and adjusted as 
shown on one of the drawings. The adjusting device con- 
sists of three pieces, the shim, the adjusting screw and the 
nut. The parts are readily assembled or removed by turn- 
ing back the adjusting screw into the nut, which permits 
the nut to be inserted or lifted out of the opening in the 
casting. The shim is then free to drop out. When properly 
adjusted the screw is prevented from turning back by a 
cotter which passes through slots in the extended portion of 
the nut and one of two holes drilled through the screw at 
right angles to each other. 

Upper diaphragm buffers either of the semi-elliptic spring 
type or of the stem and coil spring type have never pro- 
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ided a satisfactory means of centering the top of the dia- 
phragm. Consequently the entire reaction from the lateral 
orce at the top of the diaphragm caused by the swaying of 
he cars has been taken by the buffer side stem supports. 
[his has caused excessive wear and a rapid increase in the 
lateral movement at the top of the diaphragm. 

To overcome this a single stem upper diaphragm mechan- 
ism has been designed in which the stem is restrained be- 

veen lateral bearings where it emerges from the end of the 
These bearings are removable malleable iron castings 

ed with babbitt, inserted from the outside and held in 
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by machine screws applied through flanges to the end 
1e ear. When worn they are readily replaced, and after 
bitting are ready for further service. The buffer stem 
guard is also lined with babbitt, but this casting is 

ted in place and is not designed for removal between 
pings. 

Sash Ventilators for Lower Berths 

though an extremely simple device, the sash ventilator 
h has been placed in the lower rail of the outer or 
n sash of the car windows is one which immediately ap- 
s to the occupants of lower berths and it has already been 
ybject of a number of individual expressions of appre- 
on from the traveling public. 
.e difficulty in always securing satisfactory ventilation 
temperature regulation in lower berths during the sea- 
when heat is required and the windows are normally 
closed is well known. Under these conditions the only 
irse of the occupant of a lower berth who wishes addi- 
| ventilation is to raise the inner sash and then slightly 

| the outer sash, adapting some portion of his personal 
ngings to serve as a stop to prevent it from working 

The ventilator furnishes a screen protected opening, 
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closed with a horizontally operating slide, which provides 
easy and close regulation of the amount of air admitted. 

The Locked Truck Center Pin 

While it is impossible to design equipment strong enough 
to resist destruction under all conditions of collision impact, 
it is generally recognized that anything which will tend to 
hold the underframes in the same horizontal plane will exert 
a powerful influence in the prevention of telescoping, the 
form of destruction usually responsible for the greatest loss 
of life in train accidents. 

The use of a locked center pin as a means of resisting the 
tendency of one underframe to climb over the top of another 
has received considerable recognition and at least one self- 
locking center pin has been developed. The locked cen- 
ter pin is effective only so long as it holds the 
truck and car body together. The self-locking type is open 
to the possible objection that the full area of the pin sec- 
tion is not available to resist tension or shearing stresses 
and therefore under certain conditions might not be as ef- 
fective in preventing a separation of the truck and car 
body as a pin of solid section. 

These considerations have led to the design of the center 
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Built-Up Pedestal for Pullman Trucks 

pin shown in one of the drawings. The pin is a forged steel 
bolt four inches in diameter with a shallow hexagonal head 
and a square nut of special design. The head sets in a 
shallow hexagonal socket at the bottom of a pocket in the 
center sill filler casting. The nut is placed in a square re- 
cess in the under side of the truck bolster and two 7%-in. 
bolts applied through flanges of the bolster casting hold it 
in position when the center pin is not in place. In applying 
the bolt it is dropped in place and screwed into the nut, 
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which is held in sufficiently close alinement by the square 
recess in which it is placed to prevent any difficulty in 
starting the threads. When drawn up as far as it is possi- 
ble to turn the bolt, the head is brought into register with 
the socket and dropped in. This locks the bolt and nut 
except for the slight turning of the nut due to the curving 
of the trucks, which it is expected will prevent the nut from 
sticking and causing trouble when removal is necessary. 

The use of check chains has been dispensed with and a 
plate on which is cast in raised letters the legend, “Locked 
Center Pin, Remove From Inside,” is attached to both side 

frames of each truck between the center and inner pairs of 
wheels. 

Built Up Truck Pedestals 

In order to overcome the occasional failures of cast truck 
pedestals which have occurred in service a pedestal built 
up of plate and rolled and flanged sections has been de- 
signed and applied to the new equipment now being built. 
The outside and inside plates are of 34-in. and %-in. open 
hearth steel, respectively, and are separated by steel pressings 
at the top and bottom. The top pressing is of one-half inch 

Application of Safety Chains With Spring Washers 

material and is electrically wedled and riveted in place. The 
lower pressing is of 3¢-in. material. The jaw faces are 
formed by two rolled steel pieces of special angle section 
which are riveted to the outside of the plates with the short 
legs turned in. These pedestals are built up and applied 
as units. 

Safety Chain Application 

One of the interesting details in the construction of these 

cars is the use of spring washers on the safety chain anchor 
bolts. The application is shown in detail in one of the 
drawings. The washers are 6 in. in diameter and are cupped 
to a depth of 5/32 in., each, thus providing for a full load 
travel of the safety chain bolt of 5g in. This arrangement, 
which is common in European practice, acts as a cushion for 
part of the shock to which the chain and bolt are subjected 
when brought into action by a failure of the coupler. In 
the application shown these washers have a full load ca- 
pacity in the 5¢ in. travel of approximately 50,000 Ib. 
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PREPARATION AND APPLICATION OF JOURNAL 
BOX PACKING 

BY NORMAN McCLEOD 

The arrangement for soaking oil is an important adjunct 
to all modern oil houses. The drawings accompanying 
this article show three designs of cans and boxes or tanks 
for soaking and draining the packing, each having its pe- 
culiar advantages. The plain box, Fig. 1, and cans shown 
in Fig. 2, are in extensive use and are satisfactory for prop- 
erly soaking and draining the packing for cars and locomo- 
tives, but are more or less crude in comparison with the 
method shown in Fig. 3. With equipment shown in Fig. | 
the packing must be handled from soaking compartment 
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Fig. 1—Soaking Tanks With Portable Draining Boxes 

to drainage tray, which becomes a more or less untidy op- 
eration, but with the cans, Fig. 2, and vat system, Fig. 3, 

it is not necessary to handle the packing, except to take it 
out when it is to be used, as it is soaked and drained in the 
same compartment. 

In Fig. 1 it will be noticed that the soaking tanks are 

made up of three compartments of a size to meet local re- 
quirements, the oil being conveyed to them from the oil stor- 
age tanks by pressure or by pump, as desired. Provision is 
made for a portable tank or box on wheels, as shown in 
Fig. 1, to facilitate its movement over the various compart- 
ments. The bottom of this portable box should be made of 
a suitable screen, strong enough to sustain the weight of the 

oil soaked waste. The size of the box as shown is 20 in., 
by 3 ft. 8 in., by 4+ ft. 0 in. This, of course, as well as the 
size of the soaking tanks, depends on local requirements. 
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Fig. 2—Arrangement for Soaking and Draining Packing Without 

Removing from Cans 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 represents a step in ad- 
vance of that just described, in that the tanks or cans are 
separated and are provided with a screen three inches from 
the bottom of the can, to which the oil returns after perco 
lating through the waste, to be drawn off into an inclined 
trough by which the excess oil finally reaches an auxiliary 
tank, shown in dotted lines in the front elevation. If desired, 
this tank can be provided with a vertical graduated scale 
thus allowing a check to be kept of the amount of oil al- 
sorbed. Provision is made in this plan for the return o! 
the oil from the auxiliary tank to the soaking tanks by the 

use of a rotary pump as shown. 
In Fig. 3 is shown a more advanced type of apparatus 

for this purpose, which allows of greater rapidity in soaking 
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nd pressing out all surplus oil, the pressing being done 
by a portable air cylinder, or by hand power if air is not 
vailable. The cylinder is arranged to travel over all the 
ts, as outlined in the drawing. Each vat is provided with 
perforated bottom placed six inches from the base. From 

his space the oil is drawn through faucets as shown. Pro- 
sion is made for the oil, which naturally accumulates above 

pressing plate, to reach the oil space below, by having 

iree-inch galvanized iron strips, perforated the full length, 
ced in each corner of the vat as is clearly shown in the 
in view. 
Each vat should be provided with a scale of gallons so 

iat the amount of oil used may be known if desired. This 
tter plan is the best for large car receiving and repair 
rds, and has been used for some time and with most satis- 
ctory results on a number of important western railroads. 

e arrangement has many advantages and is worthy 
consideration for all important oil houses. 
The way in which the work is handled has an important 
ring on the results secured, regardless of the equipment 
the materials used. The method of packing boxes de- 
ed below and the tools illustrated have proved effective 
curing the best results in lubricating cars and locomo- 

Preparation of Sponging or Packing.—The waste must be 
rated in small quantities, but never rolled in bunches 
must not be cut. It must then be submerged in freight 

oach. oil, according to requirements not less than 48 
rs and kept submerged in oil until used. Before using, 
surplus o!] must be drained off, allowing a sufficient 
unt to remain, which is approximately equal to three 

ls cf oil to one pound of waste for freight cars and 
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apart and again used for packing purposes. In no case 
should valve oil be used to saturate waste for packing pur- 
poses. 

Method of Packing Journal Boxes.—All extra oil should 
be wrung or pressed out of a portion of waste, forming it 

Fig. 4—Arrangement of Water in a Box Properly Packed 

into a loose rope. This should be packed tightly around 
the back end of the box, to assist the dust guard in retain- 

ing oil in the box and in excluding as much dirt as pos- 

sible. The box should then be packed with loosely formed 
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vaste for passenger cars. 
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in the tank properly mixed for use. 

Fig. 3—Tanks Equipped with Press for Preparing Journal Box Packing 

Old sponging re- 
d from locomotives and cars should be examined and 
vaste found in good condition should be cleaned, picked 

a: ce 

portions of the sponging to insure holding it in contact with 
the journal, being careful not to set it above the center line 
of the journal. The packing should not be entered between 
the journal and the side of the box, but should be entered 
directly under the front of the journal. This packing should 
extend well out to the front of the journal, as shown in Fig. 
4, and should be packed back of the collar. 

The sponging between the end of the journal and the in- 
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side front face of the box should have no connection with 
the sponging under or on the sides of the journal, as this 
sponging affords no means of lubrication to the journal, but 
is simply to prevent the sponging under the journal working 
out of position. For passenger and locomotive tender journal 
boxes the sponging between the end of the journal and the 
inside front face of the box should be formed of waste in 
the shape of plugs wound with cord, in order to facilitate 
their removal for the purpose of examination and setting 
up of packing. 
When old sponging is reclaimed sufficient oil should be 

added to bring it to the same degree of saturation that is 
required for new waste. 

Figs. 5 and 6 represent a variety of steel packing tools 
for use in packing car and locomotive tender journal boxes. 
Nos. 1 and 2 are for use in shops and car repair yards, 
where this work principally consists of the entire repacking 
of boxes. Tools 3, 4 and 5 are assigned and extensively 
used for the proper care and treatment of packing by oilers 
or inspectors in yards or cars in transit. 

Two designs are shown, Nos. 3 and 4, combine which 
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Fig. 5—Efficient Tools for Packing Journal Boxes 

the features of Nos. 1 and 2, enabling a man with one tool 

to either quickly remove surplus packing with the hook edge 
of the tool, or to loosen the packing on the sides of the box 

and restore it to its proper position at the rear of the box with 
the spur edge of the tool. The handles of these tools differ, 
some preferring the wooden to the metal handle. Tool No. 
5 has a V-shaped end and is in very general use in place of 
tools Nos. 3 and 4. Tool No. 6 has also been found desir- 

able for the treatment of packing boxes. 
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A tool of either of these designs made of steel, should be 
used for rapidly and effectively maintaining the packing in 
an elastic condition and thus avoiding glazing and secur- 
ing a more rapid flow of oil from the packing to the journal. 

Tools Nos. 1 to 6, designated for driving boxes, are used 
for care of packing in driving box cellars of locomotives, 
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and have been found very effective. Tool No. 6 is used in 
removing packing drawn up by the journal and caught by 
the lower edge of the brass; this tool has been found valu- 
able in enginehouses on locomotives in passenger service. 

Phctograph from Underwood & Underwood, N. Y. 

Salvaging Railway Property in Dublin from Freight Cars 

Which Were Set on Fire by Irish Incendiaries 
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HACK SAW BLADES AND CUTTING PRESSURE’ 

Too Little Pressure on Hack Saw Blades Is as Bad 

as Too Much; Work Must Be 

NE of the most important factors in efficient cutting 

with a power hack saw machine is the maintenance 
of the proper pressure on the blade during the whole 

series of cuts. Failure among hack saw users to re- 
this fact causes big waste of blades and time, a waste 

sreater than is generally supposed. The maximum ef- 
ney is to be found in the saw that cuts quickest and lasts 

ngest; that combines cutting efficiency with endurance. 
ibility to cut in the shortest time is but one of three 
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Fig i.—Chart Showing Relation Between Pressure on Blades and 

Time Required to Make Cuts 

ts that determine the value of a hack saw and, when 

is only considered of value, the chances for a loss of 
iency are exactly two out of three. 

Che effect of the regulation of weight on the time per cut 
arly shown in a recent test made to determine the re- 
of various pressures on a number of blades. The test 

lts are shown graphically in Fig. 1. In this experiment 
w blade was properly placed in a hack saw machine, 
ce of 3-in. machine steel put in the vise, the weight set 

tracted from “Hack Saws and Their Use.” by the L. S. Starret 
ny, Athol, Mass. e 

Held Properly 

at 20 lb., and a cut made. The time required for the cut was 
35 min. Another blade was then placed in the machine, 
the pressure increased to 25 lb., and another cut made. The 
time required was 30 min. With the 30-lb. weight, a new saw 
completed the first cut in about 24 min. Another saw was 
inserted, the weight increased to 40 lb., and the time of the 
first cut was reduced to 15 min. 

Effect of Too Much Pressure 

The next increase was to 44 lb., which is the weight rec- 
ommended for this particular saw, and a new blade made 
its first cut in 11 min. 30 sec., which is slightly better than 
a good average time for a first cut on this size and class of 
material. The weight was then increased to 50 lb., and 
subsequently, in increments of 10 lb., to 70 lb., a new blade 
being used each time, and the time of the first cut noted. 
While the time per cut continued to decrease as the weight 
increased, the saw in each case was actually cutting at a 
destructive rate when the weight was increased beyond the 
amount recommended for that particular blade. Had any 
of the saws used been tested for the number of cuts per blade 
and general efficiency, it would have been seen that when 
the weight rose above 70 lb. in the first cut, the life of the 
saw was considerably shortened. 

While a hack saw must be made to withstand a great 
amount of abuse, there are limits beyond which it will not 
go; and where a saw is forced to cut under a greatly exces- 
sive weight the gain in time per cut may not offset the loss 
in saws, spoiled stock, etc. On the other hand, mere en- 
durance without cutting effect, as exemplified in a saw that 
is worked too “gingerly,” does not represent efficiency. 

Insufficient Pressure 

In a test to determine the results of insufficient pressure, 
the conditions were exactly opposite to those of the preced- 
ing experiment. A weight was applied in each case which 
was considerably less than that recommended for each par- 
ticular blade used in the test and the results are shown in 
Fig. 2. Not only was the time per cut far in excess of what 
should have been required to cut the class of material on 
which the test was made, but the life of the saw was de- 

creased almost as rapidly as when too much weight was 
used. The teeth of the blades were destroyed by slipping 
and sliding over the work, rather than by cutting. 

595 
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These results make it evident that using too little 

pressure is almost as inefficient and costly as using too much, 
while the practice of using insufficient pressure has not even 
the doubtful advantage of saving time at the expense of the 
blade and stock, as is the case where too much pressure 
is employed. Between these two extremes lies the happy 
mean which represents the acme of hack saw economy. 

The actual pressure in lb. per sq. in. of contact area of 
the tooth, which has been found to give the most satisfac- 

tory results as regards both the time per cut and the num- 
ber of cuts per saw, varies from 20 to 30 lb. It has been 
determined by careful tests that pressures within these lim- 
its, while not overloading the saw, are sufficient to avoid 

any possibility of the blade slipping and sliding over the 
work, and thereby becoming dull without having worked to 

more than a portion of its rated capacity. It has also been 
found that the basic weight or pressure is directly pro- 
portional to the gage of the saw. Standard practice in- 
dicates using the 20-lb. unit of pressure for blades not over 
0.040 in. thick, and 25 lb. for saws between 0.040 in., 0.060 
in. and over. 

This so-called unit or basic pressure must not be con- 

fused with the weight actually resting on the blade when 
in use, but must be taken as a constant, by the use of which 
the actual pressure on the saw may be calculated. The 
weight, or pressure, is measured by attaching a spring bal- 
ance to the forward end of the saw-frame, when the blade 
is in mid-stroke, and lifting. The amount of. pull indicated 
by the needle of the scale is the weight on the blade. 

A workman, using a hand frame, almost instinctively 
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Fig. 2.—Results of Too Little Pressure on Blades 

bears harder upon the blade as the work progresses and the 
teeth lose their first keenness. This same principle of gradu- 
ally increasing the pressure after the first few cuts must be 
applied to the power saw if efficient work is to resuli. No 
matter how nearly correct the weight is at the outsct after 
a certain number of cuts have been made, the pressure must 
be increased, not only for the sake of reducing the time per 
cut to a point within the limits of efficiency but also to pro- 
long the life of the saw. 

Increase Pressure With Number of Cuts 

A saw wears as it is used, and the area of the teeth in con- 
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tact with the work becomes greater as the number of cuts 
increase, and therefore, in order to maintain the same cut 
ting speed, the pressure must be increased from time to time. 
It may be taken as a maxim of hack saw thrift that, for ef 
ficiency, the weight must be increased as the number of cuts 
progresses. 

In connection with the necessity for the proper adjust 
ment and increase of weight it is interesting to note that 

equal diameters of work of the same material will be cut 
at about the same rate, without regard to their comparative 
shapes. That is, 1% in. square, round, or elliptical bars 
of the same grade of steel would cut at the same rate. Angle 
irons, channels, and tees of the same greatest dimensions, 

will cut about alike, provided they are properly placed in 
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Fig. 3.—Proper and Improper Methods of Holding Various Shape: 

While Being Cut With a Hack Saw 

the vise. Proper and improper methods cf holding differ- 
ent shapes are illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Cutting speed on rounds of any given material increases 
as the diameter of the work, and varies in the ssme propo™ 
tion as the saw goes through any particular cut. Theoretic- 
ally, the weight during the progress of each cut should vary 

directly as the diameter of the work, though this is, of course. 
impracticable. However, it is essentially practical that 
when the time required for any single cut becomes greatet 
than the average time required for cutting that particular 
class of material, with that particular blade. the weight or 

pressure on the blade should be increased a few pounds | 
fore beginning the next cut. 

Increase of pressure to compensate for the wear of the 
blade is absolutely essential to economy in hack saw work. 
but it is a factor for which no absolute rule can be given. 

The most that can be said is, knowing approximately th 
time in which a certain blade should cut an average sp°c:- 
men of a certain kind and size of material, the weight should 
be increased by increments from 5 to 10 Ib. as often as the 
time of three successive cuts is above the average. The 
weight on a heavy gage saw must be increased faster, in pro- 
portion to the extra amount of dulled surface or contact area. 

than for a thinner gage saw, regardless of the difference 1D 
weights on the first cut with each. In hack sawing, as in 

any other form of work, common sense, attention to detail 

and observations of manufacturers’ instructions are great 
assets. 
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the standard of measurement. 

MICROMETER CALIPERS IN RAILWAY SHOPS 
Showing How Output is Improved in Quality and 
Quantity by the More General Use of Micrometers 

BY M. H. WILLIAMS 

1324 King Edward II of England decreed by statute 

hat, ‘“Three barley-corns round and dry shall be the defi- 
‘ition of an inch.” The barley-corn days of measuring are 

since out of date not only in commerciai but also in 

vay machine shops where the two-foot rule Has ceased to 
M'crcmeter calipers, now 

spensable in railway tool rccms, are coming into more 
more common use for general shop work. It may ap- 
at first glance that the refinements possible with micro- 

ers are not necessary for locomotive and car work, which 
not as a general rule require the close fitting demande.l 

some lines of manufacturing. As a means of quick 
ering and securing the required degree of accuracy, 

ever, micrometers are invaluable. A large case of in- 

ments used ‘n a medern railway shop is illustrated in 

—Micrometer Calipers Shown in This Case Are Given Out 

on Checks. 

Ccmmon forms of 1-in. outside and «adjustable 
ters are shown in Figs, 2 and 3. 

lway shop work being mostly repair work, involves the 
up or re-mechining of worn parts and the fitting of 

arts. Since it ts almost impossible te maintain fixed 
rds, standard gages can be used only to a l'mited ex- 
id micrometers will aid in carefully measuring the re- 
d pieces and new parts with the required degree of 

y. An accuracy greater than .001 in. is usually un- 
ssary except possibly for force fits. 

Micrometer Sizes Required 

y crometers generally have a range of one inch and dif- 

instruments are required for each one-inch range. In 
to cover the range of work common to railway shops, it 
sirable to provide both outside and inside micrometers 
ch size up to 12 in. In addition, inside micrometers 

| be provided for the larger diameters to }e measured, 
as lccomotive cylinders which will require one for each 
t cylinder common to the road. For external diameters 
er than 12 in., it is advisable to make use of adjustable 

wm 

uucrcmeters having a range equaling the largest piston 
usually handled. ‘The cost of the instruments mentioned, 
without duplicates, is about $300. For certain of the more 

frequently used sizes, it is necessary to provide duplicates 
that will add to the cost, but the reduced number of spoiled 
cr misfit parts will more than offset the additional expense. 
Experience in practically all shops where micrometers have 
been used indicates that workmen will exercise the same care 
in handling them as a scale or any finished tool and that the 
cost of upkeep is not a serious consideration. The instru- 

riots ge Vara — 
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Fig. 2.—Common Type of 1-in. Micrometers. 

ments are generally a part of the tool room equipment and 
given out to any man who may have use for them on tool 
checks, the same as twist drills, taps, reamers, etc. It is good 
practice to check each instrument to a standard measuring 
rod when returned. 

Shopmen accustcmed to machinists’ calipers learn to caliper 
with micrometers in a few days. Regarding errors in read- 
ings, it may be well to consider a concrete example. If it is 
considered satisfactory to continue piston rods in service 
where the difference in diameter at any two points does not 
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Fig. 3.—Adjustable Micrometer Calipers. 

exceed .001 in., measurements with micrometers will show at 

cnce if the rod is within these limits and settle definitely the 
question of repairs. This measurement, also, will tell if the 
red is worn to an unsafe limit. ‘The same measurement made 
with machinists’ calipers takes longer and does not give as 

certain results. Machinists’ calipers must be set for each 
diameter measured, the same as with micrometers, and in each 

case be cempared with a scale or rule in order to determine 
the differences. Close measurements such as the .001 in. 

lim‘t in piston rod diameter are impossible to mezsure with 
machinists’ calipers. Another considcration is the greater 
ease in reading micrometers. 

Axle and Crank Pin Calipering 

Axles and crank pins can best be fitted by the use of 
micrometers. The wheel bores are not exactly tc drawing 

vo) “I 
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size owing to wear and other causes and the corresponding 
parts must be fitted accurately to insure safety. Each .001 
in. difference in diameter between a car axle and steel wheel 
bore varies the mounting pressure from 5 to 10 tons. As an 
example, assume that similar steel wheels are bored exactly 
7 in. One axle, turned to 7.007 in. diameter, will mount at 
about 70 tons pressure, and another axle, turned to 7.008 in. 

in diameter, will mount at 5 to 10 tons higher. Wheels and 
axles are fitted correctly in everyday practice when measured 
with machinists’ calipers and nothing is to be said against 
the good work that is being done. This close measuring can 
be done more accurately and quickly, however, by the use of 
micrometers and the number of misfits will be reduced. The 
operation of calipering an axle fit in a wheel center is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

In order that the axle and crank pin may be a secure fit in 
the wheel center, a uniform bearing from end to end is neces- 
sary. Likewise, the wheel center should be bored a uniform 
diameter its entire length. Unless the machincs are in an 
excellent state of repair and the work well done, there are 

possibilities of the parts being tapered, which is difficult to 
measure correctly with machinists’ calipers. This bad prac- 
tice may go on for some time if not detected with micrometers 
and remedied. 

Side Rod Brasses 

Boring side rod brasses to suitable sizes for running fits on 
worn crank pins in locomotive repair work is also adaptable 

Fig. 4.—Calipering the Bore of a Wheel Center. 

to the use of micrometers. It is necessary to measure each pin 
accurately and bore each brass a definite amount larger than 
the pin, subject to a reasonable machining tolerance. As an 
example, suppose good practice indicates that the bore of the 
brass for pins 5 in. to 6 in. diameter should be not less than 
.010 in. or more than .015 in. larger than the pin, in order 
not to cause heating by reason of too tight a fit, or too much 
lost motion on account of too loose a fit. If the crank pin is 
exactly 6 in. the brass would be bored between 6.010 in. and 
6.015 in. The next crank pin may have more wear and only 
measure 5.970 in., in which event the brass would be bored 
between 5.980 in. and 5.985. All the refinements possible 
with solid limit gages may be obtained with micrometers and 
any set degree of tolerance quickly measured. For force fits 
of brasses in rods an allowance of .002 in. to .003 in. is 
usually made, and this can always be best measured by 
micrometers. 

Crank pins can be measured more quickly with micrometers 
than with calipers and scale and the sizes set down on a 
memorandum or form. The operation of measuring new pins 
is shown in Fig. 5. When boring rod brasses, the inside 
micrometers can be set quickly and the bore measured with 
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sufficient refinement to insure its coming within required 
tolerances. 

The use of micrometers makes it possible for a designated 
person to measure all crank pins and similar parts. Where 
this method is followed memorandums made of the measure- 
ments may be given to the various machine operators who will 
not be called on to leave their machines to go to distant parts 
of the shop for the purpose of measuring locomotive parts too 
bulky to take to the machines. This will result in less idle 
time of machines. 

Crank pins are generally found to be worn cut of round 
and tapered when the locomotive comes to shop for repairs. 

Fig. 5.—Crank Pins Are Calipered and the Dimensions Filled in 

on a Form, 

The amount out of round or taper should be ascertained in 
order to judge as to the necessity of re-finishing cr renewal. 
By measuring the pins at the necessary points with microme- 
ters the exact amount of wear will be at once detected.’ Where 
a limit has been set governing this wear the question of pass- 
ing or repairing will be at once settled. 

Cylinders 

For the purpose of measuring the bore of cylinders, inside 
micrometers as shown in Fig. 6 are used. They have a range 

Fig. 6.—Checking the Amount of Cylinder Wear. 

of only one inch, which makes it necessary to provide one for 
each one-inch range in order to measure cylinders handled by 
any shop. Inside micrometers are also made with an exten- 
sion piece, by which a considerable range of sizes may ¢ 
measured with one instrument. This reduces the number o! 
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calipers required, but also introduces chances fcr error on 
account of improper setting of the extension piece. The bore 
of cylinders when new should be measured to ascertain if they 
ire reasonably close to drawing size, as it is a question 
whether locomotive cylinders can be bored commercially to 
exact micrometer sizes. However, they may without too great 
refinement be bored to a limit of 1/64 in. or .016 in. Measure- 
ments made with micrometers of the bore at each end will at 
once check this dimension, and should there be toc much of 

an error steps may be taken to remedy the defects. 
When locomotives are repaired the cylinders should be 

measured in order to determine the wear, or the amount the 
walls are worn hollow resulting from the travel of the piston 
head or other causes. On some roads a limit has been set 
coverning this amount, that may be % in., 3/16 in., etc., 
depending on conditions. When measured with micrometers, 
the readings will at once show the amount of variation there 
may be between different parts of the cylinder and will indi- 
cate if reboring is necessary. When turning piston heads, 
the memorandum taken of the cylinder bores may be made 
use of by deducting the amount the piston head should be 
smaller than the cylinder bore. 

fhe disadvantage in measuring cylinders with machinists’ 
calipers is the possibility of error owing to their adjustment 
being changed while carrying, and also errors due to setting 

Fig. 7.—Calipering a Valve Chamber Bushing. 

one caliper to another. It would be difficult if not impossible 
to establish limits of variation from the required sizes for 

turning the piston head on account of the difficulty of reading 

machinists’ calipers closely. 
In measuring piston rods and valve rods a few points about 
diameters should be considered. Both rods should be of 

iform diameter where passing under the rod packing, and 
uless this is the case, rapid wear of the packing will result. 
‘hese parts need not be machined to exact diameters, but they 
ould be as close to one size from end to end as possible. By 

use of micrometers the rods may be measured at various 
ces and a limit of .004 in. or .005 in. maintained. Where 

| diameters are checked with micrometers a decided im- 
vement will be noticed in the reduction of steam leaks. 

Piston Valves and Bushings 

n order to obtain proper working piston valves it is neces- 
to make the valve of the correct size in reference to the 

of the bushing into which it works; also, the bushings 

st be of the right size in order to obtain the desired results. 
st valve chambers will be found out of round in the bore 

the bushings resulting from the heat of the steam and 
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natural distortion of the casting. By measuring the bore 
horizontally and 1/3 the way around from the horizontal with 
inside micrometers, and taking the average of these readings, 
the average diameter of the cylinder bore is obtained. This 
size plus the amount the bushing should be larger to allow for 
a force fit in the cylinder will be the diameter that the bushing 
should be turned. 

Valve bushings are bored larger than the average diameter 
of the valve chamber bore an amount which will vary with the 
different diameters of bushings and thickness of walls and 
may be .005 in. or .007 in. When micrometers are used, ex- 
perience will soon indicate the exact amount that this should 
be and bushings may be turned of correct size to insure a 
proper force fit in the cylinders, avoiding the possibility of 
steam leaks. When measuring the bore of new bushings or 
determining the exact amount of wear, inside micrometers may 
be used as shown in Fig. 7. The diameter of the piston valve 
bull rings may be measured by a method similar to that ex- 
plained with reference to piston heads. 

Driving Axles and Journals 

The journals of driving axles are usually found to be worn 
out of round, tapered, or both. A slight variation from a per- 
fectly round and uniform diameter does not necessarily call 
for refinishing; but there is a point between the slightly worn 
and the excessively irregular axle where refinishing becomes 
a necessity. This is in some shops governed by a set limit 
of 1/32 in. or, for easy figuring, .030 in. Measuring the 
journal with micrometers makes it easy to determine if the 
limits have been exceeded. As an illustration—if a journal 
measures 9.860 in. at one place and 9.880 in. at another, 
showing a difference of .020 in., refinishing would not be con- 
sidered necessary. Should the readings be 9.870 in. and 
9.910 in., making a difference of .040 in., the journal must be 
refinished. 

In the case of a journal having a difference in diameter of 
only .020 in., a record may be made of the size and made use 
of when boring the driving box; likewise, the sizes of the 
journals may be measured after returning for the same pur- 
pose. Accurate measuring of the journals after refinishing 
is in many respects quite important on account of the possi- 
bility of their not being regular in size owing to the heavy 
counterweight on the wheels throwing the lathe out of balance. 
Improper setting of tool posts also often results in tapered 
journals. In actual practice micrometers will be found of 
the greatest value on this work by showing up bad workman- 
ship and lathes not in the proper state of repair or setting. 

Driving Boxes 

The crown brass of a driving box is somewhat difficult to 
caliper on account of not being a full half circle, and as a 
result ordinary calipers cannot be used. In order to overcome 
this difficulty special three-pronged calipers, as explained in 
the Railway Mechanical Engineer of March, 1919, have been 
devised. ‘These calipers are illustrated in Fig. 8. Without 
going into the description too minutely, it may be said that 
the three prongs, H, H, and H, are forced outwards by the 
descent of the taper plunger G, that in turn is controlled by 
the micrometer head E, the diameter being indicated by the 
readings on the micrometer dial similar to the method of 
reading any instrument of this nature. The various springs 
and appliances shown are for the purpose of taking up lost 
motion and making the caliper workable. 

In practice, journal diameters are measured and sizes re- 
corded on blanks or memorandums, as already explained. 
The amount the crown brass should be larger than the axle is 
added to these sizes and the box bored accordingly. During 
the boring and after its completion the exact bore of the brass 
is measured with the special calipers shown. 

The advantages of this plan as compared with older 
methods are principally that the diameter of the axle and 
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driving box may be closely measured and the shell made a 
definite amount larger than the axle. Where this amount 
has been carefully worked out and checked, the work of scrap- 
ing a box to fit the axle may be eliminated, which will result 
in quite a saving in labor. The three-prong calipers are also 
useful for checking the accuracy of the rams of boring mills 
used for boring boxes. These rams are liable to be set out of 
perpendicular with the mill table and bore larger at one end. 
A measurement made at both sides of the box will indicate 
whether the ram is properly set. 

Car Wheels and Axles 

Micrometers are now used quite extensively for the pur- 
pose of measuring the sizes of car axles after being turned. 
In order that the wheel shall be a safe and satisfactory force 
fit on the axle the wheel seats should be of a uniform diameter 
throughout, as in the case of driving wheels. With the more 
numerous repaired axles it is the general practice to re-turn 
them to the largest diameter to which they will true up, and 
as a result each wheel seat is of a different diameter. Measur- 
ing by micrometers will be found quicker and more accurate 
than any other method. 

If the difference in diameter from end to end of the wheel 
seat for steel wheels is kept within .003 in. and for cast iron 
wheels .005 in., good results will be obtained. For the pur- 
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Fig. 8.—Three-Pronged Micrometers for Driving Boxes. 

pose of checking these sizes the wheel seats should be ‘mea- 
sured at ends and in the middle, and the sizes recorded on a 

memorandum for use when boring the wheels. For steel 

wheels, the axle should be about .001 in. larger than the bore 

for each one inch of diameter. That is, for a 7-in. wheel 

bore, the axle should be about 7.007 in. in diameter. Cast 

iron wheels would require about double this amount. Inside 
micrometers are made use of for measuring the bore ‘sizes in 

order to insure their being correct; also to ascertain if the bore 
is of one diameter from end to end. This operation will de- 
tect any taper and prove the correctness of the size in refer- 
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ence to the axle diameter. An error in turning or boring 
could not be accurately measured with machinists’ calipers 
Boring bars having micrometer dials are now largely used for 
wheel boring and, where wheel seats are measured with mi- 
crometers, the sizes for setting the dials on the bar will be at 

once indicated. As a result, the bar may be quickly and ac- 
curately set for as many different sizes as may be required 
in practice. 

The uses for micrometer calipers that have been men- 
tioned can only be considered as representative cases. Where 

Fig. 9.—Adjustable Outside Micrometers Must Be Used With More 

Care Than Solid Instruments. 

these are once introduced into a shop their use will spread to 
practically all machining operations where reasonably accu- 
rate measurements are required. On account of the ease with 
which measurements may be made and the accuracy readily 
obtainable the average workman will prefer these to ma- 
chinists’ calipers, and, when once introduced, there will be 
difficulty in getting the men to use cther forms of measuring 
devices. 

BLIND WoRKERS IN CLEVELAND SHops.—Sixty-nine 

manufacturing operations, principally in the metal-working 
industries, are now performed successfully by blind workers 
in Cleveland, according to an article in the Jron Age. This 
city was amcng the first in the country to see the possi- 
bilities in industry for blind artisans, and a start was made 
in February, 1913, when the Society for the Blind placed 
one man with the Lake Erie Bolt & Nut Company. He 
did hand nutting and his pay ranged from 80 cents to $1.25 
a day. The movement progressed slowly until war-time con- 
ditions created a shortage of labor and since then man} 

openings have been secured. Today there are 81 blind men 
and women working in 40 different factories. Some of the 

operations performed include assembling parts, nutting bolts 
by hand and machine, operating machine tools, packing and 
sorting. The electrical field has so far revealed more prac- 
ticable operations than any other, but machine operatic”s 
have been proved feasible for blind workmen. 



THE MANUFACTURE OF SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING’ 
An Outline of the Method Used in Making Shelby 
Seamless Steel Tubing from Solid Blooms or Billets 

O many seamless steel tubes and flues are used in re- 
S pairing and maintaining locomotive boilers and 

for varicus mechanical purposes that it is be- 
eved the fcllowing brief description of the modern 

methods of making seamless tubes will be of general inter- 

Fig. 1.—Square Billet Entering Bar Mill 

est to railway shop men. Satisfactory tubes cannot be made 
without uniform steel of good quality. This steel is de- 
livered to the heating furnace in blooms of several sizes and 
weights, 6 to 10 in. square by 11 ft. long and weighing 1,300 

if 
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Fig. 2.—Pneumatic Centering Machine in Operation 

50 lb. After the blooms have been carefully inspected 
surface defects, and any irregularities chipped off with 
umatic chisels, they are conveyed by a crane to a furnace 

Xtré racted from a booklet entitled “Shelby Seamless Steel Tubes and 
\laking,”’ by the Natienal Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

room where an electrically operated charging mechanism 
picks them up one by one and places them in a heating 
furnace. 

When the proper temperature for rolling has been reached, 
the blocm ‘s ‘pulled from the furnace by the lcng arm of a 
crone or transfer mechanism and placed upon a small 
clectric buggy; this buggy transfers it to the rolling table 
of the bar mill (Fig. 1) where it passes through a series 

of rolls which changes the square bloom into a round bar 
of smaller size and greater length. Different sizes of round 
bars are thus rolled according to the size of tubes required 
to be made from them. Some of the bars are 8 in. in 
diameter when finished, while others are as small as 3 in. 

While still at rolling heat, the round bars are cut to different 
weights (according to the length and wall thickness of the 
finished tube) by a circular saw, and centered while still hot 
(Fig 2). They are then allowed to become cold, afterwards 
being inspected, marked with a die to identify the steel, and 
sent to the piercing mill. 

The bars are now known as billets, or “rounds,” and 

Fig. 3.—Heated Billet Entering Piercing Mill 

contain just enough metal for making tubes of the desired 

length, thickness and diameter, and to compensate for normal 
losses incident to the manufacture of the tube. After the 
billets have been centered, inspected and marked, they are 
placed in a heating furnace of special construction. The 
bottom cf the furnace is inclined, and centered billets of the 
proper length are fed into the upper and cooler end, from 
which they roll by gravity to the lower end, where the tem- 
perature is high enough to render the steel soft and semi- 
plastic. 

The piercing mill (Fig. 3) is located close to the dis- 
charging end of this furnace and the billets are fed into 
it, centered end foremost. The solid billet, almost white 
hot, is pushed forward until it is caught by the revolving 
rolls of the piercing machine which force it over the piercing 
point of a mandrel. As the billet is forced over this bullet- 
shaped point by the combined forwarding and rotating action 
of the heavy revolving rolls (Fig. 4) a dull, grinding sound 
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is audible. While enormous force is required to operate the 
piercing machines, there is nothing spectacular about the 
operation, nor much suggestion of the power required to dis- 
place the metal from the center of the hot billet toward the 
outside. So powerful are the revolving rolls of the piercing 
machine and so carefully planned is each part of the mas- 
sive machinery, that the billet is transformed into a tube 
with apparent ease. 

The newly pierced billet is simply a rather rough, thick- 
walled, seamless tube. It is raw in appearance and not 
particularly true to size and retains the knurl marks of the 
piercing rolls on its battered surface. There is positively no 
weld or seam, however, the round bar of steel having been 

Fig. 4.—Diagram of Piercing Operation 

pierced quite through its length, as a potter would force a 
pointed rod through a cylindrical mass of moist clay. Be- 
cause of the thickness of its walls, the pierced billet is short 
and to change this thickness into length is the next re- 
quirement. Accordingly, it is rolled through adjustable 
rolls and over a mandrel held in the roll groove by a long 
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Fig. 5.—Diagram of Reeling Operation 
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steel bar, where the wall thickness and diameter are reduced. 
In this manner the pierced billet is converted into a longer 
tube with walls of uniform thickness having a fairly smooth 
finish. 

While still at suitable working temperature, the rolled 
tube passes on through the reeling machine. This is another 
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form of rolling machine, consisting of two heavy rolls of 
special design (Fig. 5), set with axes askew, which may be 
adjusted to a thousandth of an inch. As the tubes are fed 
through these rolls any mill-scale is removed and they are 
given a smooth, burnished surface, the outside diameter of 
the tube being corrected to some extent. 

From the reeling machine, the tubes pass to the sizing or 

Fig. 6.—Reheated Tubes in Sizing Roll 

finishing rolls (Fig. 6) which give the exact outside diameter 
required. From the finishing rolls, the tubes travel to an in- 
clined cooling table (Fig. 7) up which they slowly roll, and 
after being sorted and inspected are dropped into racks, ready 
for removal by electric cranes. The electric cranes transfer the 
het finished tubes to cutting-off machines where the rough 

Fig. 7.—Inclined Cooling Table 

ends are trimmed from the tubes and the tubes are cut to 
proper length. Any slight straightening necessary is then 
done, the tubes thoroughly inspected (if boiler tubes, a hy- 
drostatic pressure test is also applied), then stencilled, put 
in stock or sent to the shipping room. 

THE ENGINEERS’ COMMITTEE of the Fuel Administration 
issued a report which contained figures showing the effc<t 
of lack of cars on the cost of mining coal. This information 
is being circulated in a diagram published by the Nation:l 
Coal Association and is reproduced in some of the leading 
ccal trade journals. 
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MASTER BLACKSMITHS MEET AT DETROIT 

The Subjects Most Thoroughly Discussed Were 
Frame Repairing, Spring Making and Reclamation 

VER one hundred members of the International Rail- 
C) road Master Blacksmiths’ Association were in at- 

tendance at the twenty-sixth annual convention. 
which was held at the Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich., August 
17, 18 and 19. Following the customary opening exercises 
the president’s address was delivered by John Carruthers 
(D. M. & N.). 

President Carruthers’ Address 

In opening his address President Carruthers referred to the 
fact that at the last convention, Birmingham, Ala., was chosen 
by ballot as the place for this year’s meeting and explained 
to the members that inability to secure suitable hotel accom- 
modations made it necessary to seek another meeting place. 
Detroit was chosen because, next to Birmingham, it had re- 

ceived the largest number of votes. 
Speaking of the importance of the work of the Association, 

President Carruthers said in part: ‘Never before in the his- 
tory of railroading have we felt so much in need of the newest 
and most improved methods to obtain better service and the 
greatest possible production. Let us have the co-operation 
of all the members to the end that the largest measure of good 

may be brought out of our deliberation both for ourselves as 
individuals and the companies we represent. It is up to the 
supervisory forces to untangle the mesh in which the rail- 
roads have been returned to their owners. 

FRAME MAKING AND REPAIRING 
By F. F. HOEFFLE 

Louisville & Nashville 

Wrought iron for new frames has been displaced by steel 
ind the steel frame has been developed to better design and 
ficiency. But the modern well-designed frame breaks and 
failures often take place at strong sections where least ex- 
pected. Our problem is, therefore, the repairing of frames. 

The Thermit weld has brought about wonderful results in 
keeping power in service, yet there are conditions brough: 
bout by the Thermit weld which have not been overcome, 

such as holding in abeyance expansion and _ contraction. 
Where numerous Thermit welds have been made on frames 
in roundhouses and the welds are very close together, one is 

a _ 

elds of Frame Members Which Are Bound Together, thus Pre- 

venting Freedom of Expansion and Construction 

| to believe that these numerous welds were caused by not 

lding expansion and contraction in submission. 
When a Thermit weld is made on a frame at a point where 
0 or three members are bound together, the expansion and 
ntraction cannot take place freely; hence the weld is liable 

to cause a strained condition at another point. Such portions 
of frames are seen with a number of welds, no matter how 

carefully preparations were made to overcome this faulty con- 
dition. A weld which is capable of adjusting itself with no 
danger of causing a stress at another point has proven to be a 
sood proposition. 

When an engine is brought into the South Louisville shops 
of the Louisville & Nashville for a general overhauling and 

it is necessary for the boiler to be dismantled, if the frames 
are in bad condition they are turned over to the smithing de- 
partment and at once the entire set of frames is placed in a 
soaking pit and heated thoroughly, then allowed to cool. They 
are then brought into the blacksmith shop, all Thermit welds 
removed and the frames put in first class condition. 

This practice has given the results we looked for, and is 
evidence that the anvil is the proper place to repair a frame. 

The oxy-acetylene process is used to great advantage for 
such work as cutting and the filling of surface defects; but 
where a frame is broken its use is not considered a good 

proposition. 

By G. W. KELLEY 

Central Railroad of New Jersey 

The successful use of the electric, oxy-acetylene and Ther- 
mit process for welding depends largely on the operator, who 
must be an enthusiast and must be trained as an apprentice 
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Charcoal Was Used to Heat the Upper and Lower Frame Rails 

for Expansion in Making This Thermit Weld 

before he can become an expert and successful operator. 
_ The use of these different methods of welding has pro- 
duced wonderful results. However, in their experimental 
period, failures were made by many who did not understand 
the nature of the various metals, or did not allow for the 
proper expansion to take care of the contraction. The sketch 
will illustrate how much expansion is sometimes necessary 
where it has required 115 lb. or more of Thermit to make an 
engine frame weld. 

The cast steel cross brace was cut out at A to permit the 
wax collar and mould to be applied. This was also neces- 
sary to allow the top rail of the frame to expand. We used 
three charcoal containers to get expansion: one on the lower 
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frame rail at B and the other two at the opposite sides of the 
weld. While the mould was drying and preheating the ex- 
pansion was also taking place. When the proper expansion 
was obtained, which was 9/32 in., the weld was made. When 
the frame was cold the tram was perfect. The cross brace 
was then electric welded by the metallic electrode process. We 
prefer charcoal to an oil burner for obtaining expansion be- 
cause with the oil burner the contraction in the frame takes 
place much faster than in the weld. When the weld is made 
we let the charcoal remain in the metal containers and all 
frame members contract together. No more attention is re- 

quired until the frame is cold, as we arrange to make the 
weld at the last working hours of the day. 

Discussion 

The discussion of this subject was confined practically to 
the application of the’various welding processes and a variety 
of methods which have been used successfully with each pro- 
cess were brought out. The discussion indicated that at 

least among those taking part in it the Thermit process is 

still most generally used in welding complete fractures of 
frame members. In some cases this process has been adopted 
to the exclusion of the others except for building up worn 
surfaces. It was evident, however, that both the gas and 

electric welding processes are being used for heavy frame 
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SPRING MAKING AND REPAIRS 

By J. W. RILEY 

Lehigh Valley 

In 1915 the management suggested that we submit a list of 
machinery that would be required for making and repairing 
of springs for the Lehigh Valley System. After going over 
the advantages of such a plant a decision was finally reached 
in favor of purchasing the machinery. The following is a 
list of machinery installed in the smith shop, occupying a 
floor space of 88 ft. by 22 ft. The arrangement, which is 
shown in the drawing, is very convenient. 

Machines Installed in Lehigh Valley Spring Plant: 

Hydraulic steam pump. 
Hydraulic accumulator. 
Cembination punch and_ shears. 
Combination nibher and trimmer. 

Hydraulic band stripper. 
Hydraulic bander with assembling table. 
Universal elliptic spring former. 
Oil tank with water jacket. 
Single fitting or ferming furnace. 

Furnace for nibber and punch. 
Banding furnace. 
Thirty-five ton testing machine. 
Small air driil for drilling bands. 

Before starting in the spring work I visited a number of 
spring plants and in most places found that they were 
equipped with rolls for forming. These were not much in 
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Layout of the Lehigh Valley Spring Shops 

welding with complete success. The electric welding process 
is meeting with favor for this work because of the small 

amount of contraction which must be allowed for, thus sim- 
plifying the preparation fer the welds. One of the members 
stated that with no allowance for contraction whatever where 
the electric process was used the effect of contraction would be 
no greater than with Thermit, oil or gas welds where the 

most careful preparation had been made. Excellent results 
have been obtained with the gas welding process employing 

the usual run of operators obtainable under the national 
agreement. Several members, however, dwelt on the necessity 

of more care in the training of operators if the electric and gas 
welding processes were to continue to advance. The practice 
of requiring welders to turn in test welds periodically, to be 
pulled in the test machine, is being followed by some master 
blacksmiths with excellent results. The welders are rated 
according to the strength of the welds relative to the strength 

of the unwelded material. 
The national agreement, in making welding a preferred 

job in each craft, has tended to destroy permanency of em- 
ployment on these jobs. The men consider the work tem- 
porary, often leaving it to return to the regular work of 
their trades before they have been at it long enough to be- 
come thoroughly skilled operators and the company suffers 
in consequence. 

use, however, and the springs were being formed by tongs 

and hand hammers. This method is slow, is hard work for 
the spring maker and only an expert can doa good job. The 

tongs and hammer do not set the plates so they have a full 
surface bearing, strains are set up in spots, causing the leaves 
to warp when cooled in the oil, and it is necessary to over- 
heat heavy plates to be able to form them. Over-heating the 

steel is one of the greatest causes of broken springs. Another 
effect of over-heating is the reduction in the weight of the 
steel. A spring heated and formed about twenty-five times 
will be reduced about one leaf on a twenty-five leaf spring; 
the higher the temperature the greater is the reduction. 

As a result I developed a universal elliptic spring former, 
which performed the work so successfully that the former was 
placed on the market and is now in use in several spring 
plants. With this the leaves are scientifically formed and 
any twist that may be in the steel is taken out. It is uni- 
versal because it is ready at all times to receive leaves of any 
radius, length, width or thickness. With this machine the 
fitter requires no assistance from the heater, who may devote 
his entire time to heating and passing out the leaves. There 
is no need of heating the steel over 1,500 deg., F., as the ma- 

chine will properly set the leaves at that temperature and it 
takes but an instant from the furnace to the oil. A master 
plate is used in setting the main plate and the balance of the 
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pring leaves are formed by pressing the hot leaf against the 
cold leaf. One stroke of the machine forms the leaf and gives 

the desired amount of snap. 
\Ve do not taper the leaves. They are left square on the 

ends as they come from the shears. We use loose gib plates; 
some are cast steel, wh:le others are formed in dies and made 
from scrap steel. 

When we started repairing purchased springs we had eight 
en working 10 hours and a lot of overt me. After running 

large percentage of the springs through the former the work 
ept decreasing until in a year’s time we only required six 
en. Six months later only four men were working 10 hours 

nd at present we have four men working 9 hours. These 

nen do all the making and repairing for the Lehigh Valley 
System. The equipment consists of 1,000 locomotives, the 
enders of which have elliptic truck springs, 700 coaches and 
75 cabooses which have elliptic springs. These four men do 

make bands. The bands are made in the forging ma- 
nes and at the forge. 

(he records of cne shop that had been using the tongs for 
ting show an average of 36 trailer truck springs repaired 
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on a class of heavy trailer springs weighing 875 lb. each. 
The failures in these leaves occurred at the edges of the band. 
It was finally decided that the trouble was due to the broad 
bearing of the band against these leaves, which destroyed 

their flexibility and caused a concentration of load at the 
edges of the band. The trouble was overcome by rounding 
off the edges of the upper surface of the bottom side of the 
band, thus producing a crown bearing for the short leaves, 
which permitted them to deflect throughout their length. 

RECLAIMING SCRAP MATERIAL 

By F. B. NIELSEN 

Oregon Short Line 

In railroad shops of considerable size, in order to obtain 
best results in reclaiming scrap material, one of the first steps 
to be taken is the formation of a scrap committee. This com- 
mittee should consist of representatives of the following de- 
partments: motive power, car, bridge and building, main- 

tenance of way, and store department, acccmpen‘ed by others 
qualified to pass judgment cn the serviceable end scrap ma- 

CARRUTHERS (D. M. & N.) 

President 

W. J. MAYER (M. C.) 

First Vice-President 

r month. After the former was installed and a number ot 
prings run through the former the repairs to these 

ler springs was reduced to six per month. 
\Ve use the flash temper. After using this method of tem- 

oO ing for four years I do not want to change to any other. 

Discussion 

Che discussion centered around the practicability of mak- 
and repairing springs in railroad shops. The opinions 
reseed on this subject were generally in favor of this prac- 
rather than purchasing manufactured springs and having 

m maintained either by the manufacturer or in the railroad 
Where this practice has been adopted the results ob- 

ed liave been substantially the same as those indicated by 
. Riley in his paper. 
he practice on most of the railroads whose representatives 
k part in the discussion is to repair springs on store de- 
rtment orders, replacement being made from store stock in- 
d of directly from the blacksmith shop. The hammer test 
generally depended on in large shops to detect broken 
ves. This is applied either directly in the erecting shop 
in a blacksmith shop. In some cases all springs are re- 
ved to the blacksmith shop, where those which pass the 
mmer test are placed under the spring testing machine to 
termine the load capacity before being passed as suitable 

further service. 
One case was mentioned where considerable trouble had 
en experienced from repeated failures of the short leaves 

J. GRINE (N. Y. C.) A. L. WOOLWORTH (B. & O.) 

Second Vice-President Secretary-Treasurer 

terial. This committee should report to the superintendent 
of motive power at least once every week. 

A committee cf this kind has been established at the main 
shops of the Oregon Short Line at Pocatello, Idaho. It is 
composed of the superintendent of shops, engineer of the 
maintenance of way department, general foreman of the store 
depariment, general foreman of the car department and one 
or twe foremen from the various departments who are invited 
to accempany the committee each week. This committee 
visits the scrap dock, taking out any serviceable material that 
may be used. Each case is taken up as an item on the 
minutes and given a number. A copy of the minutes of the 
meeting each week is sent to the head of each department and 
those responsible in each department are required to make a 
report to the chairman of the committee, as to why this ma- 
teria! was scrapped 

A. general inspection of the yards is made once each month, 
taking in all buildings, to see what material is lying around 
that is net being used. This is also reported. 

This committee has proved very successful in reducing the 
amount cf serviceable material found in the scrap pile and 
cases where such material is scrapped are constantly becoming 
more infrequent. 

On the Oregon Short Line we have a re-rolling mill, and 
reclaim practically all small size iron, from 14-in. to 1%4-in. 
round, and from 3@-in. by 1'4-in. to 34-in. by 24%4-in. All 
washers are made from scrap sheets and plates accumulated 
ot the scrap dock. About seventy per cent of all scrap spikes 
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are reclaimed. These spikes are straightened in an air-oper- 
ated machine constructed especially for this purpose. After 
being straightened they are put in a rattler to be polished. 
All second-hand bolts are reclaimed by cutting i pir re- 
threading. 

I have observed, from the different material removed from 
foreign line equipment that is coming into the welding room 

Worn Picks Prepared for Reclamation by Welding on Stock 

Drawn Out from Scrap Mauls : 

of our shop, that proper attention is not given to oxy-acetylene 
welding. 

Our practice is to give each welder a piece of steel 1% in. 
square and 14 in. long all from the same bar. This piece is 
cut "in the center, welded and then broken in a tensile testing 
machine. When we first began these tests the lowest record 
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efficiency. I feel sure that if this method were followed there 
would be no objection by the American Railroad Association 
to the reclamation of some of the material to which they now 
object. 

Frogs and switch points are reclaimed and fair success 
has been attained in reclaiming manganese steel frogs and 
switch points. All track tools on the system are sent to 
Pocatelle for repairs. When picks become too short we draw 
out some of the scrap spike mauls, which are then welded 
into the picks, making them of standard lengths. Claw bars 
are reclaimed by forging out the claw end from scrap tire steel 
and welding to the old bar. One of the illustrations shows 
the steam hammer dies employed in forming the claw ends. 

Coil springs that are standard are reset and scrap springs 
are made into drift pins, small lining bars, jack bars, etc. 
The tamping and the spade ends of tamping bars are made 
from scrap coil springs. These are welded to the old bar. 
Scrap tire steel is drawn out for track lining bars, pinch bars, 
piston keys, spring hanger gibs, coal picks and similar pieces. 

We have recently received a number of hollow heat treated 
locomotive axles. When obsolete they are reclaimed for mak- 
ing guides, counterbalance sheets, follower plates, dry pipe 
rings and dies for forging machines. We also reclaim piston 
heads with Tobin bronze. Main rods that are worn from 
lack of oil are also reclaimed with the same process. 

Lathe tools for wheel lathes are drawn out of scrap tire steel 
and high speed steel is welded on by the oxy-acetylene process. 
Many shops do not seem to have good results in reclaiming 
these tools, and I do not think it is practical to make small 

tools by this process. Another important thing in the re- 
claiming of all material sometimes overlooked in the cutting 
and dressing of high speed tools, is that all pieces cut off 
and all broken small tools, such as drills, reamers, etc., should 

Die No.l Die No.2 

Used With Die No. af 

Die No.3 

Die No.4 

Steam Hammer Dies for Forming Claw Bar Ends. Die No. 1 
Die No. 3, with Flatter, Finishes the Heel and Curves the End; 
Claws 

of tensile strength was 67 per cent of the original strength 
and the highest 83.8 per cent of the original strength, with a 
reduction of area of 8 per cent and practically no elongation. 
The last test made in April, 1920, by the same welders and 
the same method showed the lowest record of tensile strength 
to be 85.7 per cent and the highest 99.7 per cent of the 
original test, with an elongation of 6.5 per cent. 

Through information obtained by this method the best 
welders are selected for reclaiming such material as couplers, 

frame work, and other work requiring a high percentage of 

Draws the End and Forms the Heel; Die No. 2 Shapes the End; 
Die No. 4 Countersinks for the Claws; Punch Die No. 5 Forms the 

be saved and turned over to the store department for reclaim- 
ing. 

By J. HARKIN 
Southern Pacific 

A reclaiming plant should be located conveniently to the 
segregating point of all scrap material and within easy access 
to the main shops and store. In order to operate a reclaim- 
ing plant economically it will be necessary first to determin« 
the kind and the quantity of material of various kinds desired 
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o be reclaimed; when this has becn decided upon there should 
then be installed the necessary machinery for reclaim‘ng the 
various articles with the least possible expense. 

At the Southern Pacific shops at Sacramento, Cal., brake 
shoe keys are being made from 34-in. or 7-in. scrap bolts or 
ars. Brake staffs for flat cars can be made from discarded 
rake staffs from box cars. We make split keys, angle iron 

for ladders on box cars, washer plates and door plates from 
scrap tubes. We use scrap coil springs for making the vari- 
us styles of bars, packing hooks and packing irons used by 

maintenance of way department and car inspectors; these 
irs vary in size from 3-in. round to 13¢-in. round and from 

foot to five feet in length. All our claw bars, lining bars 

| tamping bar ends are made from scrap tires, as well as 
eaders and dies used on our small size bolt and forging ma- 

We have been using scrap tire steel for making 
superheater unit bolts for locomotives with very good success; 

lso we have for some time past been making the flat drills 
ised by the maintenance of way department from scrap files. 

(hese drills are ordered in lots of 250 and vary in size from 
in. to 1%-in. and are usually 6 in. long. We have had 

ry good service from these drills. 
We reclaim all scrap 40-ton axles by working them over 
}0-ton axles; while the 50-ton axles are reforged to a 
dard 40-ton axle. These axles are usually reclaimed in a 

hines. 

fi , J 

7% \ 
\ Héy atler TECIONI?. 1G 

Die Blocks Used for Reclaiming Worn Draft Keys—Norfolk & 

Western 

rging machine suitable for such work, but they are also 
laimed with tools made for the purpose under a steam 
mmer. 

(here are usually a number of articles such as handholds, 
rake rods, couplers, coupler yokes, bolts, nuts, track spikes, 

itch points, etc., that find their way to the scrap dock from 
rious points on the line. Such material is inspected and 
h of it reclaimed, or, as some would prefer to say, re- 

ired, and turned over to the store department and carried in 
k 

\Vhile we give the closest attention to the reclaiming of ma- 
rial at our scrap dock, such as is mentioned above, our 

\test success in reclaiming scrap has been accomplished in 
rolling mills, where we are using over 5,000,000 lb. per 

nth by rolling it into standard sizes of bar iron from 34-in. 
nd to 3%-in. round, and flat bars from %-in. by 4 in. 

in. by 12 in. We also manufacture tie plates and angle 
using material taken from the scrap pile. 

By P. T. LAVENDER 

Norfolk & Western 

‘he drawing shows a set of hammer dies which have been 
eloped for reclaiming worn draft keys. ‘These dies are 
simple to make and can be used in any steam hammer. 

Ve first put the bent and worn draft keys in a furnace and 
n properly heated straighten them under a hammer. They 
then placed in the die shown at the left of the die blocks, 
ich spreads them 1%-in. above size. Then they are placed 
the die at the right, which brings them to the size required. 
When the operation is completed the key is just as service- 
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able as one made from new bar stock. We work keys over 
two and three times before they are sent to the scrap pile. 

By T. F. BUCKLEY 
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 

Reclamation of scrap materials on railroads has been going 
on for many years, but lately, due to the high cost as well as 
the shortage of new material, more attention has been paid 
to this subject than ever before. Yet it must be recognized 
that wages have advanced and consequently too much time 
may be put on many articles, making them more expensive to 
reclaim than to provide wholly new parts. 

Of course scrap is found everywhere from one end to the 
other of the road and reclamation should take place at a 
central point, preferably at the company’s most important 
shops where facilities for handling it may be provided. Com- 
petent inspectors who thoroughly understand railroad material 
and its uses should supervise the sorting and reclamation. 

Material to be reclaimed should be taken to the main 
shops, where the necessary steam hammers, shears, and such 

other facilities as the process requires are located. 
Draw-head castings, steel couplers, bolsters and other parts 

of locomotives and cars slightly cracked but otherwise in good 
condition should be sent to the shops and have the electric 
or acetylene torch applied to them. Reclamation by welding 
has saved thousands of dollars within the past few years. 

It may prove economical to provide an auxiliary prepara- 
tion plant near the scrap dock, where materials can be par- 
tially prepared as they are sorted, thus minimizing the cost of 
handling. This plant should be equipped with bolt thread- 
ing machines for re-threading bolts, rods, etc., with a nut 
tapper for retapping old nuts; with punch and shears for 
making washers and keys. A reclaiming roll for rolling up 
to 2-in. round and 1-in. by 4-in. flat can profitably be used; 
there should also be a steam hammer for cutting, straighten- 
ing and hammering the heavier materials such as scrap axles; 
for reforming and hammered into round bars 3-in. to 5-in. 
rounds and making hammered iron into usable sizes, there 
should be furnace equipments in connection with the hammers 
and rolls. <A plant of this kind can be made to pay for itself 
in a very short time under favorable circumstances. 

In addition to being well versed in the quality of railroad 
material those in charge of the work should know whether 
or not it would pay to reclaim in special cases as they arise. 
Many articles may be reclaimed economically today, but.not a 
month from now. So it is true that as reclamation is a good 
thing the returns gained thereby are large or small according 
to the intelligence used in carrying it on. 

Discussion 

The discussion developed the fact that others are following 
the practice of reclaiming worn piston heads by building up 
with Tobin bronze, which Mr. Nielsen mentioned in his 

paper. It is considered practical to reclaim pistons in this 
way with a maximum wear up to 4-in. thick at the heaviest 
part and extending around approximately one-half the cir- 
cumference of the piston. This practice has also been used 
in reclaiming worn slide valves, and in both cases experience 
has indicated that the reclaimed parts remain in service with- 
out further repairs much longer than do new parts. 

In answer to a question as to the advisability of manufac- 
turing superheater unit bolts, Mr. Harkin stated that these 
bolts would not be made in the shop if they could be pur- 
chased, but that the use of tire steel, annealed after the bolts 
had been forged, has been successful. In using tires for the 
manufacture of parts requiring strength the practice of turn- 
ing off the flange, and if the tires include inside retaining 
flanges, cutting these off with the acetylene torch was advo- 
cated. An attempt to forge the tire with the flanges left on 
usually results in the flange turning over and forming a seam 
in the material. 
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The greater part of the discussion was devoted to the 
reclamation of axles. Two general methods are being fol- 

lowed, one in which the whole axle is reworked, the body 
being drawn out and the journals upset, to réduce the re- 
claimed axle te the next capacity below that of its original 
state; and the other reworking the end of the axle only to 
restore them to the original capacity. The second method 
requires the addition of material to the ends of the axle. This 
is being taken care of at the Beech Grove shops of the Big 
Four by turning off the collar at the ends of the journal, heat- 
ing the «xle and upsetting the journal by forcing a wide angle 
cone punch into the ends of the axle and then jump welding 
a plug provided with stock for the collar into the cavity. Some 
of the members considered this practice open to objection be- 
cause each time the ends of the axle are upset the distance 
between the fillets at the wheel seat ends of the journals on 
the opposite ends of the axle is reduced from 4-in. to /%-in. 

The details of the first method as applied on the Santa Fs 
were described by George Fraser. The bodies of the axles 
are first swedged down to increase the length, one half of the 

axle being heated at a time. The journal collars are then 
broken down, the ends heated a few inches beyond the wheel 
seat and upset in a forging machine. The axle is not gripped 
in the dies but is held against an independent back stop 
which determines the length. ‘The finished forging has one- 

half inch of stock for finishing to the required size fcr the 
next capacity lower than the original and the size of the body 
is !arger than required by the M. C. B. rules. These axles 
provide an opportunity for using up wheels with oversize bore. 

A question was raised as to the advisability of reclaiming 
scrap axles because of the uncertainty as to the condition of 
the material after the axle had been in service long enough 

to be worn beyond the limit for the original capacity. Some 
of the members considered the practice inadvisable, unless the 
material in the axle were reworked throughout its 
length. 

entire 

Association Business 

A Committee on Amalgamation with the American Rail- 

road Association, Section IJ1I—Mechanical, appointed subse- 
quent to last year’s convention, presented a brief report out- 
lining the probable status of the association should it amal- 
gamate with Section I1I—Mechanical. The association au- 
thorized the committee to conduct the necessary negotiations 
with a view to accepting the invitation of Section I1I— 

Mechanical—of the American Railroad Association to be- 
come a member of the American Railroad Association—Sec- 
tion I1I—Mechanical—subject to a vote of approval at the 
next convention. 

The secretary-treasurer reported a total membership of 

245 at the close of the year and 21 new members were re- 
ceived during the convention. The balance in the treasury 
showed an increase of $141.58 last year to $227.82 this vear. 

In order to continue to meet the increased cost of conducting 

the affairs of the association, however, the dues for the coming 

year were increased from $4.00 to $5.00 a year. 
The following officers were elected to serve for the coming 

year: president, Joseph Grine, (New York Central); first 
vice-president, George Hutton, (New York Central); and 
second vice-president, S. Lewis, (Canadian National). W. 
J. Mayer (Michigan Central), who was first vice-president 
during the past vear, was elected to the presidency; but owing 
to the demands that he be made secretary-treasurer to suc- 
ceed A. L. Woodworth, who asked to be retired following a 
continuous service in th's office of 22 years, Mr. Mayer 
resigned the presidency to accept the office of secretary- 
treasurer. 

Montreal, Quebec, was unanimously chosen as the place 
for the next convention, with the provision, however, that the 
executive committee be empowered to make other arrange- 
ments should the best interest of the Association so require. 
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ADJUSTABLE CENTER BLOCKS FOR CRANK 
SHAFTS 

By J. K. BLAIR 

Norfolk & Western, Roanoke, Va. 

In turning crank shaft bearings, it is usually necessary to 
make center blocks to accommodate every different diameter 

of end bearing and crank throw. As this is laborious and 
costly, the device illustrated herewith will be found a useful 
adjunct in the machine shop. It has been found very handy 
for turning the wrist bearing on various styles of stoker 

and The _ block carries 
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A Useful Device for Stoker Repairs 

adjustable center is bored large enough to accommodate the 

end bearing on the crank shaft, the end being split and a set 
screw placed in the side to hold the parts securely. In 
clamping smaller sizes, the hole is bushed. The sliding 

center works in a deve-tailed groove fitted with an adjustable 
gib and is moved back and forth by the screw as shown. A 

scale on the block indicates the offset between the centers of 
the bearings. 

British Link Truing Device 
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Safety Locomotive Boiler Washout Plug 

on the market by the Housley Flue Connection Cor- 
poration, Indianapolis, Ind. This plug has been in 

for scme time and has been thoroughly tested under 

A WASHOUT PLUG of new design has been placed 

Housley Safety Washout Piug 

e conditions. For test purposes a pressure of 1,800 
old water has been applied and it is reported that the 

plug withstood the pressure without leaking. The plugs 
used in the test were not especially designed, but were taken 
from the stock room. 

The construction of the plug is indicated in the cross- 
sectional view illustrated. The sleeve 7, which is installed 
in the boiler sheet, is rolled in on a three-degree taper and 
remains permanently in place, special rolls and expanders 
being provided for this purpose. A particular feature of 
the plug is the protecting wall 2, which safeguards the 
threads against smashing or distortion caused by washing 

rods and hose nozzle. It also prevents water from touching 
the threads, allowing no scale, rust or sediment of any kind 
to form. The top of the protecting wall is the seating face 
for the gasket 3. This gasket fits snugly in the top of the 
plug cap in a special groove and does not drop out when 
the cap is removed. It is this gasket that solves the prob- 
lem of leaky plugs, because when the plug cap is screwed 
down tight cn a soft copper gasket leaks are practically 
impossible. 

The plug cap { is the only part that is removed for a 
washout and in replacing, the caps cannot be cross-threaded 
because the protecting wall acts as a pilot. The nipple 5 
or the lower part of the sleeve which fits in the boiler is 
rolled in the sheet on a three-degree taper, the larger end 
cf the hole being in the boiler; 6 is the boiler sheet. Owing 
to the absence of scale and rust and the good condition of 
the threads, it is stated that one man can readily remove 
these plugs from bo'lers. 

The Germ Process of Compounding Oils 

APERS on the Theory and Practice of Lubrication by 
Henry M. Wells and James E. Southcombe, of the 
Henry Wells Oil Company, London, Eng., were read 

Pittsburgh recently. The authors explain the rationale 
the superior lubricating properties of fatty oils and of 

ls compounded with fatty oils over “straight” mineral oils 
e. mineral oils not compounded). The property has 

therto been mentioned by various observers but left in that 
sition. This led to an examination of the principles on 
iich lubrication depends. It was demonstrated that liquids 
ich wet solid surfaces are lubricants, while liquids which 
not wet them are not lubricants; that one property which 

iferentiates them is largely that of capillarity, or inter- 
ial tension; that the fatty acids in fatty oils perform the 
nctions of lubrication and not the fatty oil per se. It was 
o found that if the fatty acid be extracted from a fatty 
it is little if any better than a mineral oil as a lubricant 
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and that if a fatty acid in small quantities be added to min- 
eral oils, their lubricating properties are very appreciably 
enhanced. Results in the laboratory were confirmed by sev- 
eral independent authorities. 

On the practical side, the authors cite many examples 
where fatty oils, or oils compounded with fatty oils, have 
been entirely and successfully replaced in actual practice 
by Germ Process oils for lubrication of steam engines, gas 
and oil engines and many types of mehanism. Results of 
trials of marine engine oil on a large scale over 18 months, 

by the British Admiralty were cited. Germ Process oils 
are cheaper than fatty compounded oils, and are suitable for 
the heaviest work in all climates. 

The title “Germ Process” selected by the authors is purely 
arbitrary—chiefly from the fact that hitherto engineers and 
chemists have had er aversion for the word “acid” con- 
nected with any oil. The authors not only dissipated that 
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fear by proving it was grounded on a complete misappre- 
hension of its functions, but proved that the feared fatty 
acid was a very useful ally when its functions are under- 
stood and controlled, which, it is stated, the Germ Process 
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ensures. The claim is made that by this method of prepa- 
ration superior oils can be obtained at a fraction over the 
cost of mineral oils. The Germ Process is the subject of 
patents in America, in the United Kingdom and in Europe. 

Portable Pneumatic Punch and Riveter 

HE illustration shows a new combination punch 
and riveter designed and built by the Baird Pneu- 
matic Tool Company, Kansas City, Mo. It is 

adapted to the punching of light structural shapes in shops 
where the range of work is of small dimensions. By taking out 
the punch and die and inserting rivet dies of the proper size, 
the machine may be operated as a riveter and can be used 
effectively on the fabrication of light frame work. The air 
cylinder is so cushioned as to prevent injury to the mechan- 
ism when used as a punch. 

The tool is operated by a fourway valve, by foot pedal 
and hand movement, depending on whether it is used as 
a stationary or portable unit. 

The machine is made with both 1-in. and 2-in. die travel 
and has a punching capacity of 1/8-in. to 5/8-in. holes in 
cold 3/8-in. plate, and has a riveting capacity of 3/8-in. 
cold or ¥-in. hot rivets. 

The tool delivers 35 tons pressure on the rivet punching 
dies and weighs 500 lb. complete. This punch and riveter 
can be used to good advantage on the quantity production of 
small shapes. It is portable, takes up but little floor space, 

and is stated to le economical in air consumption which is 
an important factor in machines of this character. 

Baird Air Operated Punch and Riveter 

Automatic Wrench of Simple, Compact Design 

SIMPLE, compact wrench, which is virtually 
A automatic in action without the agency of a ratchet, 

has been developed recently. It was first used as 
a track wrench, but is equally applicable to smaller sizes of 
nuts. As illustrated, there are only four pieces to the wrench, 
the handle, interior jaw, exterior jaw and hinge pin. The 
interior jaw has a socket that fits over a knuckle on the end 
of the handle, while the exterior jaw encloses the interior 
jaw and is pivoted on a pin located a short distance behind 

bss 

Diagrammatic Sketch Showing Wrench Operation 

the center of the socket about which the interior jaw revolves. 
The engaging faces of the two jaws have corresponding 
grooves so that the two jaws slide in a fixed relation to each 
other as they rotate about their respective centers on the 
handle. 

The operation of the wrench is best understood by refer- 
ence to the diagrammatic sketch. In this sketch the handle 
is represented by H, the interior jaw by A, the exterior jaw 
by B, while the engaging grooves of the two jaws are simu- 

lated by the plunger and cylinder arrangement at C. It is 
clear that when the handle is turned in a clockwise direc- 
tion, the two jaws move away from each other and that when 
the handle is turned in the opposite or counter-clockwise di- 

rection, the two jaws move towards each other. The pin 
hole in the handle is slotted a sufficient amount to avoid any 
binding with the varying angular positions of the handle. 

In using this wrench it is put on the nut in a position 
such that the direction in which the bolt is to be turned is 

Allen-Diffenbaugh Automatic Wrench 

the same as the direction in which the handle must be pulled 
in order to bring the jaws together. The wrench is held by 
the operator so that the nut is always in contact with the 
interior (upper) jaw. When the handle is turned back, the 
exterior jaw will clear the nut. The action is automatic, 
the jaws separate as the handle is pulled back to take a new 
grip and come together again the instant that the handle is 
pulled forward to turn the nut. The wrench is manufactured 
by the Allan-Diffenbaugh Wrench & Tool Company. 
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drill of simple and rugged construction, a machine 
has been placed on the market recently by the Minster 

Machine Company, Minster, Ohio. It is well adapted for 

use on quantity production work. Referring to the illustra- 

[) anno s to meet the demand for a single purpose 

No. 12 Minster Junior Drill 

the power is transmitted to a large driving pulley 
running at 600 r.p.m., and then through accurately ground, 

gh carbon steel shafting to the hardened, stub tooth trans- 
ssion gears. The gears are all accurately ground. 
(his machine is equipped with three mechanical speed 
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High Capacity Single Purpose Drill 

changes which are obtained through a sliding gear in the 
gear box, the teeth of which are rounded so as to enable the 

operator to change gears readily. The drive then passes 
through the hardened mitre gears to the vertical driving 
shaft, at the upper end of which are located the speed change 
gears. These gears in turn mesh with the gears on the 
flanged spindle sleeve. The drill comes regularly equipped 
with two sets of speed change gears, giving six speed 
changes, but any desired speed can be obtained by changing 
the combination of gears both on the vertical drive shaft and 
spindle sleeve. 

A vertical shaft at the front of the machine drives the 
feedbox mechanism. The feedbox shafts are all accurately 
ground and cut steel gears are used throughout. Two me- 
chanical feed changes are provided in the feedbox, which 
are compounded by transposing gears located conveniently 
on the front of the machine. ‘The machine comes regularly 
equipped with one set of transposing gears, giving four 
feed changes. Any desired feed may be obtained by chang- 
ing the feed transposing gears. The feedbox mechanism 
transmits its motion to the worm shaft, which in turn en- 

gages the large worm wheel keyed to the pilot shaft. Upon 
this shaft, a wide faced, stub tooth pinion is cut which en- 
gages the feed rack on the spindle sleeve. An efficient auto- 
matic feed disengaging device is provided. 

The spindle, which is made of high carbon forged steel, 
is driven by a sleeve upon which are mounted the driving 
gears. Two driving keys are mounted diametrically oppo- 
site in the spindle sleeve, which engage two keyways in the 
spindle. This method of driving divides the strain on the 
spindle and thereby eliminates any trouble which may be 
occasioned through the spindle binding. The two driving 
keys are held in position by screws. 

The No. 12 Minster Junior drilling machine can be pro- 
vided with a compound table in place of a plain table if 
desired, the compound table being of heavy construction and 
thoroughly gibbed to provide for extra heavy service. The 
bases of all machines are provided with slots for receiving 
adjustable motor bases. The motor is mounted directly upon 
this base and may be attached after the machine has been 
installed; since it will be necessary to drill but four holes 
in the base to mount the motor, the adjustable slides which 
are usually furnished with motors can be omitted. A 10-h.p. 
censtant speed motor running at 1,100 to 1,300 r.p.m. is 

recommended. 

Screw Driver Attachment for Air Motors 

OR use in pattern, cabinet, or any wood working shops 

} * where many screws have to be driven, the screw driver 
attachment illustrated has been developed as a time 
labor saver by the Independent Pneumatic Tool Com- 

y, Chicago. It can be fitted to the spindle of an air 
or or readily adapted to use with electric drills if 
red. 

is stated that an. experienced operator using one of 
screw driver attachments can drive fifty screws per 

ute, with less effort and make a better finished job than 
hand. The principle of operation is simple. Under 
nal conditions, the socket holding the screw driver is 

lisengaged from the motor spindle so that the screw driver 
be placed in the head of the screw while the motor is 

revolving. Pressure on the motor causes a shoulder on the 

part connected to the motor spindle to engage a recess in the 

socket and the screw driver revolves with the motur spindle. 
Removal of the pressure causes the parts to disengage. The 
arrangement illustrated measures 15 in. over all and will 
drive No. 12 wood screws 134 in. long. 

Thor Screw Driver Attachment 



HE application of the individual motor drive to 
i i railway shop machinery has been extended to wood- 

working machines, a recent example of which is the mo- 
tor-driven surfacer or surface planer developed by the Oliver 
Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich. This machine 
is driven without belts or driving pulleys by means of a mo- 
tor coupled directly to the cutting cylinder and providing a 
speed of 3,600 r.p.m. In order to provide the proper num- 
ber of cuts per minute three high speed knives are furnished 
in the cutting head. 

The particular advantages of this form of drive are a con- 
siderable saving in floor space, increased efficiency due to 
the lack of belts, greater safety in machine operation and 
the fact that the machine can be placed anywhere in a shop, 
regardless of the position of line shafts. 

The Oliver single-cylinder surfacer is made of cast iron 
sides and ribbed girts, carefully machined and bolted to- 
gether. Ample material in the flanges reduces vibration to 
a minimum and provides substantial floor support. An im- 
proved type of forged crucible steel cylinder, carrying two 
knives and steel chip breakers is provided. , Two pressure 
bars, one acting before and the other after the cylinder, 

hold the work to the table. The front bar or chip breaker 
yields te any quality of cut. Positive feed is provided by 
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Direct Motor Drive for Surface Planer 

Vor. 94, No. 9 

means of 3%4-in. forged steel feed rolls. The machine is 
designed to plane six inches thick and 20 in. wide, with a 

Surface Planer Arranged for Direct Motor Drive 

lineal rate of feed of 24 ft. per minute. A five-horsepower 
motor is recommended to drive the planer. 

Spur and Spiral Gear Hobbing Machine 

and cutting ratchets and sprockets, the machine illus- 
trated has been placed on the market recently by the 

Cincinnati Gear Cutting Machine Company, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. The gear hobber is particularly adaptable to the 
quantity production of spur and spiral gears but can be 

Fm cutting spur and spiral gears also splining shafts 

Cincinnati 16-In. Gear Hobbing Machine 

readily set up for machining a single spur gear. In cutting 

spiral gears, however, its advantage is only manifest in 

quantity production, the requirements of the set-up being 

such as not to lend themselves quickly to cutting occasional 

gears. The hobber is supplied with standard parts and 

change gears but for the manufacture of spiral gears it is 

necessary to provide special change gears. 

_ Strength and rigidity are secured by the generous dimen- 
sions of the bed and housing of the hobber. The metal is 
distributed to provide the greatest stiffness possible and this 
contributes to the accuracy of the machine. The work spindle 
is horizontal and is supported rigidly by two long bearings 
in the work saddle. Both bearings are bronze bushed and 

the front bearing is tapered for taking up wear. The work 
saddle is taper gibbed to long narrow guides in a manner to 

prevent any sagging when the clamping bolts are loosened 
Elevating and lowering are accomplished by means of a 
crank handle, the movement being recorded by a graduated 
dial reading to .001 in. The load is supported on_ ball 
bearing thrust collars making the action smooth and even. 

The indexing mechanism consists of a double thread worm 

and a cast iron worm gear which are entirely enclosed and 
run in a bath of oil, suitable adjustment being provided to 
take up wear. The indexing is continuous and automatic. 

The guide of the hob slide is exceptionally long with 

square ways taper gibbed to reduce binding action. The 
design and construction are such as to provide for the proper 
swiveling of the hob spindle. This can be adjusted to ap- 
proximately fifty degrees either side of zero and is set by 
a vernier reading to five minutes. An automatic stop for 

the entire machine at any point is provided for use on either 
belt driven or motor driven equipment. There 
trip to stop the feed mechanism only. 

Changes in speeds and feeds are secured by means of re- 
movable change gears, a sufficient range being provided to 

meet all average conditions. Maximum production is insured 
by a cutting lubricant system and pump of ample capacity. 
Spur gears up to 174 in. in diameter with a 12 in. face 
and spiral steel gears with a diametral pitch of 3 can be cut. 
The max'mum distance from the hob center to the spindle 
nose is 19% in. The maximum diameter of the hob is 

41% in. 

is also a 

Twenty-six changes of hob feed can be obtained 
and eight changes of speed. When a belted drive is provided 

as shown, the driving pulley is 15 in. in diameter with a 

34% in. face to run at a speed of 400 r.p.m. 
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Plain Grinder With New Phantom Guards 

RACTICALLY all grinding machines made by the 
p Modern Tool Company, Erie, Pa., are now equipped 

with new phantom guards as illustrated. The new 
ruard, supplied with the machine and without extra cost, 
s a combination of expanded or perforated metal riveted to 

angle iron frame, thus assuring both lightness and 
rength. Objections heretofore found with the old type 
heavy, unwieldy, cast iron guard have been eliminated 

nd the new type is light and easily handled. It affords 
ratically complete visibility of all moving parts which the 

old type of guard concealed. All gears, pulleys, and belts 
e completely enclosed. 

he Modern phantom guard is a space-saver and permits 
hines to be set closer together. It is built to follow the 

s of the machine. The corners, being rounded instead of 

are, do not project into the passageway. Hinged por- 
1s and hand holes make lubrication and minor adjust- 
nts easy without the necessity of removing the guard. The 

vy cast iron type guard is cumbersome, and hard to 
idle, experience proving that lubrication and adjustments 

often neglected because of difficulty in this respect. 

(he feature of visibility will not only permit all moving 

parts to be seen, and watched, but will act as a check against 

accumulation of dirt. The new guard is supplied as a unit 
and can be placed in position or removed without the use 
of a wrench or screw driver. 

Modern Grinder With Phantom Guard 

Separating Water From Compressed Air 
LL railway shop men are familiar with the treuble 

A due to condensed water getting into pneumatic tools 

. and cir operated devices throughout the shop. A 
device for removing this water from the air mains 

Stratton Air Separator 

own in the illustration. It is known as the Stratton 
eparator, and is manufactured by the Griscom-Russell 

( iny, New York. 

The separator consists of a close grain, iron casting, de- 
signed to withstand a pressure of 160 lb. per sq. in. As 
air and the water come from the condenser they are com- 
pelled to follow a helical path which causes a swirling mo- 
tion. The water, being heavier, is thrown by centrifugal 
force out of the path of the air and against the walls of the 
separator which it meets at an angle. There is no spatter 
or splash and the water follows the walls until its motion 
is checked in the receiving space at the bottom, from which 
it may be drained. The operation of the separator is purely 
mechanical and it is essential, for satisfactory results, that 
air entering the separator shall be at a sufficiently low tem- 
perature to insure all the water vapor being condensed. In 
order that the separation shall take place when the air is 
at its lowest temperature, it is desirable to install the separa- 
tor as near as possible to the point at which the air is to be 
used. In other words, it is better to install a number of 
small separators on branch lines than to install one large 
separator on the main line from the compressor. In case of 
long air pipe lines out of doors where there is a possibility 
of freezing, the separator should be placed in the line at a 
point just before the pipe leaves the building. 

The water level in the separator is indicated by a glass 
gage as shown and for convenience in operation it is recom- 
mended that a trap be installed to automatically drain the 
separator of water. Separators having various arrange- 

ments of inlet and outlet can be supplied to meet different 
piping arrangements and with air inlets up to 8 in. in 

diameter. 

At a recent congress of the French Federation of Railway- 
men, the former secretary, M. Bidegaray, was re-elected by 
34 votes against 19 cast for Lardeaux, the extremist, who 

took an active part in promoting the recent abortive strike, 
according to a note in the Railway Gazette, London. M. 
Bidegaray was considered too moderate for the revolu- 
tionaries, who at the last congress ousted him from his posi- 
tion and then declared a strike. Three of the extremists are 
now under arrest and a warrant has been issued for the 
arrest of the fourth, who has so far eluded the police. 
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C. D. Young, general supervisor of stores of the Pennsyl- 
vania, has been appointed representative of the American 
Society for Testing Materials on Engineering Council, suc- 
ceeding Albert Ladd Colby. 

The Locomotive Superheater Company has received orders 
for 92 superheater equipments to be applied to seventy-five 
4-6-0 locomotives and seventeen 2-10-0 locomotives to be 
built by 12 different locomotive builders in Belgium. 

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered Class I 
railroads to file with it quarterly reports giving particulars 
of the number of employees cf various classes in the service 
at specified times, of the service rendered by such classes of 
employees and of the compensation paid for that service. 

A Materials Handling Section of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers was organized at a meeting in the 
Engineering Societies building, New York, August 13. Rob- 
ert M. Gates, Lakewood Engineering Company, acted as 
temporary chairman. A nominating committee was ap- 

pointed and ballots will be sent out for the election of officers 

just as soon as the committee makes its report. 

The Russian Soviet government has sent Messrs. Krassin 
and Ivitsky to London to negotiate for the purchase of loco- 
motives. Mr. Krassin is a representative of the Soviet gov- 
ernment and Mr. Ivitsky is the engineer in charge of design. 

It is reported that Russia needs 5.000 locomotives, but these 

gentlemen will negotiate for the purchase of from 200 to 300. 

However, the Polish crisis has temporarily held up the nego- 

tiations. 

The Joint Conference Committee of the national societies 

of civil, electrical, mechanical and mining engineers has 

issued an invitation to engineering and allied technical organ- 

izations to become charter members of the Federated Ameri- 

can Engineering Societies, the organization conference of 

which was held in Washington, D. C., on June 3 and 4. 

The engineering societies are also asked to appoint delegates 

to the first meeting of the American Engineering Council, 

which will be held this fall. 

The claim made by the railway car builders and repair- 

ers of Great Britain for an increase of 6 pence (12 cents) 

per hour on time rates with an equivalent increase on piece 

rates and of 3 pence (6 cents) per hour for apprentices has 

been refused by the Industrial Court. The employers con- 

“local industries. 
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tended that the increases already granted were sufficient to 
meet the increased cost of living and added that the high 
charges in connection with the car building trade were al- 
ready causing a serious fall in the demand. 

A despatch from Dallas, Tex., published in the Manufac- 
turers Record states that $18,000,000 will be spent by the 

Santa Fe system for new equipment, to be delivered at the 
earliest possible moment. Orders have been placed with 
manufacturers for 50 locomotives of the most modern type 
for both passenger and freight service, 3,000 gondola cars, 
2,500 refrigerator cars and 5,000 box cars. Fifteen hundred 
of the box cars will be built especially for the handling of 
automobiles and furniture. The $18,000,000 also provides 
for the purchase of a large number of passenger, mail, bag- 
gage and express cars. 

A sectional committee of the American Engineering 
Standards Committee, 29 West Thirty-ninth street, New 
York, held an organization meeting on June 11, to undertake 
the standardization of plain cylindrical gages for general 
engineering work, under the sponsorship of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers. The immediate occasion 
for undertaking the work was a request of the British En- 
gineering Standards Association for co-operation on the sub- 
ject. It is understood that this committee will recommend 
to the American Engineering Standards Committee that the 
scope of the work should be broadened so as to cover all 
plain limit gages for general engineering work. 

Chicago and Pittsburgh Sections, American Welding Socicty 

A Chicago section of the American Welding Society was 
organized at a meeting of the members of the welding trade 
in Chicago on August 3. Representatives were in attendance 
from many of the railroads and also from many of the larger 

M. B. Osburn, assistant superintendent of 
the Pullman Car Works, was elected chairman; O. T. Nelson, 
president of the General Boilers Company, was elected vice- 
chairman, and L. B. Mackenzie, president of the Welding 
Engineer, secretary and treasurer. 

The organization of the Pittsburgh Section of the Ameri- 
can Welding Society was completed at a meeting held in the 
Chamber of Commerce auditorium at Pittsburgh, Pa., on 
August 12. Officers of the section elected at the meeting 
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re: Chairman, J. D. Conway, secretary and treasurer Rail- 
ay Supply Manufacturers’ Association; first vice-chairman, 

Dr. R. H. Brownlee, Brownlee Consulting Laboratories; sec- 
nd vice-chairman, H. H. Maxfield, general superintendent 

notive power, central region Pennsylvania System; temporary 
cretary, F. W. Tupper, American Welding Society; treas- 
rer, F. O. Gardner, Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. 

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS 

{merican Steel Treaters’ Society—The American Steel 
Treaters’ Society and the Steel Treating Research Society 

ll hold a joint convention at the Commercial Museum, 
Philadelphia, Pa., on September 14 to 18, inclusive. A com- 
prehensive program will be presented covering all phases of 

- heat treatment of steel, including pyrometry, electric, gas 
d oil fired furnaces, forging temperatures, quenching me- 
ms, carbonizing and the treatment of various special alloy 
ls. Several papers of especial interest to railroad men 
be presented, the subjects including the heat treatment of 

omotive forgings. Over 80,000 sq. ft. of floor space in 
Commercial Museum will be devoted to an exhibit of 
treating appliances and heat treated products. More 
125 companies will be represented. 

wing list gives names of secretaries, dates of next cr regular 
1 places of mecting of mechanical associations and railroad 

ke Assocration.—F. M. Nellis, Room 3014, 165 Broadway, New 
York City. 

~ Raitroap Assocration, Section ITT—Mecuanicat.—V. R. Haw- 
ne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. 

Section TIT.—EquirpmMent Paintinc Diviston.—V. R. Hawthorne, 
Convention, September 14-16, New American House, 

B stot e 

RAILROAD AssccIATION, SECTION VI.—PUuRCHASES AND STOREs.— 
1. P. Murphy, N. Y. C., Collinwood, Ohio. 

RarLroaD Master T1iNNERS’, COPPERSMITHS’ AND PIPEFITTERS’ 
\ssocrATION.—C. B. Baker, Terminal Railroad, St. Louis, Mo. 
sn RaAr~Lway Too. ForemMen’s Associration.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145 

E. Marquette Road, Chicago. Convention September 1-3, Hotel 
Sherman, Chicago. 

Society For Testinc Materiats.—C. L. Warwick, University 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Fa. 
SociETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W. 

[hirty-ninth St., New Yerk. 
aN STEEL Treaters’ Socrety.—W. H. Eiseman, 154 E. Erie St., 

Chicago. 

on OF Rat~way ELeEcTRICAL ENGINEERS.—Joseph A, Andreucetti, 
Cc. & N. W., Room 411, C. & NW. Station, Chicago. 

n Ratrway Crus.—W. A. Booth, 131 Charron St., Montreal, 
Oue Next meeting, September 14, Paper on Car Records and 

- Relation to Transportation and Accounting will be presented 

}. A. Altimas, Canadian Pacific. B ; 
REMEN’s ASSOCIATION OF CHicaco.—Aaron Kline, 626 N. Pine 

Chicago Next meeting September 8, at Hotel Morrison, 
ago Paper on Reclamation of Car Materials will be read by 

L. McCann, B. & O. 
EMEN’s AssocIATION OF St. Louis.—Thomas B. Koeneke, secretary 
leral Reserve Bank Building, St. Louis, Mo. Meetings first 

Tuesday in month at the American Hotel Annex, St. Louis. 3 
Raitway Crus.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,_ New York 

Next meeting September 10, Hotel Statler, Bufiado, N. Y. _ Faper 
n Upkeep of Freight Car Equipment will be read by J. W. Senger, 

MX. Ge 
INTERCHANGE Car INSPECTORS’ AND CAR FoREMEN’S ASSOCIATION.— 

C. Keene, Decatur, Ill Convention, September 14-16, W indsor 
fotel, Montreal, Que. en aL : 

Raitway CLus.-—H. Boutet, 101 Carew Building, Cincinnati, 

Meetings second Tuesday in February, May, September and 

vembet 
"AL RAILROAD Master BiLacksMiTHS’ AssocIATION.—W. J. Mayer, 

higan Central, Detroit, Mich. : e 
ONAL RatLway. Fuet Assoctation.—J. G. Crawford, 702 East 

St., Chicago. —s 

[ONAL RAILWAY GENERAL ForeMEN’s AssociaTion.—William Hall, 
61 W. Wabasha Ave., Winona, Minn. Convention Sept. 7-10, 

0, Hotel Sherman, Chicago. ne 3 : 7 
BoiLeRMAKERS’ AssocraTion.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., 

New York. 
IGLAND RarLroap CLiun.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Bes- 

n, Mass. Next meeting October 12. ; . 
ORK ppg heres D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. 

‘ext meeting, September 17. Discussion of the Association of Rail- 

y Executives’ plans for increasing the efficiency of operation of the 

uilways 
. Frontier Car Men’s Assocration.—George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623 
Brisbane Building, Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings third Wednesday in 

nth, Statler Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. _. a d : 
RAILway Cr.uB.—W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal. 

Next meeting, September 3. os of the short line railroads 

vill be discussed by various speakers. f , 
Y on oS ee Ayo 515 Grandview Ave., Pitts- 

burgh, Pa. Meetings fourth Friday_in month, except June, July 

nd August, American Club House, Pittsburgh. | 5 : 

is RatLway CLus.—J. B. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. 

; Meetings second Friday in month, except June, July and August. 
ING ENGINEERS’ AssocraTion.—W. O. Thompson, a ye 
Buffalo, N. Y. Convention September 14, Chicago. = ; 

’ ~ RatLway Cxius.—Bruce V. Crandall, Chicago. Next ee 

September 20. The building of a locomotive in the plant of the 

?. 
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PERSONAL MENTION 

GENERAL 

C. H. Bitty has been appointed mechanical engineer on 
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at 
Milwaukee, Wis., having returned from service with the 

United States Railroad Administration. 

W. J. BoHAN, assistant mechanical superintendent of the 
Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has 
been appointed assistant general mechanical superintendent 
with the same headquarters. 

J. B. Brown, master mechanic of the East Carolina divi- 
sion of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at An- 
drews, S. C., has been transferred to succeed F. W. Knott 
as master mechanic of the Alabama division, with head- 
quarters at Savannah, Ga. 

R. M. Crossy, general master mechanic of the Northern 
Pacific with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., has been pro- 
moted to mechanical superintendent of the lines west of 
Paradise, Mont., with the same headquarters. 

H. M. Curry, mechanical superintendent of the Northern 
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has been ap- 
pointed general mechanical superintendent with the same 
headquarters. 

H. K. Fox, acting mechanical engineer of the Chicago, 
Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed engineer of 
tests with headquarters at the Milwaukee shops, Milwaukee, 
Wis. F 

E. R. GorMAN, assistant superintendent of the Eastern di- 
vision of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with 
headquarters at Eau Claire, Wis., has been appointed act- 
ing superintendent of motive power and machinery, with 
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Gorman succeeds J. 
O. Enochson, who has been relieved on account of ill health. 

W. T. Hawkins has been appointed fuel agent of the 
Missouri Pacific, succeeding W. J. Roehl, who has been 
transferred. 

GrorcE F. Hess, superintendent of machinery of the 
Kansas City Southern, has been appointed superintendent 
motive power of the Wabash, with headquarters at St. Louis, 
Mo., succeeding E. F. Needham, relieved of those duties at 
his own request because of ill health. Mr. Hess was born 
in Fort Wayne, Ind., and entered railway service as a mes- 
senger boy in the mechanical department of the Pennsylvania 
in 1886. After a short service as machinist apprentice in the 
Pennsylvania shops at Ft. Wayne he entered the employ of 
the Cleveland & Pittsburgh at Wellsville, Ohio, as a machin- 
ist. He was later employed by the Cleveland, Canton & 
Southern at Canton, Ohio; by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa 
Fe at Raton, N. M., and by the Wabash at Ashley, Ind. 
In 1897 he was promoted to roundhouse foreman at Mont- 
pelier, Ohio, and shortly after was transferred to Delray, 
Mich. He entered the service of the Grand Trunk as gen- 
eral foreman at Detroit, Mich., in 1899, and was later trans- 
ferred to Battle Creek, Mich. In March, 1901, he was ap- 
pointed enginehouse foreman on the Chicago, Rock Island 
& Pacific at Pratt, Kan. He was later transferred to Cald- 
well, Kan., where he remained until promoted to general 
foreman at the Forty-seventh street (Chicago) shops. He 
entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio in March, 1903, 
as a master mechanic, with headquarters at Lorain, Ohio, 
and served in the mechanical department of this road during 
the next eight years. In August, 1911, he was appointed 
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superintendent of machinery on the Kansas City Southern, 
with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Kan., which position he 
occupied at the time of his recent appointment. 

E. W. Hopp, master mechanic of the Racine and South- 

western division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with 

headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., has been transferred to 
Aberdeen, S. D., as master mechanic of the Aberdeen divi- 
sion, succeeding G. Lamberg. 

W. J. Hucues has been appointed master mechanic of the 
Racine and Southwestern division of the Chicago, Milwau- 
kee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., suc- 

ceeding E. W. Hopp. 

C. G. Juneau, recently appointed acting master car 
builder of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has now been 

appointed master car builder, with office at Milwaukee, Wis. 

G. LAMBERG, division master mechanic of the Aberdeen 
division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head- 
quarters at Aberdeen, S. D., has been promoted to superin- 
tendent of shops, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn. 

Lewis K. SILLcox, whose appointment as general superin- 

tendent motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 
with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the August 
issue, was born in Germantown, Pa., on April 30, 1886, and 
was educated at Trinity School, New York, and the Mechan- 
ical and Electrical Institute of Brussels. He entered railway 
service in 1903 as an apprentice in the High Bridge shops of 
the New York Central, leaving there in 1906 to go with the 
McSherry Manufacturing Company at Middletown, Ohio. He 
resigned from that company as assistant shop superintendent 
in 1909 to become shop engineer of the Canadian Car & 
Foundry Company at Montreal. He left his position with the 
latter company in 1912 to become mechanical engineer of the 
Canadian Northern. In 1916 he was appointed to a sim- 
ilar position with the Illinois Central in charge of car work, 
from which he resigned on February 1, 1918, to accept an 
appointment as master car builder of the Chicago, Milwau- 
kee & St. Paul. 

On June 1, of this year the appointment of Mr. Sillcox 
as assistant general superintendent motive power of the Chic- 
ago, Milwaukee & St. Paul became effective. 

Siras ZWIGHT, assistant mechanical superintendent of the 
Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has 
been promoted to mechanical superintendent of the lines east 
of Paradise, Mont., with the same headquarters. 

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF ENGINES 

G. F. EcBers, master mechanic on the Northern Pacific 

with headquarters at Pasco, Wash., has been appointed mas- 
ter mechanic of the Idaho division, with headquarters at 
Parkwater, Wash. 

H. McLenpon, general locomotive foreman of the Sea- 
board Air Line at Savannah, Ga., has been promoted to 
master mechanic of the East Carolina division, with head- 
quarters at Andrews, S. C., succeeding J. B. Brown. 

JaMEs SIMPSON, master mechanic on the Northern Pa- 
cific, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash., has been pro- 
moted to general master mechanic of the lines west of 

Paradise, Mont., with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash. 

J. E. Stone has been appointed assistant master mechanic 
of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Sparks, Nev., 

succeeding Paul Jones, who has resigned. 

C. A. WirtH, road foreman of engines on the Northern 

Pacific, with headquarters at Pasco, Wash., has been ap- 
pointed master mechanic, with the same headquarters, suc- 
ceeding G. F. Egbers. 
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CHARLES F. Parsons, whose appointment as general 
master mechanic, of District No. 1, of the New York Cen- 

tral at Albany, N. Y., was announced in last month’s issue, 
was born February 14, 
1876, at Ilion, N. Y., 
and received his edu- 
cation in the grammar 
schools. In June, 
1889, he entered the 
employ of the West 
Shore at Frankfort, N. 

Y., as messenger boy 
and was transferred to 
the store department in 
the fall of 1890. In 
the fall of 1892 he en- 
tered the locomotive de- 
partment as a machinist 
apprentice. On_ the 
completion of his ap- 
prenticeship he re-~ 
signed to accept a 
position as machinist 
with the New York, 
Ontario & Western, remaining with that company until No- 
vember, 1896, when he returned to the West Shore as a 
locomotive fireman. In November, 1902, he was promoted 
to engineman and in April, 1910, to road foreman of en- 
gines on the Mohawk division. He became master mechanic 
of the Mohawk division on July 1, 1918. 

Charles F. Parsons 

Joun F. Lone, district maintenance of equipment in- 
spector of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed master 
mechanic of the Con- 
nellsville division, 
Eastern district, with 
headquarters at Con- 
nellsville, Pa., succeed- 
ing H. J. Burkley, as- 
signed to other duties 
Captain Long served in 
France during the re- 
cent war in the capacity 
of inspector of equip- 
ment at Santes, France, 

master mechanic of the 
Paris & Mediterranean 
Railroad at Nimes 
Garde, France, and 
master mechanic at San 
Sulpice, and was com- 
mander of the 395th 
Casual Company, 35th 
Engineers. Previously 
he was employed on the St. Louis-San Francisco as machin- 
ist, assistant foreman, division foreman, general foreman, 
master mechanic and shop superintendent, and was for 
eight months with the United States Railroad Administra- 

tion as assistant supervisor of equipment. 

J. F. Long 

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE 

C. M. Jacosson, shop superintendent of the Seaboard 
Air Line, with headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla., has been 
transferred to Portsmouth, PVa., succeeding B. E. Greznwood, 

assigned to other duties. 

F. W. Knott, master mechanic of the Alabama division 

of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Savannah, 
Ga., has been appointed shop superintendent at Jeckson- 
ville, Fla., to succeed C. M. Jacobson. 
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| SUPPLY TRADE NOTES 

Willaim S. Noble has been appointed manager of the 
railroad department of the Standard Paint Company, with 
offices in the Woolworth building, New York, and Plymouth 
building, Chicago. 

George B. Malone, general manager of the K-G Weld- 

ing & Cutting Company, New York, has also assumed the 

duties of district manager of the Philadelphia territory 
and has his office at 929 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Julius Janes, formerly president of the Standard Steel 
Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has recently become 
associated with the Farrell-Cheek Steel Foundry Company, 
Sandusky, Ohio, as sales representative in Cleveland and 
Cuyahoga county. 

The Mono Corporation of America announces the removal 
of its main office from Buffalo, N. Y., to 25 West Broad- 

way, New York city, where a complete line of the auto- 
matic gas analyzing instruments manufactured by this cor- 
poration will be displayed. 

A. B. Way, until recently secretary and general manager 
of the Bridgeport Chain Company, has become affiliated 
with the Chain Products Company, Cleveland, Ohio, in the 
capacity of district sales manager for New England, with 
headquarters at New York. 

The Rogatchoff Company, 205 Water street, Baltimore, 
Md., has recently been incorporated under the laws of Mary- 
land, with a capital of $50,000, to manufacture adjustable 
crossheads for locomotives. A FE. Davis is president, Theo- 
dore Rogatchoff is vice-president and H. V. Baker, secre- 
tary and treasurer. 

William N. Thornburgh. Inc.. and the Drexel Sash & 
Door Company, Chicago, have been consolidated and are 
now known as the W. N. Thornburgh Manufacturing Com- 

pany, manufacturers of Thornburgh dust guards. The new 
plant and offices are located at Fiftieth avenue and Thirty- 
second street, Cicero, Il. 

New offices have been opened by the American Rolling 
Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio, in the Hibernia Bank 
huilding, New Orleans, La.. to cover the southern states, 

luding Texas, excepting El Paso. The office will be in 
charge of C. C. Lynd, who has represented the American 

lling Mill Company at Atlanta, Ga., for several years 
past. 

The Oxweld Acetylene Company, New York, has estab- 
ished Pacific Coast sales and distributing headquarters at 

n Francisco, with offices at 1077 Mission street. Addi- 
nal sales representatives’ offices are maintained at the fol- 
wing points: Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Portland, 
ittle. Leo Romney is Pacific sales manager, with head- 
rters at San Francisco. 

Che Mesta Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has 
ned an office in the Singer building, New York, from 
ich point all its foreign business will be handled. The 

York office will also be the sales office for the New 
k and Eastern states territory. M. M. Moore, the ex- 

sales manager, who has just returned from a several 
ths’ European trip, will be in charge. 

\rthur Jackson, formerly of the Gould, Shapley & Muir 
npany, Brantford, Ont., has been appointed Potter & 
nston representative with the Yamatake Company of To- 

wey tp 
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kio, Japanese agents for the Potter & Johnston Machine Com- 
pany, Pawtucket, R. I. Mr. Jackson was at one time em- 
ployed by the Jones & Lamson Company, Springfield, Vt., 
but for the past five years has been demonstrating and selling 
Gridley automatics in Great Britain. 

A large interest in the Youngstown Steel Car Company, 
Youngstown, Ohio, has been acquired by the Youngstown 
Sheet & Tube Company, and the Brier Hill Steel Company, 
both of Youngstown. The plant represents an investment 
of about $1,000,000 and will be used chiefly for repair work. 
It is intended later to erect additional works for the build- 
ing of steel cars complete and plans have been outlined for 
a plant to cost at least $5,000,000. 

The Uehling Instrument Company, 71 Broadway, New 
York, manufacturer of fuel economy equipment, announces 
that it is now being represented in the New England states 
by the Smith Engineering & Supply Company, 89 State 
street, Boston, Mass., manufacturers’ agents and engineers, 
specializing in power plant equipment. S. W. Smith, presi- 
dent of the latter company, was until very recently associated 
with the Uehling Instrument Company, with headquarters 
in its New York office. 

M. E. Hamilton has become associated with the Auto- 
matic Straight Air Brake Company as field engineer. The 

company has started to build up its field organization to take 
care of the brake in- 
stallations which it will 
soon be making. Mr. 
Hamilton entered rail- 
road service on the C. 
K. & N. Railway (con- 
struction company of 
the Chicago, Rock 
Island & Pacific) in 

the fall of 1887 as fire- 
man. Early in 1890 
he entered the service 
of the Atchison, To- 
peka & Santa Fe as a 
brakeman, and in 1891 

was promoted to con- 
ductor at Galveston, 
Tex. From the fall of 
1901 he worked for the 
Galveston, Houston & 
Henderson as engineer 

and roundhouse fore-man until 1903, when he went back 

to the Santa Fe as engineer. In 1906 he was made air brake 
insructor; in 1909 he was made general air brake insructor 
of the system with headquarters at Topeka, where he remain- 
ed until 1911, when he became railroad representative for the 
Garlock Packing Company. He re-entered railroad service 
as general air brake inspector for the St. Louis-San Fran- 
cisco in 1915 and in 1919 resigned to enter government 
service as field inspector for the Bureau of Safety, Inetrstate 
Commerce Commission. 

M. E. Hamilton 

The Heald Machine Company, Worcester, Mass., an- 
nounces two recent changes in organization. W. A. Erick- 
son, who has been demonstrating and selling in the New 

York district, has been made district sales manager in 

Buffalo and will open a branch office at a location as yet 
undecided upon. S. M. Hershey has resigned as sales 
manager at Philadelphia and his position will now be held 
by A. Sleath, who has been representing the Heald Ma- 
chine Company in the south. 

The Bourne-Fuller Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and the 
Upson Nut Company, Cleveland, Ohio, have effected a con- 
solidation under the name of the Bourne-Fuller Company, 
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Cleveland, Ohio. The ownership and management of these 
companies has been identical for the past eight years. The 
Upson Nut Company plants will continue operation as the 
Upson Works of the Bourne-Fuller Company, the product 
of its nut and bolt departments being marketed under the 
same trade-marks as in the past. 

George E. Long, senior vice-president of the Joseph Dixon 
Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J., following his re-elec- 
tion as a member of the board of directors at the annual 
meeting, announced his decision to retire from the office of 
vice-president after 43 years of active service with this com- 
pany, having begun as stenographer and advanced to the 
offices of secretary, treasurer and vice-president, respectively. 
He has taken an active part in the introduction of graphite 
as a lubricant and of silica-graphite paint. 

H. A. Noble, vice-president of the Pittsburgh Spring & 
Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been elected president 
to succeed D. C. Noble, deceased. S. F. Krauth, secretary 

and assistant treasurer, has been elected vice-president and 
treasurer, with headquarters at Pittsburgh. J. N. Brown- 
rigg, eastern sales agent at New York, has been elected-vice- 
president and eastern representative at New York, and M. 
F. Ryan, western sales agent at Chicago, has’ been elected 

vice-president and western representative, with headquarters 
at Chicago. 

The personnel of the railway department of the Westing- 
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, 
Pa., has been rearranged and promotions have been made as 
follows: W. R. Steinmetz, manager of the heavy traction 
section, with Franklin W. Carter in charge of both foreign 
and domestic negotiations; E. D. Lynch, manager of the 
light traction equipment section, with George Skipton in 
charge of negotiations; J. L. Crouse, manager of the new 
railway apparatus and supply section, and K. A. Simmon, 
manager of the safety car and foreign railway equipment 
section. 

Robert M. Gates has been appointed managing engineer 
in charge of the Philadelphia, Pa., district of the Lakewood 
Engineering Company, Cleveland Ohio, with offices at 1034 
Widener building, Philadelphia. Mr. Gates is a graduate of 
Purdue University. He has been active in organizing the 
Material Handling Section of the American Society of Me- 
chanical Engineers, and is acting as chairman of that section 
during its period of organization. He has devoted the past 
12 years to the design, application and engineering surveys 
of mechanical means of conserving labor in the construction, 

industrial and transportation fields. 

The sales, purchasing, accounting and executive depart- 
ments of the Reed-Prentice Company, Worcester, Mass., 
Becker Milling Machine Company, Hyde Park, Mass., and 
Whitcomb-Blaisdell Machine Tool Company, Worcester, 
Mass., were recently combined and the main offices are now 
permanently located at 53 Franklin street, Boston, Mass. 
The various agencies throughout the United States that 
formerly handled the products of these factories are now dis- 
placed by direct factory branches in the various machine 
tool centers of the United States, and the three companies 
now have combined sales branches in Boston, Worcester, 
New York, Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, and Indianapolis. 
The locations of the various offices are as follows: Boston, 
53 Franklin street, executive office; Worcester, Reed-Pren- 

tice Company, Cambridge street; Whitcomb-Blaisdell Ma- 
chine Tool Company, 134 Gold street; Hyde Park, Boston, 
Becker Milling Machine Company; New York, fifth floor, 
Grand Central Palace; Chicago, 26-28 North Clinton 
street; Detroit, 408 Kerr building, corner Fort and Beaubien 
streets; Cleveland, 408 Frankfort avenue; Indianapolis, 940 

Lemcke annex. 
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS | 

HARDENING RoomM EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.—The Wais- 

ner Manufacturing Company, Rockford, Ill., has issued a 
12-page booklet describing its line of lead hardening fur- 
naces, lead furnace preheating attachments, coke furnaces, 
carbonizing pots and carbonizing material. 

LOCOMOTIVES FOR LoccING _SERvicE.—Record No. 96, 
published by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, 
Pa., describes the conditions which must be met by locomo- 
tives in logging service and recommends types that are best 
suited for the purpose. Numerous locomotives built for this 
kind of service are illustrated and general data are given for 
each. 

VANADIUM STEEL.—The Vanadium Alloys Steel Company, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a small booklet covering Vasco 
vanadium steel, a general utility tool steel for all purposes, 
particularly adapted to resist shock and strain. This steel 
is made in six different types, each containing a different 
percentage of carbon. The classes of work for which each is 
especially suited are listed and directions are given for the 
heat treatment of each type. 

GacEs.—A new gage catalogue has been issued by the 
Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass. In 
addition to being a catalogue it contains valuable screw 
cutting and gaging data, and describes the latest methods 
in precision measuring and inspection. Graphic tolerance 
charts to aid in establishing manufacturing limits, and 
complete gaging systems to assist manufacturers in pro- 
moting standardization of their products are also included 
in the catalogue. 

SHop MACHINERY AND Toots.—The Brown & Sharpe 
Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I., has revised its 
catalogue of machinery and tools. The new catalogue, known 
as No. 137, contains 609 pages, 534 in. by 3% in., and is il- 
lustrated. It covers the complete line of equipment manu- 
factured by this company, including milling and grinding 
machines, automatic gear cutting and screw machines, cut- 
ters, machinists’ and test tools, and contains a number of 
tables for the convenience of mechanics. 

SUPERHEATERS.—Bulletin T-5, published by the Locomo- 
tive Superheater Company, New York, describes the advan- 
tages of superheated steam for stationary power plants and 
presents the engineering reasons for these advantages from a 
new angle. The argument is clear and concise and should be 
of interest to all power plant owners and operators in every 
industry or power plant service. Charts are included show- 
ing the effect of superheat on steam consumption, the super- 
heat required to prevent condensation and the increase in 
thermal efficiency due to superheat. 

SurpLuS WAR MATERIAL.—The Way to Increased Pro- 
duction is the title of a booklet issued by the du Pont Chem- 
ical Company, Wilmington, Del., giving some facts re- 
garding the sale of surplus war material taken over from 

the war plants of the du Pont Company. Although the 
book is not complete as an inventory of the material on 
hand, it gives an idea of the great variety of supplies for 
sale, including a large range of articles in daily use, also 
flat and gondola cars, gasoline and electric storage battery 
locomotives, steam power equipment, hoists, etc. General 
machine shop tools of all kinds are on hand, and there is 
also special machinery built for manufacturing purposes 
peculiar to the powder business but which can in many in- 
stances be used in other industries with slight changes. 


